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ABSTRACT 

This study considers the legal and practical 
factors affecting the right and ability of individuals 
in Saga Age Iceland (9JO-IOJOAD) to prosecute and defend 
court actions. It is based on 118 law suits in histori
cal sources and family sagas about the Saga Age which 
are listed in the Appendices, 96 being outlined in detail 
and 78 of these being included in Summary Tables. 

I • , • 

- -
The 12th century laws of Gragas are used as a 

base for the study of the formal law in the law suits, 
as there was probably little major developement in the 
law between the end of the Saga Age and the writing of 
Gragas, although it cannot be relied on for details of 
Saga Age law. The formal· laws concerning parties to 
court actions are considered in terms of the responsi
bility for law enforcement and the duty to prosecute, 
financial, aocial, mental, age and sex restrictions on 
who could appear in court, the right to transfer a 8ui~ 
and the variations in rules between different courts. 

. The practical problems faced by1itigants because 
of abuses of the law by other litigants are considered, 
including the use of force and violence, abuse of legal 
process and of trust by godar, pursuit of suits relent
lessly to the limit of the law, and acquisition of un
justified wealth by helping others with their suits. 

The final chapter summarises the evidence for 
individual equality and independence in prosecuting law 
suits, and considers some of the historical b~ckground 
to the apparently relatively high degree of concern for 
the individual in early Iceland. The legal equality and 
independence of males~in litigation is shown to have 
been quite high, although the practical problems an 
individual could face severely reduced this, and females 
appear to have been more restricted in their rights. 



WITH LAWS SHALL OUR LAND BE BUILT UP 

BUT WITH LAWLESSNESS LAID WASTE 

Njals saga ch. 70 
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PREFACE 

In May of 1979 Iceland lived up to its name. Snow 

still lay in mounds at Akureyri. Freezing winds chased me 

off the slopes behind Hveragerai and drove the biting dust 

down the gorge at Gullfoss, considerably detracting from the 

beauty ·of the waterfall. I was told that such winds could 

sand blast a car in minutes in the interior. Long cups of 

coffee over a newspaper and swims in the open-air heated 

pools were more than welcome retreats from the severe out-

doorsl It was unusually cold weather for the time of year, 

, with sheep having to lamb indoors, but it was nevertheless 

an apt introduction to the bleakness of the country - at 

that time of year there was nearly 24 hours of light. such 

weather in 24 hours of darkness must require great hardiness 

of character indeedl And for the early settlers without 

modern comforts it must of course have been that much worse. 

"Forests" of trees years old, but still only inches high, 

and vast expanses of rough lava further emphasized the 

difficulties of the land. Yet it is a country which developed 
• 

complex laws, a unique political system, and a great litera

ture during its early history. 

Knowledge of these developments adds a sense of romance 

to a visit to Iceland, whether standing at the Law Rock at 

~ingvellir, the scene of many memorable incidents in the 

sagas, or sitting looking over the plains where Njals saga 

was enacted, or vi~iting Skalaholt, the home of Gizurr the 

White, or sitting in Au~vgller Square, thought to have been 

the homefield of the first settler Ing6lfr Arnarson, or 

walking down the valley of EyjafjQrar, the home of HeIgl the 

Lean, V!ga-Glumr (Killer Glumr) and Gu!mundr the Mighty. 
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Place names are a constant reminder of the early history, 

with few changes in over 1000 years, and even the early 

legal tradition is still preserved on police cars, whose 

insignia reads "Med Log Skal Land Byggja", with law shall the 

land be built up, a quetation from Njals saga. 

And in spite of itself it is a beautiful country, with 

high snow capped mountains, deep cut fjords, spectacular 

waterfalls, hot springs and geysers, unusual lava formations, 

and of course the ever present sea surrounding the island. 

It is not difficult to understand how the early settlers 

were attracted to this unihabited land in the years following 

874AD. By 9JOAD it was fully settled, primarily by Nor

wegians who were used to a harsh climate. The society they 

established was a rural one, based on well spaced out family 

farmsteads, with no towns or villages. This lack of communal 

living is perhaps all the more remarkable given the adverse 
- . 

natural circumstances. Large gatherings of people did, 

however, take place at the J6 to 39 local spring assemblies 

(varPing) and autumn meetings (leia), and at the one National 

Assembly in June, the Al~ing, all of which were established 

very early in Iceland's history, probably in 9JOAD. At these 

meetings most of the country's legal, political and constitu

tional business was carried out, under the supervision and 

direction of the J6 to 48 goaar, who were the only rulers 

the country knew. Every person was required to affiliate 

to a godi. but independent farmers were free to choose 

whichever one they wished. The country was not subject to 

any foreign king, and had no central monarch or autocratic 

ruler of any kind. It was thus quite unique in Dark Age 

Europe, where the trend was to ever increasing centralisation 
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of government under kings. Indeed, a conscious reaction to 

such developments in Norway may have been one of the factors 

which led to the settlement of Iceland (see below, chapter 5). 

This independent country, known as Commonwealth Iceland, 

was to survive until 1262, when it finally submitted to 

monarchical rule under the king of Norway. During its 

existence it was to develop a very rich literature, partly 

historical, partly legal, partly religious. But the most 

notable feature of their literature was the saga, which 

made the first 100 years of Iceland's settled history 

(9JO-IOJOAD) famous as the Saga Age. In addition to being 

vivid accounts of life in the lOth century, many of these 

sagas are great literary works - indeed it is difficult to 

know where the line between history and literature is to be 

drawn (see further below chapter 1, part B). 

Early Iceland has therefore attracted both the political 

historian, intrigued by the unique constitution, and the 

literary scholar, fascinated by "the rich literature. But 

from early in their history Icelanders also showed them

selves very concerned with legal matters, from the introduc

tion of laws and a constitution with Ul~6tr's code in 9)OAD. 

to the decision to remain subject to one set of laws in 

lOOOAD with the official adoption of Christianit¥, to the 

writing down of the laws in 1117-1118AD. This concern with 

law is reflected in the literature. both in rich legal 

detail in the aagas and in extensive legal codes. Common

wealth Iceland has thus also drawn the attention ot legal 

historians. and it is to the law ot the saga Age that I 

direct my attention in this thesis. The iasue which attracted 

me waa the extent to which this intereat at the early Ice

landers in law reflected a concern for the rights ot the 
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individual. This can in part be answered through the study 

which I have undertaken here of parties to court actions, 

including the rules which governed them and the difficulties 

they faced, from the viewpoint of the equality and indepen-

dence of access to court. 

For the reader new to the history of Commonwealth 

Iceland who desires further background, general histories can 

be found in Jon Johannesson, A History of the Old Icelandic 

Commonwealth*and Knut Gjerset, History of Icelandf For an 

introduction to the period during which the literature was 

written down see E.O. Sveinsson, The Age of the Sturlungs~ 

But to get a real flavour ot Saga Age Iceland and its people 

it is best to read one or two ot the sagas themselves. 

Several are conveniently available in English in Penguin 

Classics (Egils saga, Laxdmlasaga, The Vinland Sagas, Njals 

saga, Hrafnkels saga) and in Everyman (Egils saga, The Saga 

of Gisli, The Saga ot Grettir the Strong," The Story ot Burnt 

Njal)~ All of these make good reading, although they are 

of varying worth as historical sources (see further below 

chapter 1 part B). - . 
No convenient introduction to Iceland's law exists in 

English, outside the general histories already mentioned. 

Extensive tombs are available in German, particularly the 

work of Konrad Maurerf and the Dpnish work of Vilhjalmur 

Finsen*is also valuable, although all make heavy reading. 

I should like to thank my supervisor Dr. A.P.Smyth. 

who was always ready with help and advise when needed, but 

who also gave me the considerable freedom and independence 

to do as I wished which has made my work on this thesis so 

enjoyable. I should also like to thank Professor Peter 

* See the Bibliography, below p. 223. for full references 



Foote for his considerable assistance, particularly in 

making available in manuscript form an English translation 

of Gragas. The prompt and accurate typing of Jo Parker 

has been much appreciated. I am also much indebted to my 

husband Tay Wilson for his encouragement and support, and 

tor allowing me all the time I wanted to complete this 

work. 

• 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

Law Suit, West Quarter (see Appendices-I and III) 

It It North It 

.. •• East n 

., .. South .. 

S 

H 

M 

Landnamab6k, Sturlubok (see Bibliography, Landn~mab6k, 
for fulL references) .. Hauksb6k 

.. Melabok 

.. Melabok (~6raarbok) 

V&P Vigfusson & Powell, Origines Islandicae,.2 volumes, 
noted as V&PI. V&PII (see Bibliographv for full 
reference) 

Finsen la, Ib, II and III refer to the standard editions 
of Gragas, with page reference. then chapter. See 
Bibliographv under Gragas for full references. 
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GLOSSARY 

Commonly Occurring English Translations 

Assembly. ~I a public meeting. generally dealing with 
political and legal matters. 

Spring Assembly. varpingl There were 1) spring assemblies. 
) in each quarter except the 

north. which had 4. Three goaar were responsible for each 
spring assembly. which was a legal, political and social 
gathering for the area. held annually before the Al~ing. 
Many of the law suits considered in this paper were brought 
to a spring assembly, see Table IX in vol. II, also vol. I. 
ch. 2, p. 80 and ch. ) p. 152. A list"of the spring assemblies 
can be found in Dr. F. Boden, -Die islandischen HHuptlinge-, 
Zeitschrift der Savi -Stiftun fur Rechts eschichte. vol. 
2 190), p. 181-91, with his list of goaar. 

Autumn meeting, lei~, pl. leiairl Such a meeting was held 
• . . in each assembly area. 

to report on the business at the Al~ing, and transact other 
business of the area. It was not a meeting to which law 
suits were brought. See Finsen III, p. 6)8, leia. 

Assembly attendance dues, ~ingfararkaupi These were paid 
by people who 

did not attend an assembly to those who did. See below, 
vol. I, chi 2, p. 66. 

Assembly participant. pingheyjandil See below Vol. I, 
ch. 2, p. 65-69. 

Confiscation court, f'ransd6mrl This was a court held after 
a person had been out

lawed, at which all his property was assessed, confiscated, 
and distributed. See below vol. I, ch. 2, p. 7). ch. ) 
p. 127-8. Finsen Ia p. B)-94, ch. 4B-54. p. 112-116. ch. 
62. p. llB-119, ch. 67, p. 120 ch. 69. 

Freedman. leYsingil A slave who had been freed •. See below 
vol. I ch. 2 p. 70. chI J p. 117-120. 

See also Finsen III p. 710 (prmll). 

Lawspeaker, logsqgumaarl A public official appointed tor 
a three year term, responsible 

for reciting the laws at the A1ping. See below vol. I 
ch. 2, p. 52. ch. ) p. 10)-106. See also Finsen Ia p. 
20B-lO. ch. 116. 

Murder. mora. A secret killing. not acknowledged by the 
killer. a more serious crime than the 

far more common manslaughter. Only one example occurs in 
the law suits considered below, and that is EB. See Finsen 
Ia p. 154. chI BB. 

Outlawry. Lesser. three year outlawry, tjorbaugsgarara 
Lesser outlaw, fj2rbaugsmadr. 
Full outlaw, outlaw for lifel SkOga!ma~. 
Sekr (adJ)1 A difficult word whichs :nterpreted 
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to mean both outlawed and sentenced. See for example below, 
vol. II, law suit W17 outline. Comments. But it seems 
generally assumed to mean a person was outlawed when there 
was no further qualification of the word, see Laavfk 
Ingvarsson. Refsingar a Islandi a ~j6aveldistlmanum, 
Reykjavik, 1970. p. 94. and Konrad Maurer. Altislindisches 
Strafrecht und Gerichtswesen. Leipzig. 1910. reprinted 1966, 
p. 154-157. 

Primary prosecutor, aaili, soknaradilia The person with 
the first right 

to prosecute a law suit. See below Vol. I. ch. 2, p. 58. 
See also Finsen III,p. 579. Maurer, Strafrecht, p. 461. 

Primary defender, varnaraailia The person with the first 
right to defend a law 

suit. See Finsen III p. 581, Maurer,Strafrecht, p. 461. 

Quarter, fjoraungrl Iceland was divided into four for 
political and legal purposes. the 

west, north. east and south quarters. The division occurred 
in about 96)AD, and was carried out by ~6rar gellir. See 
Islendingabok chI 5, and below yolo II law suit W14. 

Icelandic Words Retained in the Text. 

Alpingl The annual General Assembly for Iceland. a political. 
legal and social gathering. It was held in June 

at ~ingvellir in the south west. 

bondi, pl. bmndrl A farmer, see below vol. I p. 65-6. (Also 
. means husband, but it does not occur in 

this sense in this paper.) . 

goai, pl. goaara There were )6 of these men in Iceland. later 
39 (96)AD), later still 48 (I004AD). with 

9 in each Quarter (12 in the north after 96JAD). Every per
son in Iceland had to at!iliate to a godi, a bondi was, entitled 
to choose his goai, and to change this affiliation once a 
year. the rest of his household took the same gOdf as the 
bondi. These men affiliated to a goai were his ~ ngmenn. 
The political and legal system was based on the goa-r. They 
sat on the Law Council (L9gretta) which determined the law 
of the land, appointed the courts at the Al~ing and spring 
assemblies, and generally were overseers of all the politi-
cal and legal processes.' (See Finsen III p. 617 ~). 
They were also the guardians of law and order in their own 
districts, which included helping their~i~menn with their 
legal problems, the extent to which they d d so in the lOth 
and early 11th centuries is one of the subjects of this paper 
(see below vol. I chI 2 ~.S4-56, ch. ) p. 102, p.lJ), chI ) 
P. 146. chI 5 p. 214-216), Concerning their role in the 
12th century see Gunnar Karlsson, Goair og bendur, ~ X 
(1972) p. 5-57 (an English summary of his findings appears 
as"Goaar and H8faingjar in Medieval Iceland", Saga Book of 
the Viking Society, vol. XIX (1977), p. )58-)70). 
The exact identIty of all )6 to 48 goaar at any particular 
time in Iceland's history is not easy to determine, although 
particular goat' are often identified in the sources, some 
have ~ sufr xed to their name.soae are said to have 



held a goaor~, and others to have had~ingmenn. There are 
also extant three lists of leading men at three different 
times in Iceland's early history which are often assumed 
to be lists of godar, although none of the three claims to 
be this. The first is a list of the leading settlers, 

xii 

foun4 in Landnimabok. Sturlubok chI 170. 262, 335 and 397. 
and Hauksb6k chI 354. The second in a list of the leading 
chieftains (hQfaingjar mestir) in the land after the land 
had been settled for 60 winters (ie 930AD. but many of those 
listed were unlikely to have been influential until 950AD 
or later. For example, ~6rar gellir and Tungu-Oddr died in 
the late 960's, EyjOlfr Valgerdarson about 983AD, and Egill 
Skalagr!msson in his BO's in about 990AD). This list is 
found in Landn~mab6k, Sturlub6k chI 39B, Hauksbok chI 355. 
The third list is of the strongest chieftains (st~rster 
hQfdingjar) in the land when Bishop Frederick came to Iceland 
about 981AD, and is found at the beginning of Kristni saga 
(V&PI p. 376-7). A useful list of goaar compiled from all 
all these sources can be found in Boden, "Die IsIKndischen 
Hauptlinge". p. 148-210. 
The term goai is often translated "chieftain", as is hqfaingi. 
This seems in part based on the assumption sometimes, but 
not always, made explicit, that the two terms are synony
mous anyway, an assumption which I believe has not received 
sufficient investigation. The identification of goaar 
from the two of the .lists mentioned above also depends in 
part on this assumption. 

goaor~a the power and authority held by a goai, and perhaps 
also the community or grou~ of which the go~i 

was head (see chI 5 p. 212, note 18). 

heimamaar, pl -~, 

hreppr, pl. hreppara 

An employee of a householder. 

A local welfare organisation. See 
~elow vol. I ch, 1 p. 33, ch, 2 p. 62. 

hreppssoknarmaar, pl.-menna • Men who enforced the law of the 
hreKpr, see below vol. I chI 2 
p. 2. 

hQf~ingi, pl. h2f~ingjara Chieftain, influential man, 
sometimes assumed to be synony

mous with goat, see above, goai. 

landn&msmaar, pl.-m!nna Settler of Iceland during the 
period 870-930AD. 

Itsinga A publication or notification, a method ot commencin& 
a law suit as an alternative to a summons. The 

notice was given at the Al~ing at the Law Rock. See below, 
vol. II, law suit STHll outline, "How Commenced" and the 
references there. 

n~li. A new law. This word often appears opposit~lauses 
of the law in Gragas, indicating that the provision 

is relatively young 

~ingmaar, pl. -~a See above, goai. 
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I N T ROD U C T ION 

This study deals with the legal and practical factors 

affecting the right and ability of individuals in Saga Age 

Iceland (9Jo-loJOAD) to prosecute and defend court actions. 

The topic is considered from three different viewpoints,

what the actual rules were (Chapters 2 and J), the extent 

to which Icelanders showed themselves to be law abiding 

citizens by complying with the rules (Chapter 4), and the 

the social implications, particularly in terms of the equality 

and independence of the individual (Chapter 5). 
The ability of an individual to get redress for wrongs 

done, or to defend himself when charged against all other 

individuals in any situation, through recognised and accepted 

dispute resolution procedures, is of fundamental importance 

in assessing social relationships in a society. The impor

tance of the ability to do so in court depends to a large 

extent on the alternatives available and the relative impor

tance of court procedure to them. This is the first issue 

dealt with in this Introduction (section A). Section B 

considers in some detail the sources used, including assess

ments of their historical reliability and their relevance 

to the Saga Age. This is followed by a short description of 

the law suits (section C), which are the main source material 

for the discussions in Chapters J, 4 and 5 of this study. 

The Introduction concludes with a brief note on references 

(section D). 

A. The Importance of Court Action as a Dispute Resolution 
Procedure in Light of the Alternatives Available 

The major ~lternatives to court action in early Iceland 

were violence and settlement. As we shall see, both played 

their part in the resolution of law suits, but they were 

also used independently of law suits to resolve disputes. 

One way of assessing the relative importance of these 

procedures is to count how often each was used. Andreas 

Heusler found in the sagas 297 "vengeance deeds", 104 cases 
submitted to arbitration, . and 119 court actions. Of the 

court actions he found 9 stopped by violence and 60 settled, 



with 50 being decided in court. l 

These figures suggest th~t violence played a rather 

disproportionate part in the resolution of disputes and that 

physical strength could be of greater importance thanjusti~e. 

This finding agrees well with the role violence played in law 

suits themselves as discussed below (Chapter 4 ). However, 

the large percentage of cases which were taken to court also 

seems notable. A certain percentage of people will always 

react violently to a ~rong done them "and settlement on both 

an informal and formal basis is normally sought (at least 

in civil matter~before the adversary situation of court is 

resorted to. A lawyer in the modern world would not be seen 

3 

to be doing his job properly if he pressed on with expensive 

legal proceedings without making extensive attempts to settle 

first, but court action remains the ultimate right and sanction. 

In considering the importance of the large numbers of 

examples of the use of violence in dispute resolution we must 

also consider the attitude of society to violent resolution of 

conflict, the extent to which violence did achieve settlement of 

disputes, the legal status of resort to violence, the availab

ility of it to ordinary men, together with the situation and 

factors associated with the use of violence. 

Legal Killings 

As is pointed out below (P.76-7 p.l32 and p.l47 ), in 

certain situations a person was entitled to kill another in 

direct vengeance for some wrongdoing. In such situations the 

original offence was a full defence in any court action which 

might be brought for the killing. This type of violence" is 

also permitted under modern English law in certain situations -

one is entitled"to use appropriate force to defend oneself. 

1 Andreas Heusler, Das Strafrecht der IsHindersagas, L.eipzig, 
1911, p. 40. For a discussion of reservations concerning 
the historical reliability of th, so~rc,s on which these 
findings and the remainder of thlS Sectlon are ba$ed, which 
are the same sources used in this study, see Sectlon B. 



The right appears to have been more extensive under Icelandic 

law, 'a-husband being, for example, entitled to kill someone 

he found having sexual intercourse with his wife. These 

differences reflect both differences in values, and the lack 

of a police force to apprehend offenders. 

But we will also see that it may have been required that 

where a person claimed to have killed another legally, he 

had to bring a court action against the dead person for the 

offence for which he was killed. The law suits suggest that 

such charges were not always brought, but the existence of 

the rule indicates a feeling that in all cases the court was 

regarded as the place where disputes were finally resolved, 

and that disputes should not be seen to end in violence. 
, . 

Holmgang 

Another form of violence which enjoyed considerable 

legal recognition \vas the duel, or single combat (holmgang 

or einvlgi). 

B¢2has summarised the theories concerning the legal nature 

of the single combat in Iceland under three headings. 

1. It was like an ordeal, and its outcome had the force of 

evidence. 

2. It was used to decide a case where the normal legal process 

had broken down. 

3. It had no sanction in law whatsoever. 

These categories do not, however, cover all the legal issues 

relating to single combat and seem further to be relevant only 

to challenges issued in the context of a court action. 

2 Olav B~, ''H6lm~3l1g and Einvlgi: Scandinavian Forms of the Duel", 
Med~al Scand~navia, 2 (1969), p.136 -7. 

• 
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The most basic issue is whether the single combat was 

legal - we~e there any penalties for taking part in a duel? 

Was it necessary to pay compensation for death or injury 

inflicted in a duel? Could a person be outlawed for taking 

part in a duel? Until the early part of the 11th century 

the answer to all these questions, for both Iceland and Norway 

seems to be no. There appear to be no examples in any of the 
, , 

sources of penalties or compensation resulting from partici-

pat ion in duels. The sagas tell us, however, that early 

in the 11th century the practice was made illegal in both 

Iceland and Norway, in Iceland about 1006 by the Al~ing 

after the duel between Gunnlaugr and Hrafn (Gunnlaugs saga 

Ch. llYand in Norway by Earl Eirlkr before he left for 

England to support King Knut, i.e. probably in 1015 (Grettis 

saga Ch. XIX). 

After the-abolition a hOlmgang took place in Valla-

Lj6ts saga, but court action over the killing in it was taken 

and compensation paid, in other words, it was treated like any 

other manslaughter. 

The second issue is what the role of single combat was' 

in the settlement of legal disputes, the'issue with which B~'s 

categories are concerned. The first point to be made is 

that the use of single combat was not restricted to legal 

disputes. All the sources seem to agree that both in Norway 

and Iceland challenges could be made for things to which the 

challenger had no legal claim. 

3 Full references'to the sagas will be found in'theilllli
graphy under their individual names., Chapter references 
are normally given according to the Islenzk fornrit edi
tions, but if this does not exist, they are according to 
the first editions named in th~ibliography. 



It was considered a scandal in the land IDorwaYJ that pirates 
and berserks should be abl e to come into the cotmtry and challenge· 
respectable people to the h6lmgang for their money or their women, 
no weregild being paid whichever fell. Grettis saga Ch. XIX 
(see also Gisla sa~a 01. 1 and 2, Gl6ma ... Qi IV). It was duelling 
law at that time t at if a man challenged another in any matter 
and the one who issued the challenge won the victory, then his due 
as victor was whatever the challenge had been made for. Egils 
saga Ch.64. -

The use of hOlmgang in early commonwealth Iceland 

suggests that there too, challenges could be issued without a 

legal claim. There are several examples in Landnamab6k of 

challenges by new settlers for land of those already there, not 

backed by any special claim to the land (S70/HS8; S326/H287; 

S)89/H343; S86/H74 and Eyrbyggja, Ch.8, H346; S32S/H286).~ 

Challenges for, or concerning, women are perhaps the most 

common type mentioned in the sources, particularly in NorwaYr 

These involved not only berserks, but also more legitimate 

suitors and the relations of the women. Again there is seldom 

any legal claim involved,only frustrated hopes or sentiments 

of hOIlour (Gisla saga Ch. 1 and Ch. 2, Gluma Ch. IV, Egils 

saga Ch. 6 4 ). The hblmgang in Gunnlaug~ saga between Gunnlaugr 

and Hrafn in Iceland came about because Hrafn married Gunnlaugr's 

betrothed. Gunnlaugr had no legal claim as the three year 

period he had set for the betrothal had expired before Hrafn 

married her, but nevertheless Gunnlaugr felt badly treated: 

You know that you have taken my own betrothed and shown yourself 
no friend to me, and now, for that, I want to challenge you to a 

II ~ 

duel here at the Assembly, to be on Oxara Islet after three days 
respite. 

It In Citations of Landnamabok S refE;rs to Sturlubok, H to Hauksbok. the 
two main manuscripts used in the Islenzk fomrit edition. For full 
details see the Bibliography tmder Landnamab6k. 



The saga further explains: 

it was legal at that time for a man who thought himself to be 
unfairly dealt with by another to issue a challenge. 

H6:Jmgang was not resorted to very often in law suits, 

but when it was it seems to have been used in the spirit of 

this last quotation. In Egils saga we have a specific statement 

of the right to resort to a duel in law cases in Norway. Egill 

found he was not going to get what he considered a just decision 

from the court: 

When Atli went to the courts with his oath-swearers Egill went to 
meet him and said that he was not willing to let these oaths be 
set against the property. 'I wish to offer you a different lmv, 
namely that we meet in a duel here at the Asserribly, and let the one 
who gets the victory have the property'. It was valid law that 
Egi1l cited, and an ancient custom that any man had the right to 
challenge another to a duel whether he was defender or prosecutor. 
(Egils saga Ch. 65). 

Occasional references in the law suits suggest that this 

law may have been imported' to Iceland and used in a similar way, 

to attempt to avoid an unjust court judgement. There is, 

however, only one example in the main group of law suits 

considered in this paper (see Appendix I), and that is in N18 s , 

a law suit from Lj6svetninga saga which probably occurred in 

1014 or later, and thus well after the abolition of hblmgang 

Other examples occur in Vatnsdrela saga (Ch. 33 lawsuit N33), 

Kormaks saga (Ch. 21, law suit N43), Hall:fre~ar saga (Ch. 10 

lawsuit N44) and Nj~ls saga eCho 8 law suit STH 11 and Ch. 60 

lawsuit STH 14) • . 
5 The law suits are listed in Appendix I according to the Quarter in 

which they occurred, and the nunhering system refers to this. Thus 
N18 refers to lawsuit 18 in the North Quarter. The other abbreviations 
are E for East Quarter, S1H for South and W for West. For further 
discussion of the law suits used see below p 47 . 
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As B~ argues, these examples provide little evidence that 

the hc51mgang was used in law suits like the ordeal, its outcome 

having the force of evidence. Rather, if one party "felt he 

was not getting a just decision by legal means, he might 

challenge his opponent to a h6lmgang. As B¢ rightly points 

out, the process was always initiated by the parties, not by any 

court official, and there were certainly no formal rules to 

bring it into effect 6 • But nevertheless,_ it seems to have been 

at least an occasional last resort for getting justice in legal 

cases and therefore played a part in the legal process 7 • 

In this regard it has been pointed out as significant8 

that the banning of it in about 1006 was related to the institu

tion of the Fifth court in 1004, which provided a legal appeal 

procedure in some cases, thus providing parties another 

opportunity for gaining justice where the legal system had 

frustrated it 9• 

The third legal issue with respect to hOlmgang is its 

legal effect. Did the victor acquire legally enforceable 

rights? It is one thing to say two people should be allowed to 

fight if they wish, without legal penalty, it is another to say 

that the terms they agreed in advance would be recognised as valid 

and enforceable by the rest of society. 

6 B¢ op cit, p.137 

7 Sigurdttr Nordal and G\.\~i Jonsson, IS1enzk fomrit Vol III, Reykjarlk 
1938, p.93 note 2. 

8 Konrad Maurer, AltislHndisches Strafrecht und Gerichtswesen, 1966 reprint 
p.709-10iFelix,Wagner "L'organisation du combat singulier aUMoyen Age", 
Revue de synthese XI (1936), p.59. 

9 See Gragas, KOnUn~Sbok Ch.44, Finsen Ia p.77-78 for the situations where 
this appeal proce ure could be used. 



In Egils saga it is stated concerning the law in Norway: 

It was duelling law at that time that if a man challenged another 
in any matter and the one who issued the challenge won the victory, 
then his due as victor was whatever the challenge had been made 
for. If he were defeated, he was obliged to ransom himself by 
an agreed sum. But if he fell in the duel, the fight lost him 
all his possessions, and the one who had killed him in the duel 
inherited from him. Egils saga (h. 64, 

Payment of a h~lmgang ransom is mentioned int1s1a saga in 
. f---_.:.:"--

reference. to a duel in Norway, Ch.(2), twice in Kormaks saga, 

once with· reference to a duel in Norway, once with one in 

Iceland (Ch. 1 and 10) and in:Gl6ma with reference to a 

duel in Norway. In Egils saga Egillwas able to take possession 

of his wife's inheritance which he won by a duel(Ch. 65). He 

was unable to collect the property of the berserkr he killed for 

Gy~a (his wife's 1st cousin once remove~, but only because 

the King had taken possession of it and was not well disposed 

towards Egill. Both Egill and ArinbjQrn (Gy~a's brother) 

treated it as his legal right. There are few other examples 

of res istance to the claims of successful. duellers. 1 n 
~ Glsla saga) --

C:-Glsli (an uncle of the hero) was able to prevent a berserkr? 

Bj~rn,taking the wife of his brother Ari, whcmBjQrn had killed 

in a duel in Norway, but only by challenging him to another 

duel and succeeding (Ch. 1). In Njals saga Mo¢tr Fiddle lost 

a suit against Hrutr because he did not accept Hr6tr's challenge 

to a duel (see law suit STH 11). Later in the saga it is 

stated that the law suit could be revived despite the challenge. 

It is arguable that, in law suits at least, a challenge to a 

duel could only affect legal rights if it was accepted, although 

this does not fit in with other uses of the duel and would also 

have meant that Hrutr, who refused to fight Gunnar after the 

revival of the suit, could also have brought a suit for the 

money he paid over after the challenge. But perhaps he 



forfeited this right by his original challenge to Hr~tr~ 

which proved his willingness to have the matter decided in 

this way. It is also possible of course that the author 

'" , of the saga did not faithfully reproduce the rules of holm-

gang here, twisting them somewhat for his own literary 

purposes 10 • Later in the saga he has Gunnarr issue another 

challenge against 6lfr in a suit which 'sgrimr was losing 

against him due to a technical flaw 
. , 

I shall challenge you to single combat, t1lfrUggason, if people 
are not to get their just rights from you. 01.60. 
, 
Ulfrdid not fight, a~d paid the claim, . there being no 

suggestion this time that he could do anything else about it. 

"'ro 

In the land claim Gases in Landnamab6k one was indecisive 

and the parties were later reconciled (S70/.H58), in a second 

the challenged person refused to fight and moved away (S326/ 

H2B7) in a third he chose, it would seem, an exchange of land 

(11346) and in tlvo further cases the challenger killed the other 

person and moved onto his land, (S389/H343; S86/H74, M26 and 

Eyrbygsja saga Ch.8). It is probable that in both these 

latter cases the descendants of the killed person retained 

some portion of his land. This is quite clear in the case 

of Hallkell who killed Gr1mr who lived at Burfell' • Hallkell 

is not said to have taken over Burfell: and GrImr's grandson 

1i6rarinn is said to ha~;e been of B1irfell~,l1. The other case 

in which 1or6lfr bGegifotr was the challenger is less clear. 

According to Eyr b y'ggj a he fought and killed {hfarr, who was 

old and childless, and who had received his land from1?~rolfr's 

10 Concerning the reliability of Nj~la, see below p. 41-42 

11 S389/H343, S388/H342, and Jakob Benediktsson, !slenzk fornrit 
Vol I, p.388, note I 
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uncle. But in Melab6k Ch. 26 he is said to have been an 

orlginal landn~msma~r ' and the father of V~brandr, father of 

1>orbrandr of A.lptafjor(t:r-. (Studubbk 86 and Ha\.1ksb~k 74 call 

1>orbrandr's father i'orfinnr ,"t· . the son of 6lfarr's 

t I 

shipmate Finngeir). Eyrbyggja Ch. 8 tells us that after the 

fight f6r6lfr took over all of 6lfarr's land and sold some to the 
. / 

freedmen tllfarr and 0rlygL Sturlub6k and Hauksbok on the other· 

hand say0~5r6lfr took only some of the land and the father 

of 1'abrandr, .: .. 1orfinnr, took the r~st and settled 

dlfarr and mrlygr on it, raising the possibility"if we accept 

the M~ab~k pedigree, that the heirs of the killed person 

received some of the disputed land. 

These last two cases may well suggest that the only 

justification for these challenges for land was in the might 

. makes right principle, and that in order to appease the heirs 

of the killed person the challenger took only part of the land 

(or gave some of it back!) which he had won in the duel. 

It is noteworthy that all these duels· for land took place 

during the Age of Settlements, before Ul£ljotr's legal code, 

and thus before a good court system is known to have been 

established. 

Another reason why the successful parties in these duels 

for land did not assert what may have been their full legal 

rights may have been th~ public attitude to h6lmgang~t as expressed 

in another instance in Landn6mabbk when a new settler,Hreiaarr, 

proposed to challenge Sremundr. for la.nd. Havar<lr, whom he 

was lodging with, "discouraged him saying that sort of thing 

always turned out badly", and sent him to see Eirfkr of 

Go(,Malir, "who was against any fighting and said it was absurd 

for men to quarrel when the land was so thinly populated" 

(SI97/H164) . Thus, although perhaps recognised as a legal 

.,_ ....... 
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right, challenges for land may not have been considered 

reasonable behaviour. Therefore when a person chose to 

use the method to get land, in order not to be totally 

ostracized by his new neighbours and to avoid further 

conflicts, he may have found it useful to take only so much 

land as he could reasonably use, leaving the rest to the heirs 

of the person killed - such "generosity" may have been sufficient 

to appease public opinion. 

There thus seems reason to believe that hOlmgang was 

a legally acceptable method of settling disputes in early 

Iceland, and must therefore be taken into account in any 

assessment of individual ability to assert legal rights. 

Whether it could seriously be argued that it was of any 

widespread practical value to the ordinary person in enforcing 

his legal rights is another matter. It could work for a 

person with little power because of the concept of honour -

to refuse a challenge meant a loss of face, and thus too 

to meet a challenge with a show of force in numbers appears 

not to have been done. Therefore it should have been a useful 

procedure against a man with a large following, willing to use 

his power to block the claims of others. But of course, 

it did have one flaw, namely that the challenger could as 

easily be;killed as the challenged person, and this not so 

insignificant deterrent no doubt prevented the procedure from 

becoming a major weapon for the assertion of rights by~th6 • 

little man. The successful. party in-addition would have to 

be prepare_d.~ to' meet -other·.chal1enges ... · so that ..his. ·.r:l"sk lias not 

necessarily restricted to the one fight. It seems more 

probable that it was, as B~ argued,"an expression of the heathen 
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and viking view of power and of the might is right philosophy~12 

The powerful people with experience and skill :in battle, and good 

weapons, might find it useful,as well as professional or habitual 

fighters, but not the ord:inary man who spent most of his time and money 

on farming or fishing. 

In addition; having established a claim in single 

combat, in order to enforce the claim, if the opposing 

parties did not submit willingly, the ultimate legal method1 

aside from further h6lmgang, was a court action. 

Other Uses of Violence 

Outside of hOlmgang and the cases in which a killing 

was permitted in revenge. for another wrong-doing, there seem 

to be no cases in which violence was permitted as a legal 

method of settling disputes. Clearly, violence did occur, 

but it was seen as a disruption of the social and legal 

order which society did not condone, it often involved one 

particularly unruly character and was frequently associated 

with local power struggles, as will also be noted in relation 

to the use of violence in law suits, (below, Chapter 4 ). 

Nor did it normally achieve a resolution of the dispute. 

Instead it generally led to an ever increasing escalation of 

the dispute, until it had finally to be'resolved by some other 

means, either settlement through conciliation, arbitration 

or self judgement, or in court. 

, ' A consideration of the main disputes 'and uses of violence 

in Vapnfir~inga saga will illustrate some of these points. 

This saga revolves primarily around the personal conflicts 
l2a 

of two goaar in the East Quarter, Brodd-Helgi and Geitir, 

12 B¢, op cit, p. 136 

l2a For a discussion of this term, and the related term 
~ingmaar see the Glossarv. 



which led to a power struggle between them and dragged in all. 

their followers, and their children. Their quarrel began 

with the arrival of a foreign merchant Hrafn, who refused the 

trade and hospitality of Helgi, but accepted that of Geitir. 

The merchant was later secretly killed, no action for this ever 

being taken because the exact identity of the killer was not 

known. The saga hints, however, that Helgi and Geitir 

conspired to kill him in order to get their hands on his wealth. 

They were foiled in their design by ~orleifr the Christian? 

who broke into Geitir's storehouse and took all the property 

onto his ship. This was illegal, as the saga suggests that t"-e.. 

property belonged to the merchant's host, but~orleifr refused 

to give it up. It was suggested that violence be used to 

enforce the law, but Geitir counselled against it. When 

~orleifr returned to Iceland Helgi considered legal action, 

but decided against it because ~orleifr no longer had the 

property. Instead, he tried to get at him through a law suit 
(EJ) 

for non-payment of temple tax, although this failedl Helgi 

felt humiliated by the whole thing, but did not use violence 

against ~orleifr. The saga then turns to the growing enmity 

between Helgi and Geitir which was fanned by a dispute over 

the few remaining goods. of Hrafn the merchant, and by Helgi's 

divorce of his wife Halla, sister of Geitir. Geitir felt 

Halla had been badly treated, and brought an action for the 

return of her property, although she was happy for it to 

remain in the custody of Helgi. Helgi was able to use force 

to defeat the suit at court, although Geitir never resorted 
(E4) 

to force to attempt to get his way/. A further source of 

conflict then arose in the dispute between two~ingmenn of 

Helgi and Gei tir, "'PorCh and 1>ormodT, over the use of a wood. 

Helgi took over ~ordT's property and his side of the dispute, 

.. -~-- .. -----------. ...,-_. 



and proceeded to act in an extremely provocative manner. 

Gei tir' s response was to encourage 1>6rmoar to commence· a 

court action for the wrong done, which he proceeded to do (ES). 

However, Helgi attacked the summoning party and killed several 

of .them,. including 'Pormoclr. He also did not allow the 

families of the dead to take them for burial, and Geitir had 

to·resort to trickery in order to get the bodies. Until this 

point.in the saga he did not use violence except in defence. 

Helgi is depicted as the disruptive character willing to 

flaunt the law to gain his own ends and gain power over 

Geitir, a rival godi. But Geitir'smen finally reacted 

against this disruption of the power balance in the area. and 

urged Geitir as their leader to use violence to restore this 

balance. 

A lot of Men are ·now leaving you, and are all dra\ffi to Bro-dd
Helgi;·and we reckon your timidity the only reason why you 
fail to tackle him. You are the sharper "\'l'itted of the two 
and besides, you have no worse fighters on your side than he on 
his. Ch, XI. 

On their urging, Geitir plotted the killing of Helgi 

and his son Lyting~ A settlement for this was agreed at 

the local assembly and confirmed at the AI~ing, and included 

payment of compensation and outlawry for some members of the 

expedition. Unfortunately, this settlement did not end the 

dispute, as Helgi's surviving son Bjarni was not satisfied. 

He first killed TjQrvi while he was preparing to move out of 

the district in accordance with the terms of the settlement. 

Geitir took no action, apparently in the hope that the families 

could now be reconciled and the feud ended. He and Bjarni 

apparently made friends, but under the influence of his step

mother Bjarni killed Geitir while visiting him, although he 

instantly regretted it. "This deed was strongly condemned 

and held most base in its execution". "In the s pring the 

--

15 
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householders did away. with the local Assembly; they were 

not prepared to hold it\2~udging it hopeless to intervene 

between men who were involved in such great feuds". Clearly 

the use of violence in this case was seen as disruptive to 

the society, and not the manner in which proceedings should 

have been taken to resolve the situation. Geitir's son ~orkell 

then got involved on his return to Iceland. He made various 

plots to trap Bjarni, but all fell through until finally· they 

met up, each with a large following, on their journey to the 

local assembly. A battle ensued which seems finally to have 
. 

spent the fury of the feud. but still. did not provide any per:... 

mament .. resolution Qf the ... disput~. This was only finally 
achieved by a settlement. Bjarni became most conciliatory 

. - . 
and, on the urging of his wife, ~orkell, too, agreedtto 
talkJ 

Once the kinsMen had a good talk together, they went into all 
their problems well and truly; and then Bjarni offered 1>orkell 
atonement and the right to make his own award, declaring that he 
was anxious to meet ~orkell's wishes in everything from that day 
fQrth, for as long as the two of them lived. -Porkell accepted 
this offer, and they came together now in whole-hearted 
reconciliation. 1?orkell awarded himself a hundred of silver 
for the slaying of Geitir his father and each granted the other 
peace and kept it faithfully ever after. Ch. 19. 

The ·inadequacy of violence in resolving disputes, 

and the dislike of society for it, is also shown in the feud 

between the 1Sorl~kssons and the "P'orbrandssons in Eyrbyggj a saga. 

Because of the animosities and tensions between them, both 

parties normally were armed wherever they went, with the result 

that small incidents could result in fierce fighting: 

Next morning there was a turf-game going on near the 1'orbrandsson 's 
tent. The1?orlakssons happened to be passing by, when a great 
lLurrp of sandy turf came flying through the air and caught "P6r<l'r 
bllgr on the neck, hitting him so hard that he went head over heels. 
When he got back on his feet again, he could see the 1>orbrandssons 
laughing at him. The 1>orlclkssons turned round with their swords 

126 "Urn vciri t t6ku bmndr af pingi t ok vildu eigi hafa. It It· 
was apparently never held again Crslenzk fornrit Vol. XI 
p. 53 note 4.) 



drawn and the biO sides faced up to each other and started 
fighting. Several men were wounded, but no-one was killed. 
Steinporr wasn't involved, as he was off somewhere else talking 
with SnorrWoUi. The fighters were separated, and people 
tried to arrange a settlement. In the end it was agreed that 
Snorri and SteinpOrr should arbitrate, and their verdict was 
that the wounds on either side and the unlawful assault should 
cancel each other out, with compensation to be paid where things 
needed to be evened up. 01. 41. 

Despite this settlement, tempers continued high between 

the two parties. Two more major battles resulted, at 

Al:ptafjQrar and at VigrafjQrar. In the first case peace

makers arranged a truce wi th a view to arranging a permanent 

settlement, but before this could be achieved the second 

battle broke out. As a result of this battle 

people of goodwill thought it a terrible thing if such great 
and close neighbours were to remain enemies and keep fighting 
one another; and so good men, friendly to both sides, tried 
to bring about a settlement between them. Vermundr the 
Slender acted as spokesman, and had the backing of a number 
of good-natured people, related to both parties. Eventually 
a truce \Vas arranged between them and then they were reconciled. 
(Details of settlement given). Everyone honoured this settle
ment as long as SteinJ?6rr and Snorri were both alive. 01. 46. 

Clearly, such violent means were not seen by society 

as acceptable for resolving the disputes between the two 

parties, and only served to escalate the dispute, not resolve 

17 

it. Recourse to some other procedure, in this case, arbitration, 

in order to achieve either a temporary or permanent .solution 

was necessary. 

We do, however, have preserved in the Baugatal section 
,/ ,/ 

of Gragas a procedure of compensation for killings which 

operated independently of court actions (Finsen Ia p.193-207, 

Ch.ll)-llS). Under these rules compensation was paid by several 

degrees of the killer's family to several degrees of the dead 

man's family. Howey-er, it does not appear that where the 

procedure was used it was to be regarded as the only remedy 

available. It is provided that the prosecutor of the law suit 

-' 
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was to participate in these payments (baugr) only if he did 

not receive other compensation (r'ttr -Finsen.Ia~.194 Ch. 113). 

Also, it is stated that the outcome of any manslaughter suit 

and the fate of the killer were to have no effect on the 

operation of this section (Finsen Ia p.194-S Ch. 113). The 

Baugatal provision thus did not provide a full dispute 

resolution procedure in killing cases. The sagas also provide 

little evidence that it was much used in any case. Indeed, 

it has often been suggested that it was an archaic provision 

never in force in Iceland13 ,; --_. --~ 
C::'although" this view has recently been challenged by 

Ingvarsson.14 Be that as it may, the procedure made no 

provision for punishment of or revenge against the killer 

(he did not even participate in the payments), and the person 

closest to the dead person could expect a better reward 

from a court action or arbitration. These thus remained as 

the most important dispute resolution procedures in killing 

cases, and are so depicted in the sagas. 

Secret Killing 

Most of these examples of recourse to violence in disputes 

do not demonstrate a procedure available to the ordinary 

man. In most cases it was carried out by bands of armed 

men led by a go~i or leading farmer. There was, however, a 

form of violent "justice" available to· the individual, and 

that was secret killing using, in modern terms, guerilla type 

tactics, as opposed to an open battle. G1sli achieved revenge 

for the killing of his wife's brother in this manner, by sneaking 

13 Lu~vik Ingvarsson, Refsingar a Is1andi, Reykjav{k, 1970, p.223-4 
refers to some of these statements. 

14 Ibid p.223-245 

.... 

- -_ ... ------



into the killer's bed in the dead of night and killing him. 

(G1sla saga Ch. 16). However, the saga also demonstrates a 

major difficulty with the technique, and that is that secret 

killing was considered murder, rather than manslaughter, was 

frowned on by society much more than manslaughter, and 'the 

penalty was less likely to be mitigated through a settlement. 

Thus, once G{sli let slip his guilt in a poem, he was outlawed, 

and most of the rest of the story concerns his years spent 

as a hunted man, and his eventual killing (see law stiit W22). 

(9 

" Although an individual might gain short term satisfaction 

from such a deed, once discovered he could be sure his enemies 

would pursue him, and either kill him, in which case his murder 

would be sure to be seen as a valid defence, or bring him to 

court, which brings us back to the point that the individual's 

rights rested ultimately on his ability to get justice in court. 

It is also not insignificant that to commit such a deed required 

an individual to act contrary to the ethics of the time in 

acting secretly. This in itself must raise doubts as to the 

viability of secret killing as an alternative for individuals. 

'Settlement 

As the figures of Heusler cited above (p.2-J) show, 

disputes ended in settlement nearly as often as they did in 

court actions, and even a large number of court actions ended 

in settlement rather than judgement. Indeed, as we shall see 

(below p.l~), parties to court actions were often encouraged 

to seek a settlement rather than push their suit to the full 

legal limit. A major difficulty with law suits was that the 

main, and in most cases only, sanction which a court could impose 

was outlawry)5 If the parties felt that some form of compensation 

15 Cf Heusler, StrafreCht, p.123, 191 



would be more appropriate than outlawry then they would 

favour a settlement. In addition, partly because of the 

harsh results of law suits, but also partly because of the 

adversary nature of court proceedings, a court action could 

lead to hardening of attitude?, greater animosity and thus 

escalation of the 'dispute rather than a solution. To the 

extent to which the goal was to reconcile the parties rather 

than reach a solution fully in accordance with the law, 

settlement often was more effective. In this sense it was 

very often the best dispute resolution procedure available. 

1.0 

On the other hand it could mean that the party with the greatest 

legal right in the matter felt cheated, and wish he had insisted 

on having the matter decided in court on the legal merits. 

For example, in Egils saga eCho 81 and 82 law suit W21) 

Ste~narr, the son of an old friend of Egill, brought a charge 

against ~orsteinn Egilsson. "To him his charges seemed legal", 

but he was nevertheless convinced by his father to transfer 

his suit to him to facilitate settlement. His father then gave 

Egill sole judgement. Egill, however, pronounced a very one-

sided judgement in favour of his son, whereupon Steinnarr's 

father declared: 

Men will say, Egill, that this arbitration which you have laid down 
and declared is somewhat mfair. There is this to-ber.said about Ire, 
that I have done my utmost to prevent their quarrels, but from now 
on I~shall not hesitate to injure1?d6teinn in any way I can. 
Eigla 01. 82. 

Heusler has even argued that a settlement was considered less 

honourable than a court action in which full legal rights were 

insisted upon 16. 

16 Ibid p.42 -
.' . 
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A settlement could be reached in several ways. Immediately 

after an incident the wrongdoer or his representative might 

approach the injured party offering specific terms. This was 

the procedure used by Bjarni in the final stages of Vapnfiroinga 

saga, cited above (p. 16 ). He managed to induce his enemy -' 
to settle their differences, and they agreed terms between 

themselves. More often, he would offer the injured party 

self-judgement, or offer to submit to a settlement declared 

by third parties. Thus in Haruar saga HQrar went to see the 

father of a man killed by his servant and offered self-

judgement. The father refused saying he had already transferred 

the suit to another to be prosecuted1 7 • Similarly in Hcens a-

~is saga Blund Ketill offered to allow two local go~ar~ettle 

the compensation for his dispute with~6rir over some hay, 

but again the offer was refused, and a prosecution resulted. 

We see an offer of self judgement by BQrkr whose wife had 

injured Eyjolfr when he announced he had killed her brother 

Gisli, being accepted by the injured man and apparently ending 

the dispute between BQrkr and Eyjolfr (G~sla saga Ch. 37, 

Eyrbyggja Ch. 13). 

Settlement might also result from the intervention of 

outsiders who did not like to see the people quarrelling. 

We have seen this occurring in Eyrbyggja saga with varying 

success. Usually such intervention would result in arbitration 

by a panel of third parties, as in the settlement after the 
/ 

battle of AlptafjQrJr, but sometimes a matter might be put in 

the hands of a single person, as was the settlement of the law 

suit over the killing of Kjartan in Laxdrela saga (Ch.SO, law 

suit W26)!8 
I 

17 Haraar saga, edited and translated (in part) by Gudbrand Vigfusson and 
F York Powell, Origines Islandicae, Vol II (Oxford 1905), p.66 hereafter 
cited as V & P II). fiee STH6. ' 
-

18 Cf Heus ler, Strafrecht p. 74-78 
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A major ,difficulty with settlement as a dispute 

resolution procedure was that no one could be forced to 

submit to it. In two of the examples cited we have seen 

parties refusing offers of settlement, and pursuing their 

complaint in court. In other words, court action remained 

as a right if the person chose not to settle. Once they had 

agreed to a settlement, it was legally binding on them, but 

if they broke the terms the ultimate sanction was again 

court action. Further, a settlement could bind only those 

people who agreed to it. Thus in Reykdrela saga we see 

Skuta taking revenge for the killing of his father Askell. 

There had been a settlement, but Sk6ta was abioad at the 

time (see law suit N29)19. 

According to Gr~gas, it was also necessary in killing 

cases and major woundings to get the consent of the Al~ing 

for a settlement (Ia p.l74 Ch. 98). Whether this was law 

during the Saga Age is not clear, as such consent is not 

normally mentioned with respect to settlements, nor is any 

penalty for not seeking such consent. It is, however, 

occasionally referred to, as in Vapn:tirainga saga Ch. 14 

and in G16ma Ch. VII (law suit Nl). We also see a settlement 

being announced at a local assembly, 1lorsness, in Laxchela 

saga (Ch. SO, 51, law suit 'W26) With regard to another 

settlement in Laxdte1a it is stated that 1/3 of the compensa-

tion was held back, to be paid at the A1~ing eCho 67), which 

could perhaps be seen as related to getting consent. 

2? 

There is also no evidence that individuals had any greater 

chances of success in arbitration then in court action, as the 

19 Ibid p. 96 for further examples 
.... 



more powerful were able to exercise the same influence over 

settlements as we shall see them doing in law suits (below 

Chapter 4). It may be that the disputes of lesser folk 

were more often settled than submitted in court. This 

could have occurred in part because~ if made an offer"they 

may have felt forced to accept it because they could expect 

no better in court, perhaps worse, and in part because the 

more powerful may have at times been wi~ling to negotiate 

settlements on behalf of others but not been) willing to 

commit themselves to the rigours of court action. Thus 

settlement may have been.the most frequent dispute resolution 

procedure in which ordinary people were involved, but only 

because, as we shall see, they were faced with many practical 

difficulties in attempting to assert the ultimate right of 

court action. 

In summary, no dispute resolution procedure independent 

of and parallel to court action appears to have been legally 

recognised in Iceland. One was nO:::'~T'lally entitled to take 

any matter to court if the outcome of some other form of 

resolution was not satisfactory. And if one wished to enforce 

the terms of any other form of resolution, it was also necessary 

to do so in court. Of course, people did regularly use 

other methods, including violence, which in some cases 

achieved satisfactory results for one party, for example 

when an adversary was killed. Clearly it was in practice 

a somewha.t violent society, but violence was not generally 

condoned by society, nor legally recognised as binding. 

Settlement, on the other hand, was often regarded as more 

desirable than court action, as being more likely to sooth 

tempers. However, unlike court action, it was not a procedure 

one could be forced to accept as legally binding. 



- ~-------- ------- ------._ .. ,. ----------~-~~-~~----------------------"=~-.-...... 

Thus one can say that early Icelandic society was based 

in theory on the Rule of Law, although imperfectly put into 

force, and that therefore the right and ability to pursue 

matters in court were important elements of the socia~ 

structure and worthy of detailed study. 



2:5 

B. Sources 
in 

The sources uSed/tHs study of parties to court actions in 

the Saga Age of Iceland fall into two categories, the formal 

written laws, Gr~gas, and the accounts of actual law suits 

contained in the family sagas and historical works. The formal 

laws tell us how the law was meant to operate and provide 

convenient descriptions and definitions of various procedures 

and institutions which may only be briefly alluded to in other 

sources because knowledge of them is assumed. However, an 

understanding of the law can-not be achieved by a study of -
the legislation alone, as it tells us little about the extent 

of application of the laws, the practical situations and problems 

which affected it in reality. Even in modern societies, with 

their profusion of laws, it iqi'arely possible to assess the full 

legal position from a study of statutes alone. Interpretation 

by courts, the cost of litigation, the attitude of society 

to various laws, social and class problems, all must be taken 

into account in any assessment of law in a society. In the 

words of GunnarI' Karlsson: 

The law codes are not on their own sufficient as evidence 
of the actual state" of affairs. Law demonstrates first 
and foremost what the legislator wanted when the law was 
enacted. But we cannot be sure that any act of law was 
necessarily observed, and when we are dealing with remote 
times about which we know little, it is often difficult 
to discern the intention of a given piece of legislation. 
In this case the only acceptable way seems to be to find 
the oldest narrative sources that can be considered fairly 
reliable and see whether they confirm or reject the evidence 
of the law. 20 

As pointed out by Karlsson, these points have sometimes been 

missed by Icelandic historians, particularly those who reject 

the sagas as too unreliable as historical sources. Their 

20Gunnarr Karlsson, "Goctar and Hofcr-ingjar in Medieval Iceland", 
Saga Book of the Viking SocietY: Vol. XIX (1977), p. 360-61. 
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resulting overreliance on Gragas can be seen to lead to 

considerable distortion of Icelandic history, as for example 

in the work of Jon JOhannessons 2l . 

In his book o.n the Icelandic Commonwealth the descrip
tion of the constitution mainly concerns the period 
before ADIIOO and is almost exclusively based on the 
laws. This leaves us with the general impression that 
everything went very smoothly and peacefully, in 
accordance with law, until the twelfth century. Then 
Jon meets with the so-called contemporary sagas, the 
sagas of the Sturlung compiliation, which describe 
almost the antithesis of a peaceful and democratic 
society. He therefore comes to the conclusion that 
the constitution had begun to break down in the twelfth 
century and that this led gradually to the severe 
conflicts of the thirteenth and to the collapse of the 
Commonwealth. 22 

To get a balanced view one must therefore look at the 

law in action, which for the purposes of this paper involves 

studying law suits from the Saga Age, as well as the legis

lation of Gragas. 

However, for the historian of the Saga Age, all these 

sources present major problems, mainly because none of them 

was written down before 1100AD at earliest, most at least 

100 years after that, and all of them are preserved in 

manuscripts from the 13th century or later. 

, , 
GRAGAS 

The written laws of Commonwealth Iceland, Gragas. 2) are 

contained primarily in two large manuscripts, the Codex Regius, 

or Konungsbok, and Staoarholsbok. but there are in addition 

2lJon Johannesson, A Historv of the Old Icelandic Common
wealth. translated by Haraldur Bessason, University of Manitoba 
Icelandic Studies 2, 1974. 

22Karlsson, "Gocrar and Hofdingjar~' p. )60. 

2JSee the Bibliograph¥ under Gragas for full references to 
editions and translations of the laws. The standard editions 
of Vilhjalmur Finsen are referred to by volume as Finsen la, 
Finsen Ib, Finsen II and Finsen III. Translations are 
from the manuscript of the translation by Foote et al unless 
otherwise noted. 
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several manuscript versions of Kristinnalagatattr (the 

Christian Law), as well as fragments of other sections. Of 

the two main manuscripts, Konungsbok is the more comprehensive, 

containing several important sections not in Staaarhoisbok. 

namely ~ingskapapattt (the Assembly Section)~ LQgsQgumans

pattr (the Lawspeaker's Section), LQgrettu~nttr (the Law 

Council Section), Baugatal. and Rannsocnapattr (Section on 

Rannsackings). Some of the provisions of these sections 

are scattered through Staaarh~lsbok, and it is fuller in 

those sections which are common to the two manuscripts. 

But on the whole the manuscripts present compatible details 

of the law, and represent a more or lass unified body of 

law stated in slightly different ways.24 

These manuscripts were not official versions of the law, 

but rather private compilations. Maurer argued that they 

we~~ommentaries and collections of customs, but Finsen's 

view that they were compilations of public legistation seems 

to have prevailed. 25 During the early,· pre-literate period 

of the Icelandic Commonwealth the formal law was preserved 

24"The law which is recounted in the different manuscripts, 
or particularly in the two chief manuscripts, is in the 
main the same, a systematic account of a matter after one 
of the two manuscripts alone will, with a few variations, 
be the same as after the other manuscript". "Finsen II, 
p. XXVIII. 

25Finsen II, p. XXIX-XXXV, where he cites also his articlesl 
"Fremstilling af den Islandske Familieret efter Gragas", 
Annaler for Nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historie. 1849, p.150-
))1, at p. 182, and "Om de islandske Love L Fristatstiden", 
Aarb er for Nordick Oldk ndi hed 0 Historie, 1873. p. lel-
250 at 119-12. For a recent discussion of the issue in 
English see t)lafur Liirusson, "On Gragas, the oldest Icelandic 
Code of Law", Third Viking Congress, Reykjavlk, 1956, Arbok 
hins 1s1enzka Fornleifafelags, 1958, p. 77, at 84-6, 

.. ' 



orally, the Lawspeaker being responsible for remembering. it: 

It is further spoken that the Lawspeaker is bound to 
this - to say over all the sections of the law in the 
course of his26hree summers, but the Moot-making section 
every summer. 

, " Islendingabok tells us that it was decided officially in 1117AD 

that the law should be written down: 

The first summer that Ber~orr spoke the law [1117.), 
this novella (nymreli) was made, that our law should be 
wri tten in a book by Haflicli l\:asson the winter after, 
according to the speech and counsel o£ Bergf)6rr and other 
wise men who were chosen therefore. They were to make 
all the novellae (nymreli) in the land', which they should 
deem better than the old laws, and they were to be declared 
the"next summer after in the Court of Laws, and keep all 
those which the greater part of men said nought against. 
And it came to pass that the Manslaughter section was 
then written by clerks, and many another thing in the 
laws, and declared in the Court of Laws the summer after, 
and it pleased all well,and no one spoke against it. 27 

Writing in Icelandic had, however, existed for some decades 

prior to this time, and thus it is possible that some written 

records of the law had already been made. Such private efforts 

could even have been a stimulus to the writing of an official 

version. 28 Their existence could also help explain why this 

version, known as Hafliaaskra, did not become the definitive 

source for the law, as is made clear by a provision of 

Konungsbok concerning which of conflicting manuscripts was to 
prevail: 

It is also (presented in our laws) that what is written 
in ~heJ manuscripts shall be the law here in Iceland. 
But ~f the manuscripts differ, then that shall be (the 
law) which is writteqin the manuscripts which (the two) 
Bishops possess. But if those manuscripts still differ, 
then the (manuscript) containing the provisions which· 
are most fully worded on matters which are essential 
to the determination of the dispute shall be considered 
to be the law. But if such wording is equally full. and 

26Pinsen la, p. 209 ch. 116, translation from V&FI, p. )47-8. 

27' ", " " Islendingabok, ch. 10, edited by Jakob Benediktsson, Islenzk 
Fornrit vol. I, Reykjav1k, 1968, p. 23: edited and translated 
by Vigfusson & Powell, Origines, vol I, p. )0). 

28peter Foote, "Some Lines in LQgrett~attr", s,jotfu Ritgercrir, 
Reykjav!k, 1977, p. 204. 
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yet each one different, then that manuscript which is .. 
'" " . at Skalholt shall be cons~dered to be the law. All those 

provisions which are found in the manuscript which 
Hafliai had prepared shall be law, except what has .since 
been altered. But from (manuscripts) of other law-men 
that also (shall be considered) valid which is not . 
in contradiction with (liafli~i's manuscript). And all' 
those provisions (from other manuscripts) which are omitted 
(in Hafliai's manuscript) or stated more clearly (in 
the others) 'shall be (considered to be) the law. 29 

This provision suggests also that Hafliclaskra was never 

extended to provide a comprehensive official version of all 

the law, and possibly too was never kept up-to-date. He rmanrtss on 

has suggested three possible reasons why the recording of the 

law was not continued: 

one was doubtless the quarrel between Hafliai and Thorgils . 
which had its beginnings just at that time; another 
possibly was the bad seasons and various calamities of 
nature which for some time afflicted the people; and the 
third, of importance with regard to the writing of any 
ecclesiastical law, was the death of Bishop Gizur.)O 

New manuscripts could thus have cone into being to make uP. 

for the shortcomings of the official text. It may also be 

that even after the law was put into writing little value 

was placed on the exact wording of the.law, the spirit 

of it being.more important, and thus it would not have been 

necessary to reproduce the exact wording of Hafliaaskr~ when 

stating what the law was, whether orally or in writing. Nor 

". ", 

can we assume that after the laws were written Lawspeakers 

ceased to recite the laws from memory at the Alping; perhap~ 

they viewed written codes only as aids to memory, not as 

definitive authorities. It may also have become customary for 

Lawspeakers, and others learned in the law, to write or dictate 

29Logrettu~~ttr, Konungsb6k chI 117. Finsen Ia p. 21), 
translation by Dennis, Gragas. 

)OHalldor Hermannsson, Islandica vol XX, 19)0, p. 37. 
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30 
their own law collections from memory, both for their own 

benefit in the future and for the benefit of those who came 

to them to learn law. However, as th~umber of manuscripts 

multiplied, it probably became easier to get access to them, 

and thus copying by scribes rather than writing from memory 

would have become standard. This would appear to have happened 

by the mid to late 12th century, or within 50 years more or 

less of the first written laws. ~ / ' Konungsbok and Stadarholsbok 

do date from much later than this and contain later laws, but 

linguisic studies indicate that they were on the whole composed 

in the mid to late 12th century,Jl and thus represent copies 

of earlier munuscripts. Konungsb5k especially shows signs 

of uncritical copying~ probably by a scribe unversed in the 

law, or at least by one little interested in presenting a 

unified law code. Particularly towards the end of~ingska£a-

15attr there are a large number of repetitions of provisions 

already recorded. There are also church law provisions towards 

the end of the manuscript which are amendments of certain 

chapters of Kristinnalagapattr recorded at the beginning. 

It also contains the only text of Baugatal, which may possibly 

never have been much used in Iceland, but in any case had 

certainly long ceased to be used when the manuscript was 

written (see above p. 17-18).) The scribe of Konungsbok was, 

clearly, a compiler, and not a collater. staaarholsbok was 

perhaps more carefully collated, 'but there seems little 

reason to doubt, on the basis of coincidence of wording with 

Konungsbok and on linomuistic grounds, that it too was copied 

from earlier manuscripts, perhaps often from the same one as 

Konungsbbk, and was not an original composition. 32 

Jl~russon. "On Qrhghs", p. 87. Olason, The Codex Regius of 
Gragas, facsimile, p. 6. Finsen II, p. XII-XIII, and note 1 
p. XIII. 
32see the first section of Dennis, Gragas, especially p. 47-84, 
p. 152, 153. 168, 187, and 210-231. 
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It will be important to bear in mind that the manuscripts 

are compilations, not unified codes, when considering incon

sistencies and conflicts between provisions, as these could 

as well reflect changes over time as much as the failure· of 

the law to define the rule exactly. 

Both· main manuscripts date from the middle of the 13th 
. or just after 

century, shortly b'~fore/the submission of Iceland to the Nor-

wegian king. Konungsb6k is considered the elder of the two, 

dating from between 1230 and 1260, probably closer to 1260, 

Staaarholsb6k possibly being written between 1262 and 127133 

although it can be dated no closer than 1260-1290. 34 

~ " RELEVANCE OF GRAGAS TO SAGA AGE 

'" ,. As already stated, the manuscripts of Gragaswere probably 

based primarily on written versions of the law from the mid 

12th century, and thus they are also thought to reflect on 

the whole the law of the mid 12th century, which presumably 

remained (in theory at least) more or less unchanged until the 

submission to the Norwegian king. But what we know of the 

nistory of Icelandic law suggests that there were few major 

or fundamental changes in the law between the end of the Saga 

Age and the mid 12th century, and, as Finsen states,35 that its 

major period of development was during the Saga period. The 

first official laws of the Commonwealth were said to have 

been composed by 61fljotr, who went to Norway to get inspira

tion and advice as to what they should be, using the Gulaping 

J?Olason, The Codex Regius of Gl~g~s, facsimile ed., p. 8; 
Larusson, sta~rh61slfok, facsimile ed., p. 9; Finsen II, p. VIII
XII. 

34private note from Peter Foote. 

35Finsen II,· p. XII-XIII. 
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Law as his chief model. 36 He established the Al~ing and the 

office of Lawspeaker. and both local courts and a court at 

the Al~ing seem to have existed at this time. We have no 

certain knowledge as to the details of his laws. The first 

major constitutional reform came in about 965 when, after~6rar 

gellir had experienced extreme difficulties with a law suit. 

the country was divided into Quarters, with three assemblies 

in each Quarter, except the North. which had four. Following 

this the Quarter Assemblies were also set up, although it is 

doubtful whether they ever played any significant part in the 
. system. 37 
judicial/ The last major constitutional reform came in about 

1004 with the institution of the Fifth Court, which was primarily 

an appeal court, but also dealt with cases involving perversion 

of justice (briberyetc.).38 

Christianity was adopted during the Saga Age in about 

1000, but the major pieces of legislation which it inspired 

came a good deal later, the Tithe Law in 109639 and the 

Christian Law in 1122-33.40 Although they are, like the rest 

of Grag~s. distinctly Icelandic· in character, external develop

ments in the church no doubt had a major influence on them, 

and they therefore on the whole should be considered as 

36fslendingab6k ch. 2, Benediktsson p. 7, V & P I, p. 2B9-90. 

37Ibid, ch. 5. Benediktsson p. 12, V & PIp. 293-4. See 
Law Suit W14. LO:russon. "Nokkrar Athugasemdir urn Fjorcrunga-
1>i9gin", Log gg Saga p. 100-11B. 
JBlslendingabok ch. 8. Benediktsson p. 19, V&PI p. 299. For 
the jurisdiction of the Fifth Court see Konungsb5k chI 44, 
Finsen Ia p. 77-B. The account of the Fifth Court in Njala 
is now generally accepted to have no independent value. 

39Finsen Ib p. 205. 

40Ib id, Eftirskrift, p. 219. 
p. BO. 

, , , . 
Larusson. "On Gragas", op Clt,. 
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independent legal developments. The church may also. however. 

have inspired the deve~opment of the hreppr, a local unit 

composed of at least 20 bcendr and concerned primarily with 

the administration of the poor lawr41 its early history is 

completely uncertain and may fall outside the Saga Age. One 

suggestion is, however. that its origins lie in crews of viking 

ships and in viking bands,42 a sugg~stion which would place 

its origin even before the Saga Age. In addition. it seems 

noteworthy to me that the rules concerning the hreppr are 

not contained within the Christian Law, as one might expect 

if the church had set the system up. and that of the functions' 

of the hreppr,only those concerning the collection and dis

tribution of the tithe are directly related to the church. 

The other major portio~of Gr~gmwhich has been suggested 

to have its origins outside the Saga Age is the appendage to 

1?ingskapapattr (ch. 78-85) giving detailed rules regarding 

domicile. assembly affiliation: and the relations of go(}ar, 

brendn assembly men and griamenn (household men, employees of 

b~ndrl. which Dennis has suggested 

seem like a serious attempt to define in detail social 
and political relationships in Iceland. The formaliza
tion of such rules is most likely to have occurred in 
the latter part of the twelfth or early thirteenth century 
when traditional social structures were becoming more 
confused with a decline in the importance of extended 
family connections and accumulations of pow~r which 
distorted the traditional go~or~ structure.~3 

But if the provisions of Gr~gas reproduce official laws as 

approved by the Al~ing, then these provisions would have had 

to be passed by the very gOChr who in Dennis' view made them 

41Konungsbok, chI 234 and 235. Finsen Ib p. 171-179. Staaar
h6lg:b6k chI 217-227, Finsen II p. 249-261. 

42E.6. Svo in6son. ''''Pingve llir - ')he place and its history", 
Third Viking Congress. 1956. Arbok hins fslenzka Fornleif~-
fllae§ • 1958. p. 76. 

43Dennis, Gr~gas. p.48 • 
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necessary, which does not seem likely. One would also have 

expected some referenc~ to them in our written sources for 

the period, as such a major reformation of the social structure 

would no douht have been the cause of a good deal of dissension. 44 

To suggest that the major developments in the law took 

place during the Saga Age is not to suggest that the law 

remained static - we know that at least minor reforms were 

made throughout the Commonwealth period. Certain reforms 
~ ~. . 

of late date are identifiable in Gragas 1tself, e1ther by 

their content or by their citation as nymrel~ some are mentioned 

in other sources, and part of the job of those recording the 

laws in 1117-8 was to reform the law, subject to the approval 

of the Al~ing.45 It is thus not possible to argue uncritically 

tha~ any particular provision of Grag~s applied in the Saga 

Age, as the law was constantly developing. There is however 

little reason to believe that there were any very dramatic 

changes in the nature of the legal system, the types of procedure 

and charges used, or in the court system. Thus, since we do 
~ ~ 

not have the law codes of the Saga Age. it is to Gragas we 

turn to get a general understanding of these matters. 

44Dennis has himself raised both these objections to his 
own suggestion that the confiscation court rules also were 
late (Dennis, Gr'g's. p. 242a). and they seem to me to carry 
great weight. 

45Islendingab~k. chi 10. Benediktsson p. 2)-4. V&PI p. )0). 
For a history of Icelandic Commonwealth legislation see 
Maurer. Graagaas • ..p. 17-)0. and Einar Arn6rsson, Rettarsaga 
Al~ingist Heykjavik. 1945. p. 62-69. On nymreli see Finsen 
II p. XX. III p. 572-575. 
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HISTORICAL SOURCES ABOUT THE SAGA AGE 

Unlike Gragas, the sources containing law suits do at 

least purport to be about the Saga Age. However, the purpose 

for which they were written and their historical accuracey 

35 

are subject to considerably greater dispute. With the exception 

of Islendingab6k, written about 1120, none are thought to 

date from before 1200, and some were not written until after 

the submission of Iceland to Norway and a new legal system 

in 1262. 

fslendingabG~6 is the work with the greatest claim to 

being history. Written by Ari fr6a-i ~orgilsson about 1123,47 

it is a short account of the early history of Iceland made 

for the two bishops in Iceland. Ari seems to have been a 

fairly conscientious historian: 

His was not a task like that of the later saga writers of 
writing down from memory or dictation fully formed sagas. 

His was the painstaking labor of gathering all kinds of 
information from various sources about men and matters, 
individual events, chronological da~~, local conditions, 
and many other things of that kind. 

Moreover, as he was born in 1067 or 1068, Ari lived close enough 

to the early period of Icelandic history that he could get 

stories about it from people who had either experience at 

first hand, or could relate stories of those who were involved. 

In chapter 1 when speaking of the date of the settlement of 

Iceland he says this is 

According to the belief and count of Teitr, my foster
father, the wisest man whom I knew, the soQ6f bishop 

46islendin~ab6k. edited. by Jakob Benediktsson, fslenzk fornrit, 
vol. I, Reykjav!k, 1968; edited and translated by Gudbrand 
Vigfusson and F. York Powell, Origines, vol. I, p. 287. (Also 
edited and translated by Halld6r Hermansson, Islandica Vol. 
XX, 1930). 

47Hermansson, 19)0, p. 39. 

48Ibid p. 42. 
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Gellir's son, who could remember far back, and of~uriar, 
daughter of Snorri go~i'4whO was both wise in many things 
and a truthful narrator. 9 

His father Gellir was a great grandsson of ~or~~ gellir, a 

leading man of the lOth century and responsible for major 

constitutional reform in 965 (see law suit WI4). The 

information Ari got from1orkell, his father's brother, who 

apparently travelled widely collecting informroion, may thus 

have consisted in part of stories handed down within the 

family. 1uriar, another of his sources, also came from an 

important family, as her father Snorri was a leading go~ in 

the west quarter in the late 10th and early 11th century (see 

Eyrbyggja saga). "He lived to quite an old age. Another of 

Ari's sources was Hallr, with whom he lived from about 

the age of 6 to age 20. As Hallr was in his eighties whell he 

died in 1089, he could easily have had very reliable stories 

to tell of the late 9th and early lOth century. Ari also 

had information from lawspeakers who held office before the 

laws were committed to writing in 1117 (see aboye p. 28). 

They would thus have known all the oral traditions which had 

been handed down from the earliest Lawspeakers, 

36 

Although we may thus assume 1s1endinF,abok to be good 

history, it is unfortunately very brief, providing only 

tantalising glimpses of early Iceland, It does, however, 

include references to two law suits and two pieces of legisla

tion relevant to parties to court actions (law suits W14," 

STH 10, legislation in ch, 5 and chI 8, see below ChI 3 p.l5l 

and p. 153-4, Ch. 4 p. 163). 

49Herrnansson, at p. 24-5. discusses all these people referred 
to by Arl. See also Benediktsson. 1968, p. xx-xxvii. 
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Landnamabok is another more or less historical source. but 

it must be treated much more critically than fslendin~ab6k. 

It is primarily an account of the settlement of Iceland. the 

narration being based on a geographical progression around 

the island. According to an epilogue of one surviving 

manuscript, " it was written originallyny the Ari of Islendinga-

b6k and Kolskeggr the wise (H354). Unfortunately, this 

original version has not survived. and all of the five versions 

which are extant have been considerably added to. often by 

reference to sagas of later date than the original Landnama

b6k. As an historical source it is thus often subject to the 

same criticisms discussed below with respect to the sagas. 

Although it is primarily intended to record the original 

settlement of the island, it does include many stories about 

the settlers and their families, in which are incorporated 

references to 17 law suits from the saga age, although many 

of these are also to be found in other sources (law suits 

STHl-4, STHlO, WI, W3, W5, W14, \'115-20, W23, N12).51 

50Landnamabok, edited by Jakob Benediktsson (Sturlubok. Hauks
bok and l';Ielabok"with important variants from other texts in 
the footnotes). lslenzk .fornri t. vol I. Reykjavik. 1968. 
Hauksbok edited and translated by Vigfusson & Powell, Ori~ines 
vol I. p. 13. Sturlubok translated by Hermann Falsson and Faul 
Edwards, The Book of Settlements, Icelandic Studies I. Winnipeg •. 
1972. The three main versions are cited as S. Hand M, 
followed by the relevant chapter number. 

51 For a discussion in English of the value of Landn~mabOk as 
an historical source see Jakob Benediktsson. Saga Book of the 
Viking Society, XVII (1969), p. 275-292. He has provided a 
more de~a11ed discussion in Icelandic in the Introduction to 
his edition of Islendingabok, islenzk fornrit vol I (1968). 
A detailed analysis of the relationship of the various manu
scripts was made by J6n J6hannes·son, Gerair Iandnamab6kar, 
R~javik. 1941. This account contains many useful comments 
on the origins of many stories and their relationships to other 
sources. 



Kristni saga52 like Landn~mabok was written quite late, 

probably by Sturla ~6raarson towards the end of the 13th 

century. He probably used similar methods in compiling it 

as he did in writing his version of Landnnmabok (sturlubok). 
, 

His sources included Islendingab6k, but also sagas such as 

Laxdrela and Vatnsdrela , as well as Kristni j?attr in Olafs 

saga Tryggvasonar by the monk Gunnlaugr, whose motivation in 

writing was far more hagiographic than historic. 53 For the 

material which can be found in these other sources Kristni 

saga thus has little independent value, but it cannot be 

discounted that stories for which we have no other source 

were based on independent tradition. It contains accounts 

of five law suits (STHla, STH8, STH9, N22, E3), two . of 

which are not referred to in other sources (STH9, N22). 

52Kristni saga, edited and translated by Vigfusson & Powell, 
Origines, vol I, p. 376. (Also edited by B. Kahle, Altnordische 
~agabibliothek, vol 11. Halle, 1905; and by Gudni Jonsson, 
Islendinga s~gur, vol I, Reykjavlk, 1946.) 

53Johannesson, 1941, p. 69-71. G. Turville-Petre, Origins 
of Icelandic Literature, Oxford, 1953, p. 66-7, p. 196, Dag 
StrHrnbtick, The Conversion of Iceland, Viking Society for Nor
thern Research, 1975, p. 21. 



FAMILY SAGAS 

The main squrces for law suits are the family sagas, 

which contain tales about the early period of Icelandic 

history, most about the period 9JO-lOJOAD, the Saga Age. But, 

as historical sources, these sagas present many di~ficulties. 

First, as already stated, none are thought to have been 

written before 1200 AD, some not until 100 or so years later, 

and thus 200-400 years after the period being written about. 

Further, we do not know the purpose for which the sagas 

were written, whether their authors were attempting to record 

history rather than fiction and, even if they did consider 

what they wrote to be history, to what extent alterations 

for literary purposes were justified. Nor do we know the exact 

nature of the sources for the written sagas; these could have 

been almost complete oral sagas; a series of oral anecdotes 

strung together by the writer; a scholarly collation of 

various sources such as written genealogies and historical 

notes dating from soon after the introduction of writing, 

oral stories connected with specific geographical and histori

cal sites, and poetry; or even almost complete fabrications. 

~ese difficulties have caused considerable debate among 

scholars. 54 For many years the so-called freeprose theory 

p'revailed, according to which the sagas were recordings by 

scribes of complete oral stories which had been handed down from 

generation to generation, representing fairly accurate tradi

tion. Other scholars argued that sagas were, on the contrary. 

the literary creations of specific authors. The author might 

make use of oral tradition, but his freedom to adapt it for 

54An historical account of the changing views on Icelandic 
sagas is to be found in Theodore M. Andersson, The Problem of 
Icelandic Saga Origins, Yale University Press, 1964. 
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his literary purposes was so great as to render the sagas almost 

useless as historical sources. 

The modern view is that every saga must be treated 

individually, and that no one source, origin or purpose in 

writing can be postulated which can be said to apply to all 

the saga material. Some scholars, the so-called book prosaists, 

emphasize the literary origins for the saga, although recognis

ing that a wide variety of sources was available to the authors: 

The researches of recent years seem to suggest that the famjly 
sagas originated under the influence of the kings 

sagas, just as the kings sagas originated under the in
fluence of hagiography and of other learned writings. 
This suggests that the family sagas were based on sources 
of many different kinds, on written records and genealogies, 
on the Landnarnabok, works of Ari and other histori~al 
literature, such as that discussed in earlier chapters 
of this book. It is widely agreed that the authors 
also use

5
d oral records, preserved both in prose and in 

verse.' . 

Others argue that the saga clearly had its origins in oral 

stories, both in terms of its form and its content, although 

the freedom of the author to adapt and augment such stories 

at will is acknowledgedJ 

If we are prepared to concede that the art of the family 
saga was available to the earliest saga writers, we must 
go a step further. Liest~l insisted that traditional 
material could not exist apart from some kind of form. 
Conversely form could not exist without content. A 
structure such as the one in Hei~arviga sa~a could not 
have been a disembodied phenomenon. To concede a pre
saga narrative style is as good as conceding an oral 
saga. This does not of course mean that our written 
sagas are transcriptions of oral sagas •••• There is no 
evidence of the memorization of whole sagas and the free
prose· doctrine is no longer the doctrine of verbatim 
retention .••• The writer undoubtedly could and did use 
written sources, supplementary oral sources, his own 
imagination, and above all his own words, but his art 
and presumabl~6the· framework of his story were given him 
by tradition.' .. 

55G. Turville-Petre, Origins of Icelandic Literature, Oxford, 
1953, p. 231. 

56Andersson, 19~~, p. 119. 



But both these schools of thought acknowledge that the saga 

authors had a wide range of source material available to them, 

both written and oral, and that therefore much historical 

material is contained in the sagas. But again, each saga, 

and even as far as possible each incident in a saga, must be 

treated separately, as not every author used the same sources 

or methods, or even had the same purpose in writing. This 

has resulted in some sagas being almost totally discredited 

as historical sources, often those which appear to be highly 

historical and factual. In the forefront of this development 

has been the book written by Sigurar Nordal on Hrafnkels saga5? 

in which he established through a study of the characters 

involved, the power structure etc that this work is virtually 

all fiction, based to only a very limited extent on historical 

characters. 

Sadly for the Icelandic legal historian, Nj~ls saga, 

which waxes eloquent on law and court procedure, also does 

not stand up well to critical study, although in 1861 it 

was possible for a translator of" Nj~la, George Dasent, to 

state I "Of all the sagas relating to Iceland, this tragic 

story bears away the palm for truthfulness and beauty".58 

The truthfulness of Njala was, however, very soon to come 

under attack by Lehmann and Carolsfeld?9and no scholar since 
" . 

their time has been able to use Nj~la as a source for the 

Saga Age without bearing in mind their criticisms. The 

modern view of Njal~ places greater emphasis on the beauty, 

recognizing that the saga is first and foremost a literary 
\ 

work of art which used historical facts, but was not intended 

S1Sigurar Nordal, Hrafnkatla, Rekjav!k, 1949, translated by 
R. George Thomas, Cardiff, 1958. 

58George Webbe Dasent, The story of Burnt Njal, Edinburgh, 
1861, vol. 1, p. vi. 

59Karl Lehmann and Hans Schnorr von Carolsfeld. Die Nj~lssage~ 
insbesondere in ihren juristischen Bestandtheilefi, BerIln, 188). 



t b h · t t t b· / I o e 1S ory. As s a ed y E1narr Olafur Sveinssonl 

The author of Nj~ls saga had ••• a keen desire to see and 
understand human life and to relate and interpret it. 
His mind was assailed from all sidesl love and hate, 
fascination and horror, grief and gladness - each following 
and mingling with the other, and his breast could find 
no peace until he had transformed this chaos into artistic 
form •••• lt can be shown that although history provided 
the orientation for the saga, it was not its hi~hest 
aim. The t+uth it was concerned with is ••• truth about 
human life. bO . 

Nj~la was probably based to a much greater extent on 

history than was Hrafnkatla, but the author's imaginative 

reconstructions and additions haye made it difficult, if not 

usually impossible, to sort out the genuine traditions. 

Lehmann and Carolsfeld's researches have shown this to be a 

particularly acute problem with legal matters. Thus, after 

detailed study, I have been led to the conclusion that this 

. great saga must on the whole be disregarded as a factual 

source. Many of the detailed criticisms which have led to 

this decision will be found in the outlines of the law suits 

in.~'la in Appendix I (5TH 11 to STH 24). 

Several other sagas can be similarly rejected as having 

little independent historical value, either because they 

were written long after the end of the Commonwealth, such 
• 
as Fl,iO'tsdrela saga and vfglundar saga, because they can be 

shown to be commenting to a highly suspect extent on political 

issues at the date of their w~iting, such as ~kofra pattr, 

or because they can be shown by comparison with other sources 

to be very probably complete fabrications, such as Brand krossa 

~~ttr, Bolla~attr or Kroka-Refs saga~Oa 

The reconstruction of history from the sagas, and thus for 

60Einar 01. Sveinsson, Njals Saga: A Literary Masterpiece, 
University of Nebraska fress, 1971, p. 181 

, 
60aSee for example the introductions to the Islen7k fornrit 
editions of these sagas (volumes XI, XIV and V) for statements 
of these views. See also below, Appendix III. 
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the purposes of this study from the law suits contained in 

the sagas, is thus beset with difficulties. These difficul-

ties have caused many to reject them entirely as sources, 

as did Jtn Jthannesson in his history of Iceland,as pointed 

out above (P. 26 ). It has led others, such as Alan Berger, 

to treat the law of the sagas purely as a literary device. 

He discussed the law of Hoonsa4~ris saga in this light: 

An understanding of Hoonsa4oris saga requires an 
understanding of the author's use of old and new law in 
his fiction, and of his pose as historian .... Hoons~ 
~6ris saga is a dramatized history of a great event in 
Old Icelandic legal history.61 

'More generally, Berger has analysed the role of lawyers 

in the sagas, and concluded: 

The law could be considered a catalogue of conflicts 
useful to a conflict-hungry literature. The conflicts 
outlined in the law could be adapted mechanically or 
imaginatively, but in either case they would produce 
the effect of realism. Narrative contrivances could 
be made

6
convincing with the addition of daubs of legal 

detail. 2 
/ Like Johannesson, Gunnarr Karlsson concluded that the 

sagas are too unreliable to be used as historical and legal 

sources, but he also concluded that as the sources are 

otherwise very meagre, we cannot really discuss the society 

of early Iceland. The earliest period he felt we have 

sufficiently reliable historical material for is the 12th 

century. 63 

But not all legal historians have felt constrained 

to reject the sagas as sources. Konrad Maurer's comprehensive 

6lAlan Berger, "Old Law, New law, and Hoonsa4oris saga", 
Scripta Islandica, 27 (1976), p.4. 

62Al an Berger, "Lawyers in the Old Icelandic Family Sagas: 
Heroes, Villains and Authors"~ Saga Book of the Viking society 
vol.XX (1978-9), p. 79. 

63Karlsson, "Goaar and H0J'ding,jar~' p. 359-362. • 



19th century study of Icelandic law was written before 

the sagas had come under sustained attack as historical 

;' " sources, and used both Gragas and the sagas. However, he 

was primarily interested in defining legal rules, not in 

considering how they were put into practice or their social 

significance. He also made little distinction between 10th 

and 12th or 13 th century law, but rather treated Common

wealth Icelandic law as a uniform entity. He ~herefore took 

Gr'g~ as his main source, and used the sagas merely to 

illustrate and explain the provisions94 Maurer did not make 

any comprehensive study of the law in the sagas, although 

he did look at four law suits in Eyrbyggja and Eigln in 

detail. 65 

One of the earliest scholars to use the sagas as legal 

sources in their own right was Andreas Heusler. He recognised 

that they illustrated the law in action, and that the law 

of the Saga Age could well have differed substantially fron 

the law of the later Commonwealth. He therefore based his 

study of Saga Age Criminal law almost exclusively on the 

sagas. 66 

64Konrad h:aurer, Vorlesune:en fiber Al tnordische Rechts
~eschichte. Vol. V, Altislllndisches strai'recht, Leipzig. 

910, reprinted 1966. His account of parties to court 
actions (Die streitenden Tei1e se1bst) is found on pages 
461-497. 

~5Konrad Maurer, "Zwei Rechtsflll1e in del' EigIa", Sit7ungs
berichte del' philosophisch-philo1ogischen und der historischen 
b1asse del' k.b. Akademie del' Wissenschaften zu fuUnchen, 
1895, p. 6.5-124. ":t;wei HechtsHl1le aus del' .t:yrbyggja" , 
Ibid, 1896, p. 3 to 48. 

66Andreas Heusler, Das Strafrecht der IsHlndersagas, Leipzig. 
1911. He lookedat the Criminal Law under the headings 
Vengeance (R~che~ Settlement (Verg1eich). Court Action 
(Gerichtsean~), Outlawry (Acht), and Compensation (Busse). 
His study of court actions is primarily an argument that 
they were stylised feuds. 



The sagas have also been used extensively as sources 

in a more recent study of penalties in Commonwealth Iceland 

py Luav!k Ingvarsson. Unlike lilaurer, he recognised that the 

law developed and changed over the 350 years or so of the 

Commonwealth, and he therefore looked to the sagas for 

evidence of the law in the earlier period, not merely for 

illustration and clarification of Gr~gas, and used Gr~g~s 

and Sturlunga saga for the later periods. 67 

As scholars do not dispute that most sagas are based 

at least in part on genuine historical tra~ition. and that 

many were probably quite serious attempts to record the 

history of a family or an area, and as we have only meagre 

sources of a more reliable nature for the early history 

of Iceland, it seems to me perverse to reject out of hand 

the saga material. By critically comparing genealogies, 

parallet accounts, etc., and by collecting together a large 

part of the evidence for any particular point of law, much 

of the erroneous material can be rooted out. Most of this 

critical commentary will be found in the law suit outlines 

in the Appendices. One is also, I believe, entitled to be 

suspicious of any features unique to one law suit or saga, 

and of anything clearly based on procedure in the Sturlunga 

Age when the sagas were written. On the whole, however, 

the material presented in this paper provides a coherent, 

logical account of parties to court actions with most 

aspects being confirmed time and time again. One would 

not expect this to occur if the law suits were the inven-

67L6dvlk Ingvarsson, Refsingar h ISlandi a ~j6~eldis
t!manum, Reykjav!k, 1970. 
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tions of the many different saga authors. 

One final major qifficulty with the sagas is the 

question of to what extent they provide a balanced historical 

picture. It is quite arguable that they do not provide 

a representative cross section of law, suits, but rather are 

weighted heavily in favour of celebrated law suits and those 

involving the more important people. This problem will 

often make it necessary to qualify conclusions, and is 

dealt with in greater detail in Chapter 4. 
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c. The Law Suits 

The law suits considered in this study are taken from 

the historical sources and sagas discussed above which deal 

with Iceland between 930 and 1030.' The historical works 
~ , 

with lawsuits in them are as already stated Islendingabok, 

Landnamabok and Kristni saga. The sagas studi,ed are as follo~s, 

listed according to the Quarter with which the events are 

most closely concerned: 

East Quarter: :Porsteins saga hvfta 
Vapnfir~inga saga 
Droplaugarsona saga 
Gunnars "Pattr "fiClrandabana 

/*Brand krossa ~attr 
/*Hrafnkels saga 
~orsteins ~attr stangarhQggs 

West Quarter: G!sla saga 
Eyrbyggja saga' 
Hmnsa -"paris saga . 
Geirmundr~attp heljarskinns 
Havar<l'ar saga lsfirclings 
Egils saga 
Laxdre la saga 
Eirfks saga rauaa 
Barelar saga Smefellsass 

*Fostbrreilra saga 
. ~orarinns 1>attr 

North QUarter: V!~a-Glums saga 
Ljosvetninga saga (to death of Guamundr) 
V~au-Brands ~attr 
Hromundar pattr halta 
Reykdrela saga 

*Va tnsdre la saga 
*Grettis saga 
*Kormaks saga 
*Hallfre~ar saga 

I*Bolla .puttr 

South Quarter: Haraar saga 
*F16amanna saga 
INjAls saga 

I*QlkQfra ~a ttr 

Outlines (including cri tica.l commentary) of all the law 

suits from the works which do not have a * will be found 

in Appendix I, and a list of the law suits in the works with 

a * in Appendix III. Most of the law suits in Appendix I 
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have been summarised in Tables in Appendix II under various 

headings relevant to parties to court actions, although some, 
from sagas marked I in the table on p.47 
including all the suits in Njala,have been omitted as too 

unreliable. Details as to why they are suspect are given in 

the outlines in Appendix I. Interesting features of law suits 

listed in Table III, including anything which may contradict 

other evidence, are discussed in the text, although because 

I have studied them in less detail, I have not included them 

in the Summary Tables in Appendix II. 

Appendices I and III list a total of 118 law suits. This 

compares with a total of 119 found by Heusler~8 Unfortunately·, 

he did not provide a full list of suits, so it is not possible· 

to establish in full where we disagree. His figures do not 
, , "" include 8 suits found only in Islendingabok, J~ndnamabok or 

or ~istni sa~a, but do include 5 suits from Bjarnar saga 

H1tdrelakappa and an unspecified number from Finnboga saga 

andValla-Ljots saga, which sagas I have not studied. 

He has aleo included law suits from three sagas concerning 

events after 10)0, Bandamanna saga, Ey,iolfs saga and Hrafns 

1>~ttr, and two from F6stbrreara saga which occurred in Green

land. We also disagree on the number of law suits in Eyrbygg,ia 

saga ( I find 12, he finds 11), Grettla (5 to his 10), Reykdre Ia 

(9 to his 8), and Droplaugarsona saga (5 to his 7). It is thus 

evident that we are not in total agreement on the number of 

law suits, which is probably due to using different criteria 

in defining a law suit. I have used only those cases in which 

mention is made of some element unique to a lawsuit, usually 

a summons or a judgement. Many arbitrations were made at 

assemblies, and thus this cannot be a test. I have included 

all cases in which steps had been taken to serve the summons, 

68Heusler, 1911, op cit •• p. 40. 



even if the attempt was unsuccessful and the suit proceeded 

no further. 

All types of law suits have been considered. As will 

be discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, the prosecution of all matters 

was left to private individuals, and thus the modern distinc

tion of civil and criminal matters did not apply. However, 

manslaughter suits were treated with greater severity than 

other matters, and are the subject of very detailed rules 

in Gragas. I have therefore listed them separately from all 

other suits in the Summary Tables in Appendix II, and they 

are the subject of separate attention in the text as well. 

The Law Suit Outlines in Appendix I list the people 

involved in the law suits (the Parties to Court Actions, or 

Litigants) under various headings, including Injured Person, 

Prosecutor, Accused and Defender. The Injured Person was the 

one killed, injured, cheated etc. In manslaughter suits the 

closest kin may also be indicated, as in a sense they really 

were the person considered to be injured. The Prosecutor is 

the person who actually conducted the law suit. Reference will 

also be made from time to time to the primary prosecutor. 

This is the person who had, or one might assume had, the first 

right to prosecute, although he did not always do so. Normally 

when he did not there is mention of a transfer (see Chapters 

~ and 3, Transfer of Court Actions). Similarly the Defender 

is the person who actually acted on behalf of the Accused person, 

although some other person might more properly be considered 

to have been the primary defender. 

The law suits are referred to in the text and notes by 

their Quarter and number as in Appendices I and III, ie. WI, 

NI, El, STHl etc. 



D. References 

References to Gragas and to the sagas and other source 

material are normally incorporated in the text. References 
/ / to Gragas are to the chapter and page in the Finsen editions, 

SD 

cited as Finsen la, Ib, II and III. Full refernces will be 

found in the Bibliography under Gr~g's, as will details of 

translations used. References to other works are by chapter. 

Again, full references to editions and translati.ons will be 

found under the names of individual works in the Bibliography. 

Where there is no standardised chapter division, the divisions 
;' 

of the Izlensk fornrit editions are used. If a work is not 

available in these editions, the chapter references will be 

according to the edition first mentioned in the Bibliography. 
~ , 

References to the various manuscripts of Landnamabok 

are abbreviated as follows: S for Sturlub6k, H for Hauksbok, 

IV! for Melabok. and 15 for Melabok (~6raarb6k) (see the 

Bibliography under Landnamabok for full details). The two 

volumes of Vigfusson & Powell, Origines Islandicae, are also 

frequently abbreviated in references to sources as V&PI and 

V&PII. 

Footnotes appear at the bottom of the-page, with numbering 

beginning anew at the start of each chapter. 
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. RESPONSIBILITY FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT 

In Gragas 1 the enforcement of law was left almost entirely 

to individuals. Only one class of public official lv-as 

appointed specifically for prosecuting court actions, that 

being thehrepPsbknarmenn for the enforcement of hreppr law 

(see below ·p.81) (Finsen Ib p.17l, 174, Ch.234; .p.178, Ch.235; 

P.208, Ch.256). Certain public officials were responsible 

for specific offences, as the court guarders for stepping 

over the circle drawn around the judges (Finsen Ia p.72, 

Ch.4l), and the Lawspeaker for unlawful entry into the 

consultations of the Lawspeaker and lawmen (Finsen la, p.209 

Ch.116), but their primary ~ask was not prosecuting court 

actions, these offences· being ones which in effect prevented 

them from doing their assigned task properly and therefore 

in a sense being offences against them personally. The 

Lawspeaker had in addition the obligation, both at home and 

at the Al1Sing, "to tell all those men who ask him what the 

provisions of the law are, but he is not required to give 

men any further advice in their suits" (Finsen Ia p.216, 

Ch.117, Dennis translation); he was thus specifically excluded 

from any duty to assist in the prosecution, or defence, of 

law suits. In addition to numerous more minor offences, most 

of the major offences which are today handled by public 

prosecutor~, such as murder, wounding, and sexual intercourse, 

were considered to be offences against an individual or his 

family and were therefor.e left to be prosecuted by them. 

. ". , ~ 
1 For full references concerning Gragas see Bibliography under Gragas. 
References in the text are to the standard edition by Finsen, fully 
cited :in the Bibliography. Translations are taken from the as yet 
tmpublished translation by Peter Foote, Andrew Dennis and Richard 
Perk:ins, unless otherwise noted. I am much :indebted to Professor 
Foote for making this available to me in manuscript. 
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Not that society as a whole was not interested in seeing such 

offences being prosecuted - the very existence and detail of 

Grag's shows the concern for the Rule of Law. Also, 

provisions for who was to handle the more serious offences, 

especially killing and unlawful sexual intercourse, w~re very 

detailed, partly to settle conflicting claims of various kin, 

but surely also in part because of the·wish to emphasise the 

desirability for someone to prosecute. 

There were offences which were considered of sufficient 

interest to the community as a whole that if the individual 

concerned did not prosecute, "he who wished" could. These 

offences included failure of a goiii to go to a spring assembly -
{after those with law suits at that assembly and the other 

p. 97 chI 56 and p. 117 ch. 64 
goclar of the same assembly, (Finsen'I;11, settling without 

Alping consent of a killing or major wounding (after the 

nearest kin) (Finsen Ia p.174 Ch.98)j failure of the Law 

Council to do its duty (after men with matters in dispute) 

(Finsen Ia p.21S Ch.117); failure to hold a confiscation 

court for an outlaw or holding it improperly (after the person 

responsible for the outlaw's dependants and after the outlaw's 

creditors)2. In addition many offences were.recognised which 

were not offences against particular individuals, but rather 

were matters of interest to the community as a whole and again 

were to be prosecuted by "he who will" (a s'2,c 1>essa er viII, a 

sa s£k er viII): -assembly participants staying away overnight, 

or so as to obstruct proof (Finsen Ia p.107, Ch.S9); failing 

to find a place for a dependant by the moving days 3; a ~ 
II'" 

2 Finsen Ia p. 92, 01.54 and p.IIS' Ch. 62.. For other examples see 
p.188 01.110; p.191 Ch.lll~ Ib p.26, Ch.143; p.39 Ch.148; p.169 Ch.232, 
p.184 Ch.238, p.216 Ch.263. 

3 Finsen Ia p.129 Ch.78. The moving days were four days in spring 
Which were the only time moving, and therefore change of legal domicile, 
was allowed. 
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lodging with a person not in his assembly group (Finsen 

Ia p.138, Ch.81); the person who got him condemned 

assisting an outlaw (Finsen II p.397-8, Ch~380); settling 

for less than personal compensation in a sexual intercourse 

suit (Finsen lb p.SI, Ch.156); burying property in the 

earth (Finsen Ib p.75 Ch.171); building a wall across a 

road without a gap (Finsen Ib p.91, Ch.181). Many other 

examples of this type of offence involve breaches of church 

rules, as failing to take a child for baptism (Finsen Ia 

p. J Ch.l) ; or burying a warm' body, (Finsen Ia p.9 Ch.2); 

or eating meat during a fast (Finsen Ia p.33 Ch.16). The 

church apparently did not see the necessity of public 

prosecutors either, although as in the secular sphere certain 

offences were to be prosecuted by specific church officials, 

the bishop or his delegate or a priest ~ the person appointed 

by the bishop to collect the tithes was to sue for the non

payment (Finsen Ia p.19-20 Ch.5); for the carrying of 

weapons in church the man delegated by the bishop, the priest 

of the church, the householder at the church farm, or, 

failing all three, he who wished, was to sue (Finsen Ib, 

p.216 Ch.263). 

The roles played by the goaar and kin in the prosecution 

and defence of court actions do not point to any major 

restriction on the control by individuals of their own 

matters or to any general right or duty of the go~ar or kin 

to control, supervise or protect their assembly men or kin 

. in their prosecutions and defences. Certain rights were 

given to them, particularly in killing cases, and, to the 
• 

kin, in intercourse suits and verse slander against dead men, 

(since the disrepute of a person, even dead, would reflect 

5't 

on his whole family), but in all these cases the injured party 



was either dead or a female who had brought disrepute on 

the family. 

The prosecution of killing cases was usually left to 

the closest kinsman as the person most wronged, the order 

of proximity of kin being carefully de~ined4. The killing 
~uit for a foreign visitor with no kin in Iceland· normally. 
fell to his partners, ship's captain or the householder 
where he was staying; but the killing of a foreigner 

55 

with a household in Iceland, the killing of or by a foreign 

ship master on board ship, where he was the sole owner of 

the ship, the killing of a foreigner by the b~ndi he was 

lodging with, or in the household of a female with no assembly· 
fell to a go~i A rO~i also prosecuted for 

participant/(Finsen Ia p.172-3~h.97 ~ the killing of a freed-

man with no son by his freedom giver; if the freedom giver 

was the go~i, the godar in the same assembly had the suit 

(Finsen Ia p.172 Ch.96). 

There were in addition special situations where the kin 

or go~ar could interiene in the killing prosecutions of 

others. If the prosecutor was not at the assembly, or the 

killing took place at the assembly (and therefore presumably 

the prosecutor wasn't there), and a case was brought by the 

defence to have the man killed declared a man of forfeit 

immunity (and therefore one for whose killing there was no 

sanction), the kin, or the go~i if there were no kin there 

or they were unwilling to prosecute, was to take up the 

prosecution of the killing suit. Further, if a prosecutor 

(0£ a killing case, presumably because of the context) were 

killed or wounded so he couldn't pursue the case himself and 

4 See primarily Finsen Ia p.107-B Ch.94 where the order is given as: 
1. son 2. father 3. brother by the same father 4. brother by the same 
mother 5. illegitimate son 6. illegitimate brother by the same father 7. 
illegitimate brother by the same mother B. the nearest kinsman. 



arranged for no one else to do so, his kin or his goai could 

assume the prosecution with all the rights of the primary 

prosecutor (Finsen Ia p.182-3, Ch.I07 •. 

The kin had a few idditional rights which a go~i did 

not have. They had the prosecution of intercourse suits, 

perhaps one example of them acting because the injured person, 

,a female, was not thought fit to do so herself, although the 

woman apparently did not get the compensation herself either 5 • 

They also had the suit for verse slander against a dead 

person (Fins en Ib p.183, Ch.238), and for the settlement of 

a killing suit without the consent of the'Al~ing (Fins en 

Ia p.174 Ch.98). 

In assessing the social importance of the kin and the 
-

goaar in Iceland it is of course significant that these legal 

duties (or rights) were assigned to them, rather than, for 

example, to an officer specially created for the purpose. 

It would certainly serve to enhance, or perhaps reflect, 

their importance in the functioning of society. On the other 

hand the limited extent of their participation in prosecutions 

and defences is far more noteworthy than their actual 

participation at all, and gives little support to the general 

opinion of their importance in Icelandic society. 

Duty to Prosecute 

Clearly, wherever a person or class of, persons is 

~ ~ h designated as prosecutor by G?agas, they were meant to ave 

the right to prosecute, but it is not clear from the language 

used whether they also had a duty. The verbs ,used are 

generally "to have" or "to be" (so and so has the suit', so 

5 Finsen Ib p.48 01.156, p.203 Ch.254; II p.177 01.145,. Ib p.242 
01.51 (Belgadalsb6k). 
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and so is the Prosecutor), or "skulu", all of which can imply 

either right or obligation or both 6 • There are also only a 

very few examples of specific statements of duty. The one 

public prosecutor, the hreppsoknarmrun· was subject to a three 

mark fine for failing to prosecute certain offences (Finsen 
.p. 179 chi 235). 

Ib p.174, Ch.234 ( Those responsible for holding a confis-

cation court were subject to outlawry for failing to do so 

(Finsen Ia p.92, Ch.54). It was also unlawful to settle 

certain suits without A1ping consent (Finsen Ia p.174, Ch.98, 

Ib p.Sl Ch.lS6, Ia p.194 Ch.1l3), but there is not a 

corresponding duty stated to prosecute those suits which 

were not settled. There is in addition a tendency to 

encourage the pursuit of matters to the limit of the law 7 • 

And there is one positive statement of lack of duty - "a 

man is not bound to prosecute for wrongful landselling 

unless he wants to" (Finsen Ib p.lOS, Ch.194). In a 

situation where almost all law enforcement was done by 

private individuals, a greater emphasis on the duty to 

prosecute might have been expected. 

QUALIFICATIONS FOR PROSECUTORS AND DEFENDERS 

The right of individuals to handle court actions was 

not completely unrestricted, but rather was affected by 

social, financial, mental, age and sex qualifications. 

Certain people had few or no substantive rights, and so 

of course their right to handle court actions was a~so 

severely limited; next,.there were people who had rights, 

were entitled to receive compensation for breach of those 

rights, but were not entitled to control the action for the 

6 Andrew Dennis, Gr~~as, tmpublished dissertation, Thdversity of 
Cambridge, 1974, p.2S -263. 

7 Finsen Ia p.SO Ch.2S, Ia p.109 Ch.60, Ia p.168 Ch.94, Ia p.194, Ch.113, 
Ia p.2lS Ch.ll7, II p.33S, Ch.297. 



enforcement of the right; they could not decide when, how 

or by whom the action would be prosecuted, and were not 

de~ignated as th~ primary prosecutor of the suit. Thirdly, 

the're may have been people who could be primary prosecutors 

or defenders, could decide if, when, how and by whom an action 

wa's to be prosecuted, but were prohibited from appearing in 

court, and thus had to find someone else to handle the matter 

for them. 

The rules concerning who was to be the primary prosecutor 

in killing cases state certain requirements which, can be taken 

as the starting point for the inquiry into qualifications. 
/ Konungsbok states: 

A man's san is the principal in a killing case, sixteen winters 
old or older, free born and a lawful heir, of such mental capacity 
that he can take charge of QUs inheritance]. (Finsen Ia p.167 
(h. 94). ' , . 

The requirements are not repeated in the list of who was to 

prosecute if there was no son, but they are probably intended 

to be assumed. The requirement of being a lawful heir should 

probably be interpreted as related to the substantive right 

to compensation for the killing rather than to general 

58 

restrictions on who could prosecute a court action. Illegiti-

mate relations could pursue killing cases, but legitimate ones 

in the same degree had precedence. Certain of the requirements 

are repeated towards the end of the list of those entitled 

to pursue a. killing case: 

If these men do not exist, then the suit lies with the nearest 
descendant [?niClr: nearest relative better?) among those who 
are free-born, lawful heirs and present in the country8. 

Sta~arh6lsbok adds that the son must be of fixed domicile 

(heimilis fastr), and that a killing suit was never to fall to 

a woman. (Finsen II p.334~S Ch.297, p.340 Ch.300). 

8 Finsen Ia p.168 Ch.94. Professor Foote has privately indicated 
agreeuent that descendant is wrong. 
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It is probably fair to assume that the restrictio~s in 

killing cases lie:re stricter than in any other matters, because 

of the seriousness of the offence, and that therefore we may 

look for more lenient general rules. 

I Domicile and Financial ·Qualifications 

The rules of Gragas made it difficult, and usually illegal, 

for a person not to have a fixed domicile. Thus to require 

a fixed domicile placed only a very limited sort of financial 

qualification, and few persons would have been excluded from 

court appearances on this ground alone. The purpose of the 

requirement probably also had little to do with any concepts 

of ability or right to be a prosecutor or defender, but was 

rather intended to ensure that a person's opponent would know 

where he could be legally ·served with a summons, who his goai 

was if he wasn't qualified to choose his own, and thus who 

could be called as witnesses, panel members etc. All these 

are . fundamental and probably ancient elements of Icelandic 

legal procedure. 

Those domiciled at a particular farm would have included 

the farmer if he operated the farm and owned the cattle or the 

land (not necessarily both) (Finsen Ia p.136 Ch.8~; his 

dependants living with him which could include, in order of 

obligation, his mother, father,.children, brothers and sisters, 

people of whom he was heir, and his freedmen (Finsen Ib p.3 
8a 

Ch.128); and people in service with him (gridmenn). It was 

legally required that everyone (that is everyone who didn't 

have his or her own farm) enter service with another (Finsen 

Ia p.128-132 Ch 78 and 79), and it was illegal to beg if you 

were able to work (Finsen Ia p.139-l40 Ch.82). Even slaves 

presumably were of fixed domicile if their owner was. Fisher-

8a The goai for all these people was the go~i chosen by 
the farmer:- Finsen Ia p. 1J6 ch.81, see "6eIOw p. 65. 



men were also apparently expected to have a domicile, apart 

from their fishing huts, where they could be summoned, but 

for many offences they were to be summoned at their fishing 

huts 9 • 

. 'Itinerants 

~o 

There is one class of people in Gr'g's who' were legally 

permitted not to have a fixed domicile, and that is those who 

through ill health or old age were unable to support themselves. 

(Finsen Ia p.140 Ch.82, II p.99~lOO Ch.75, II p.277 Ch.244). 

They were not subject to any penalty for begging from house 

to house, but the hrepps6knarmenn (see below p. 81) l'lere 

responsible for assigning the duty to maintain them to the 

men of the hreppr, several of them apparently taking turns 

supporting the person. Such persons thus became itinerants, 

g~ngumaar , moving from house to house within the hreppr, 

but receiving at each house support to which they were entitled, 

rather than begging. A person who allowed someone they were 

responsible for to beg was subject to penalty (Finsen Ib p.172-4, 

Ch.234). 

Itinerants were clearly not permitted to prosecute or 

defend any law suit at the Atping, as it was illegal for anyone 

to maintain them there, and any property given them before they 

arrived to allow them to go could be taken from them with impunity 

(Finsen Ib p.14 Ch.131). they did have some substantive legal 

rights, but another had to prosecute: 

When a panel brings a verdict that a man goes begging on account of 
failing health or old age, then he is entitled to take (compensations 
for violations of) personal rights in all respects as a man with a 
fixed home. Md the principal is to.have one third of the compensation. 
If the man who is principal neglects to prosecute or make settlement 
then the vagrant becomes owner of the suit when it is proved that the 
other was in neglect (Finsen II p.99-l00, Ch.7S). 

9 Finsen Ia p.132 Ch.79.· A fishennan's gom was the gcxlt of the man who 
owned the land w!lcre his hut was situated. Finsen Ia p. 36 Ch.8l. 



~ha~ the section is probably late is suggested by another 

section which grants the prosecutor 1/3 of the compensation 

in cases where a woman or a man who could not prosecute his 

own· suit were entitled to the compensation. This sect ion is 

marked as nymreli, and would therefore presumably date no 
(Finsen II p. 354 Ch.324). 

earlier than the first written laws/ In intercourse suits 
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the rule was less stringent still, although again the provision 

may be fairly late as it refers to IQghreppr: 

If a man has intercourse with a vagrant's wife (gQggukona) then 
the penalty for that is the same as for intercourse with other 
married women and the suit lies with the woman's husband if his 
vagrancy is within his own legal comnnmity (lQghreppr). But even 
if his vagrancy extends farther afield, then if he is indigent, 
he is entitled to take compensation for intercourse with his 
wife even though another prosecutes for it (Finsen Ib P.49 Ch.lS6). 
(Concerning lQghreppr see below p 82- j) • 

This section presumably, like the previous one, was restricted 

to those who begged because of failing health or old age. 

The wording of both perhaps suggests that the earlier rule 

was stricter, perhaps denying such vagrants substantive as 

well as prosecution rights. Persons who begged from house 

to house without good cause were denied the right to both 

personal compensation and inheritance (Finsen Ia p.22S Ch.llB). 

Housemen or Hi red Men (griCtmenn) 

The provisions that a hired man was the prosecutor when 

a b5ndi or his heir failed to keep a lodging agreement with 

him (Finsen Ia p.133 and 136 Ch.BO) may provide 

an exception to the rule requiring a fixed domicile, as, if 

the b6ndi failed to keep the agreement, the hired man could 

conceivably be left with no home lO • It could, however, be 

argued that his legal domicile was governed by the original 

agreement, even though it had been breached l1 • 

10 This provision falls within a portion of Gr~thS suggested by Dermis 
to be of late date, but see above Ch 1, p.33- J • 

11 Su 
ggested Privately to me by Professor Peter Foote. 

• 
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Foreigners 

Foreigners, whether domiciled in Iceland or not, are not 

stated to have h~d special restrictions on th~ir right to 

prosecute, but there ~e~e special rules concerning their 

substantive rights, particularly in killing cases and in 

inheritance. In general, those who spoke the 'Danish, 

Swedish or Norwegian tongue had the same rights as Icelanders. 

If a person of another nationality were killed in Iceland, 

only his father, son or brother could prosecute, and only 

if they were known in Iceland as such before the killing 

(Finsen Ia p.172, Ch.97). Similarly, only a previously 

known son, father or brother could inherit (Finsen Ia 

p.229, Ch.l20). 

Cases involving foreigners" particularly as defendants, 

could be heard in specially held courts, probably because 

they were not of fixed domicile and could not be counted on 

to wait around for an assembly court (see below p.2i-SS). 

The Needy 

In addition to supporting those itinerants. assigned to . 

them, men of the hreppr were also required to make food gifts 

and to pay tithes, 1 of which went to the needy (~urfamenn), 

with the hrepps6knarmenn telling them who to make the payments 

to. That itinerants were not part of the needy for these 
/ / payments is'perhaps not wholly explicit in Gragas, but the 

support of itinerants on one hand and the payment of tithes.t, 

and food gifts on the other are clearly treated as distinct 
. 

duties (Finsen Ib p.172, 174, Ch.234); it would seem logical 

that the food gifts and tithes would not.be paid to the' 

itinerants, whose needs were provided for directly by the 

farmers they w~re assigned to live with from time to time. 
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Both the hreppsoknarmOOrand the intended recipient 

we~e entitled to prosecute a person who failed to make a 

(:,3 

food gift or pay his tithe to the needy. In the case of the 

tithe, it is stated that the needy could be "principal in 

that suit, both prosecutor and transferor" (Finsen Ib p.174, 

Ch.234, Ib P.20S, Ch.256)." We thus have two clear examples 

of poverty stricken people being perinitted to prosecute 

their own court actions. The tithe law was, however, 

introduced well after the Saga Ag7, being the work of Bishop 

Gizurr in 109612 , and the food gifts could well be similarly 

late, especially since they were administered through the 

hreppr (see above C.h \.~. 33). It is also possible that the 

needy were only entitled to pursue prosecutions at the 

local hreppr court (see below p.~\-~ ), and that these offences 

were not expected to be prosecuted at spring assembly courts 

or at Al~ing courts. 

Bounden Debtors 

Bounden debtors, who unlike vagrants must by definition 

have had a fixed domicile, were denied the right to control 

their own legal matters in certain situations, with no say 

even in who was to control them, although there is no suggestion 

that they were denied substantive rights to the extent slaves 

were. They could not as an heir conduct a killing case, and 

even their share of the compensation was limited to the amount 

of their debt. When a bounden debtor was killed his kin " 

could have the suit, but only if they paid his debt first; 

if they didn't, the creditor had the suit (Finsen Ia p.171, 

Ch.96). In a sexual intercourse suit, if the female was a 

bounden debtor, her creditor had the suit, and presumably also 

12 Finsen Ib p.20S, note a. 



the compensation, (Finsen Ib p.48, Ch.156). These last 

two. examples are really cases in which a person's financial 

circumstances affected the substantive rights of his 

relations rather than his own· rights, but they may suggest 

a more general rule giving the creditor the right to be 

prosecutor in any action involving personal compensation. 

The existence of the rules, especially that denying the bounden 

debtor rights to conduct a killing case, does however suggest 

that without this law the debtor would have been entitled 

t~ pursue the matter himself, and thus suggests that there 

was no general property qualification beyond the requirement 

of fixed domicile. 

Dependants 

Like bounden debtors, dependants13 (omagar) had limit

ations on their control of their own legal matters, although 

presumably having a fixed domicile with the person supporting 

them. The person supporting a dependant had the right to 

request before witnesses that the dependant transfer to him 

all money claims he had, in other words to transfer not just 

the right of prosecution, but the whole claim, including the 

right to all the money collected. The dependant could refuse, 

but his supporter nevertheless had the right to take from the 

claim as much money as he had spent ~n the dependant and to be 

the prosecutor of the suit. The dependant nevertheless seems 

to have been able to override the last right by transferring the 

suit to someone else, but not to a man who waS not ".ping frer"llt 

or to a woman. The implication seems to be that it was not· 

13 See Finsen Ib p.3 Ch.12S, for who a person was required to support. • 

lit A person who was '''Ping frer" is defined in Kommgsb6k 01.89 as one 
who could ride a full day, catch his fettered horse at a rest spot, 
and find his way alone in areas he was familiar with. Finsen Ia p. 160. 
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expected that a dependant would handle his own law suits, 

but he had some control oyer who did (Finsen II p.136, Ch.I06). 

Financial Qualifications "for Prosecutors" "and Defenders 

in the Assembly Participant Rules 

In order to be both an assembly participant for his 

own" cases and those of others, and to receive a,ssembly 

attendance dues, a person was required to arrive at the 

AI~ing before the first Sunday. If he arrived on Sunday, 

he was still an assembly participant, but could not receive 

assembly attendance dues unless he was called to be a member 

of a court or a panel. All these people were required to 

remain until the end of the AI~ing. Nlyone arriving later 

was not an assembly participant and was free to leave if he 

wished. All prosecutors, defenders and witnesses similarly 

were required to arrive by the first Sunday (Finsen Ia p.44 

Ch.23). 

To be an assembly participant you were required to 

be a b6ndi, a go~i or a person summoned at home to go to 

the assembly as a witness (Finsen Ia p.45 Ch.23). A witness 

who was not otherwise qualified as an assembly participant 

had to be provided with a horse and food by the man who 

summoned him (Finsen Ia p.59 Ch.33). 

We do not have an absolutely clear statement as to what 

a b6ndi was, although we do have one of "a man who is 

operating a farm" and of neighbours (buar) who could be 

called to serve on a panel; 

A man who is operat:ing a fanno (Maar sa er btl g$6rir) :in the spring 
shall declare himself-in°an assembly wherever·he wishes. That is 
a fann where a man has milking cattle. But he shall declare 
himself in an assembly even though he has no milking cattle if he 
owns land. If he is not a land owner and does not have milking 
cattle he goes in assembly where the bondi is with whom he is 
board:ing (Finsen Ia p.136, 01.81, my own translation). 



One shall summon those neighbours Cl2ua) ,mo have sufficient 
money that they have to pay assembly attendance dues. TIley 
must pay assembly attendance dues who for every' skulda hj6n' 
have a cow not subject to debt or the value of a cow or a net 
or a boat and all the household goods "hich a household cannot 
do without. His' skulda hj on' are all those people 'who he must 
care for and those workers he needs. IS 

The term b6ndi was very clearly not intended to be as 

rest rict i ve as the second definition, as there ·is at least 

one reference to brendr who were not rich enough to pay 

assembly attendance dues (Finsen Ia p.119, Ch.68). Using 

the first definition as the definition of b6ndi does not 

seem to lead to any problems. 

(;,6 

A consideration of other provisions relating to assembly 

participants suggests, however, that the definition of assembly 

participant is too rigid, and that persons other than those 

referred to were entitled to take part in the business of the 

assembly. 

It was first of all possible for a b~ndi who was to attend 

the Alping as an assembly participant16 to send in his stead 

a member of h.is household ,,,,h.o had a lawful domicile with him, 

15 Fjnsen Ia p.159, ~.89, own translation. Dennis regards the first 
statenent as "relevant only in this context", and as probably intended 
to include tenants (Gragas P.SI7 note 81/1), who he elsewhere indicates 
as be:ing a distinct social class from both brendr and hired men (gridmenn) 
(p.SOO, note 78/1). The second statement he seems to regard as a 
definition of bai, which he translates as llouseholder, rather than 
taking it as a definition of a particular set of bila (p.5l7, note 81/1). 
But as the term ,bui is used in the context of panels to apply only to 
householders living close to a particular person, neighbour is 
probably a more accurate translatiml, and has been adopted in the 
translation by Foote et al. I did not note a~y comment by Dennis on 
the meaning of bandi, but I would imply from the statements already 
mentioned that he would consider it to apply to a land-owning farmer. 
This would, however, mean that tenants could not take farm workers, 
since in the discussion of the hiring of farm workers 9rcigas refers to 
the employers as brenur; this is a restriction I do not believe should 
be assumed without good evidence. 

16 See Finsen 1a p.107, Ch.S9 for how this ~sdecided. 



although he had to provide him with a horse and food (Finsen 

Ia p.S2, Ch.27, Ia p.63·Ch.3S, Ia p.160-61 Ch.89). For a 

spring assembly his substitute needed only to be in the same 

assembly, but again there is no indication the substitute 

needed to be a b6ndi (Finsen Ia p.98 Ch.56, Ia p.IO~, Ch.59), 

although he probably couldn't claim a horse and food l7 • 

These provisions indicate to me that" the restrictions on who 

could be an assembly participant were not based on aristocratic 

notions that only those with property were capable of 

governing and judging, but rather were inten"ded to insure 

that only those with sufficient means could be required to 

attend, and probably also to keep down the numbers taking 

part in business to a maximum of one per household. 

There is also strong evidence that prosecutors and 

defenders, who are not included in the definition of assembly 

participants, were nevertheless permitted to take part in 

the business at an assembly. There is first of all the 

separate provision concerning the arrival time of prosecutors 

and defenders, mentioned above. There is secondly a clear 

statement in a procedural rule that defenders attending an 

assembly were not necessarily expected to be brendr: 

If (a prosecutor) has inquired where (a defendant) has his 
assembly affiliation and (the defendant) doesn't know then 
he makes a lawful answer if he replies as follows: "I have 
my board and lodging with (bondi) N.N.". And he must name 
the bondi (Fins en Ia p.42-3 01.22, Dennis translation). 

There is also evidence in the following provision that the 

term assembly participant was applied to prosecutors and 

defenders: 

They have the right to sue or defend that come here the 
first Stmday of the assembly and none of them that come later, 
save this have happened, that a deed \'laS done so late or known 
so late that they could not get to the assembly before, until 

11 See Dennis, ~ra:gas, p.474, note 68/2. 



after Sunday, and these men shall have the pursual of their 
suits OOd be assembly participants anVIl emphasi![) for all the 
cases that they have to do with there if they come early enoucrh 
to set forth their panel calling before the courts go forth. e

They must not challenge the court in thei r own' case .18 

How then do we: account for the rigid definition of 

assembly participant? It seems most probable that it was 

a definition of those assembly participants who' were entitled 

to receive assembly attendance dues, and that prosecutors 

and defenders we~e not as such so entitled. It is also 

possible that prosecutors and defenders were in any case 

only assembly participants for their own matters, and could 

not otherwise take part in the business of the assembly unless 

they came within the definition. It is also possible that 

the various provisions referred to date from different times, 
.. 

and that care was not always taken to ensure that the use 

of terminology wa~ completely consistent. 

One final point about assembly participants is that 

it is possible that women were not permitted to be such for 

the affairs of others, as the laws refer to a person being 

an assembly participant for a woman: 

If he m foreignef) is lodging with a wanan and is killed there -
now if someone lodges with her who is a lawful assembly-participant 
on behalf of her household the case lies with him but she has the 
compensation. (Finsen Ia p.173, Ch.97). 

This may not necessarily mean, however, that the woman could 

not be an assembly participant, but rather tha~ women normally 

delegated the responsibility. It must also be remembered 

that women were specifically prohibited from taking killing 

suits, and thus a male had to. be found to do so. Further, on 

the arguments given above, even if she couldn't be an assembly 

participa~t for the affairs of others, this still wouldn't 

18 Finsen Ia p.4S-6, Ch.24. Translation adapted from Vlgfusson & 
Powell, Origines, Vol I, p.35S-6. 



affect her right to attend the assembly as prosecutor or 

defender in other matters. (See also below Under Age 

and Sex p. 71). 

II Freeborn 

This is a requirement which should not perhaps be 

interpreted too literally, as this would lead to the rather 

odd conclusion that a freedman born a slave could not pursue 

his own lawsuits, but a slave born a freeman could! Perhaps 

it was considered too obvious to need stating that slaves 

could not handle law ·suits. They were chattels, not 
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people, with few substantive rights, as is implied by the oath 

taken by a man when he was freed, "that he would keep the law 

as a man who keeps it well, and he will now be in law with 

othev!nen" (Finsen Ia p.192, Ch.112). A slave was the property 

of his owner, and could even be killed by him without legal 

penalty (except in a holy season or Lent)19~' The concept that 

a slave was a chattel was not, however, always adhered to, as 

for example in the provision. that a slave who killed his master 

or mistress could become a full outlaw; this implies that there 

was a proper legal trial, but does not necessarily mean the 

slave had any right to take part in it 20 • He also had the 

right to some compensation if injured, but his owner got more 

and presumably also was primary prosecutor in the suit. If 

a slave were killed, compensation was payable, but only to his 

owner, never to his family, and his owner would appear to have 

been the primary prosecutor (Finsen Ia p.190-91, Ch.lll). 

19 Finsen Ia p.191 Ch.lll. Konrad Maurer, Altislandisches Strafrecht 
und Gerichts'<JCsen, p.133 notes this as an example of the church view 
triumphing over the secular view of the slave as a chattel. 

20 Finsen Ia p.188 Ch.IIO. Maurer, Altislandisches Strafrecht, p.462 
gives further examples. 



. 
In one thing a slave has more right than a free person; 
the slave has the right to kill his wife, although she is 
a slave, but a freemen·has no right to kill a slave, even 
though she is his wife (Finsen Ia p.191 Ch.lll). 

Although a freed slave sw6re to go into lawwi~ other 

to 

men, his rights were still limited. As already pointed out, 

he could not pursue a killing suit, nor could he inherit 

(Finsen Ia p.218-22 Ch.118), and therefore he could not 

pursue intercourse suits as one had to be fit to inherit to 

be prosecutor of these (Finsen Ib p.48-51 Ch.156, Ib p.203-4, 

Ch.254). He .wa's however e~titled to receive personal 

compensation for his daughter and therefore was entitled to 

receive compensation in intercourse suits, but someone else 

would have been the primary prosecutor (Finsen Ib p.36 Ch.146). 

For having sexual intercourse with a freedman's wife, the 

penalty was lesser outlawry, but it is not stated who had 

the suit (Finsen Ib p.48, Ch.156). His freeborn children 

did, however, have full rights to inherit from him and to 

pursue a suit for his killing (Finsen Ia p.172 Ch.96, Ia p.227-8 

Ch.119). Freedmen were not totally denied the right to 

prosecute suits, as if the freedman of a freedman were killed 

and he had no sons, the superior freedman had the suit 

(Finsen Ia p. 1 7 2 Ch. 9 6) • This follows the normal rule that 

where there were no freeborn children, it was the freedom 

giver who both prosecuted any killing suit and inherited from 

his freedman 21. The freedom giver thus retained a major 

interest in the financial affairs of his freedman, and it is 

thus possible that he was also the prosecutor in any matters 

for the freedman, although we are nowhere told the freedman 

could not be prosecutor himself 'in lesser matters than killings 

or intercourse suits. 

21 Finsen Ia p.172 Ch.96, Ia p.227-8 Ch.119. Concerning freedmen 
see Finsen III p.7l0-ll. 



III Age and Sex 

As already stated women and boys under 16 could not be 

the primary prosecutor in a killing suit, although they 

retained the right to receive the compensation, sometimes 

and perhaps only in later times, subject to the prosecutor 

getting 1/3 of it (Finsen Ia p.171 Ch.95, p.173 Ch.97, 

II p.354 Ch.324). The son of a slain man' could take the 

suit if he were oyer 12 with the permission of the principal 

prosecutor, but no other killing suits could be transferred 

11 

to him (Finsen Ia p.168 Ch.94). 16 was similarly the minimum 

age for a prosecutor of an intercourse suit, but certain 

women (although not the woman involved) had the right to 

prosecute such suits, including the mother (6th in line) and 

perhaps the sister (7th in line), although one list says her 

husband was prosecutor and another omits her (Finsen Ib p.48 

Ch.156, Ib p.203 Ch.254). For many sexual offences less 

serious than seduction the woman herself was the prosecutor 

if she wished and were 20 or over, but presumably only if 

she were widowed or unmarried. If she was unwilling to 

prosecute, then the prosecutor was her legal administrator 22 • 

Such a woman similarly was her own principal prosecutor in 

cases of assault and les~rinjuries (Finsen Ia p.170 Ch.94). 

The husband of a married woman normally prosecuted all her 

cases (Fin~en II p.199 Ch.167). Where a male under 16 was 

injured, the person who would have had the suit if he were 

killed was the prosecutor, but the boy could prosecute with 

the other's permission without a'formal transfer (Finsen Ia 

p.169 Ch.94). 

22 Finsen Ib p.47 Ch.ISS, Ib p.184 Ch.238. There does not seem to 
be a definition of who was a woman's legal administrator. Perhaps 
it should be taken as the same person who was entitled to betroth her 
(Finsen Ib p.29 Ch.144). 



Maurer and Dennis have suggested that a woman entitled 

to be prosecutor wa~ nevertheless prohibited from appearing 

in court,'a conclusion they draw from the following passage: 

A widow or an unmarried girl of twenty or more is to have 
charge of her own law suits if they are assaulted or wounded 
with mmor wounds, whether they 'l7ish to transfer or settle 
(Finsen Ia p.170 Ch.94). 

They suggest that the 'right con~erred was limited to settling 

or transferring 23 • The passage admittedly does not include 

the usual statement that the woman "had the suit" or "was 

primary prosecutor", but nevertheless I believe that the 

specific inclusion of the right to settle or transfer was 

intended to indicate that she did have full rights as primary 

prosecutor and not to be restrictive (see also below p.~g-S9). 

The following provision also is more straight forward and 

leaves little doubt that at least in this situation the 

woman had full rights: 

All those suits lie with the woman if she wants to get angry 
about them, and also mtercourse has not been achieved, if 
she wishes to have them prosecuted. But otherwise, if she 
is unwilling to prosecute, the suits lie with her legal 
administrator (Finsen Ib p.47 Ch.lSS). 

And in the provisions, giving a mother the right to pursue 

intercourse suits, no distinction is made between her rights 

12 

and the rights of others on the list (Finsen Ib p. 48 Ch.1S6). 

IV Mental Capacity 

The section on killing provides that a son could have 

the suit only if he was "of such mental capacity that he could 

take charge of his inheritance" (Finsen Ia p.167 ChI 94). 

We are probably to assume the same requirement, although it .is 
\ 

23 Maurer, A1tisl~ndische's Strafrecht, p.473; Maurer, "Zwei Rechtsfall~ 
aus der Eyrbyggj~', Sitzungberichte der phi10sopisch-phi1010gischen und 
der historischen Classe dcr k.b. Akadcmie der Wissenschnften zu Munchen, 
~chen, 1896, p.12-14;fuIUlis, Gragas, p.93. 
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not stated, for those who follow him on the list. Similarly . . . 

if a man wlio was of insufficient capacity to handle his own 

affairs was injured, the person who controlled his affairs 

had the suit, as well as all other suits he was involved 

with (Finsen Ia p.169, Ch.94). 

A person wa~ not entitled to inherit if he did not 

know whether a pummel saddle should be turned front or rear 

or whether it needed to be turned. If he could understand 

more than this, but still couldn '.t understand his financial 

circumstances, his nearest of kin was the trustee of his 

inheritance (Finsen Ia p.222 Ch.118). The above provisions 

are probably meant to apply to this second, lesser, degree 

of mental incapacity, the first class probably being denied 

almost all substantive rights as well as the right to appear 

in court. 

V Outlaws 

Almost by definition outlaws. had no substantive rights 

and therefore no concern with court matters. This was clearly 

so for full outlaws .• There is a greater problem with lesser 

outlaws (outlawed for three years) who were given three 

summers to get a passage out of the country, and during that 

time were allowed to live in three places, and travel between 

them (Finsen Ia p.8S Ch.S2). If they were merely killed 

while so rightfully in the country, there is no problem as 

their kin would then pursue the suit. But if they were 

unlawfully attacked and wounded, how did they collect 

compensation? We are not told. As his property was, as 

for a full outlaw, completely confiscated (Finsen Ia p.87-8 

Ch.SI), he could have had few .financial rights to be worried 

about, and any he did acquire (as possibly an inheritance, 

.Finsen Ia p.91 ChS3) , he could enforce at the end of his 

outlawry. 



-------------~------ -------------~---------- ----

It was possible for an outlaw to have the terms of 

his outlawry mitigated or even. lifted completely and have 

his full legal rights restored. One method was for the 

full outlaw, or even other people on his behalf, to kill 

other full outlaws:. If one full outlaw were killed by or 

on behalf of another full outlaw, the latter was to be given 

time to go abroad as a 3 year ?utlaw was, if two were killed 

the outlawry w~s reduced to three year outlawry, if three 

were killed the outlawry was lifted completely (Finsen Ia 

P ,. 18 7 Ch. 110 , I I p. 39 9, Ch. 38 2) • Application could also 

be made to the Law :Council (LQgretta) at the Al~ing for 

mitigation of sentence, but the grounds on which they would 

consider it are not given, except that it would be approved 
. 

if no one objected, either in the councilor from outside. 

(Finsen Ia p.9S-6, Ch.SS; Ia p.2l2-3, Ch.ll7). It seems 

also to have happened that the person who brought the suit 

for outlawry in the first place accepted money to have the 

sentence reduced, presumably by private agreement (Finsen Ia 

p.124, Ch.7S; Ia p.194 Ch.113). 

VI Illegitimate People 

Where rights were based on kinship, the substantive 

rights of illegitimate petiple were often less than their 

legitimate counterpart (see above p.~8 ), but where they had 

substantive rights, there is no indication that their right 

to prosecute court actions was subject to any special 

limitations. 

VII Dead People 

I am concerned here with who prosecuted suits in which 

the person who would normally have been primary prosecutor 
• 

was dead, and whether a dead person could be prosecuted. The 



• 

question of who prosecuted for the killing of a person has 

been discussed above . (p. 5 ca ). 

The following provision in Konungsb6k concerns what 

happened if a man who had already taken steps in a law suit 

died; it is clearly of general application as it occurs in 

Pingskapapattr, the section about procedure at assemblies: 

If a man who has transferred or prepared a case in which he is 
principal then dies, that suit falls to his heirs, but if he 
has in no way begun the suit when he dies, it is llis iflhe had 
in no way become the principal in that suit. (Finsen Ia p.125-6). 

Staclarh6lsb6k gives a suggestion of what happened if 

the primary prosecutor had not begun proceedings, but knew 

of the case before he died: 

If the man who is principal in a case dies before he has 
transferred the case or prepared it or settled it, but the 
case did arise in time for him to hear of it, then the case 
lies with the man who is next of kin and of age, but only 
the heir of the principal if no one else is more closely 

. related (Finsen II p. 367, Ch. 340). 

The provision is contained in the section on killing (v{gs16ai), 

which also covers cases of wounding, personal assault and 

slander. It therefore is not clear whether it was intended 

to apply~in cases concerning money owing, property disputes 

etc. It is probably fair to assume that in any matter 

affecting the estate, i.e. property disputes and money matters, 

the heir became the primary prosecutor as the new owner. 

Concerning slander of dead men it is specifically provided 

that "the right of prosecution in such a case follows the 

same pattern as a killing case" (Finsen Ib p.183 Ch.238). 

Konungsb6k makes some provision for what was to happen 

when a transferee prosecutor d~ed: 

If a man conducts a transferred case concerning property and dies 
on the journey to an assembly or at an assembly, the principal may • 
take up his own case and prosecute the same summer. I f he is 
not at the assembly, he may prosecute the follm'ling sunmer. If 
the other has presented the case before he died, the principal is 



to take it up where he left off ••• except that he is to repeat 
the presentation of the. case. If the other has had judgement 
given on the property before he died, his heir is to St.mnTIon in 

. case of judgement breaking, but receipt of the property is due 
to the principal of the case concerning it (Finsen Ia p.123, 
Ol. 75). 

Presumably the transferred suit reverted to the primary 

prosecutor in any case prior to judgement, but without this 

provision it would have been necessary for him to start over 

again, thus causing a delay of one year until the next 

Assembly. The lack of provision for cases not involving 
. 

property suggests that this was considered a major hardship 

only in property ·suits. The above chapter does, however, 

provide for the situation of the transferee prosecutor dying 

after judgement in suits involving outlawry: "In outlalvry 

cases the procedure is similarly to be that the man who got 

an outlaw condemned,or his heir if he has died~ is to 

prosecute for assistance to the outlawed man". 

Provisions for what happened lv-hen a man was killed in 

revenge for some deeti of his make it clear that charges whose 

penalty was outlawry could be brought against dead men. 

Although the actual outlawry was of course meaningless, 

Gragas makes it clear that in all cases of .full or 3 year 

outlawry the goods of the outlaw we~e to be confiscated, 

with the prosecutor gaining much of the benefit (see p. 95 ), 

and thus such a charge could be worthwhile. The main 

purpose may, however, have been to establish the innocence 

of the killer, to justify the killing. From this point of 

view the charge may have been an obligation rather than a 

right24. These offences for which a man could kill and 

then bring a charge included unlawful sexual intercourse 

(legor~) and plundering: 

21+ LuClvfk Ingvarsson, Refsingar a Islandi, Rekjavfk, 1970, p.73-4 

tb 



It is prescribed that where a man kills a man on accomt of a 
wanan for whom he has the right to kill but same other man is 
the principal in the intercourse case, and the latter will not 
prosecute the case D:hen it is lawful for the one] who did the 
killing {!:o prepare the case] and to prosecute it and to transfer 
it to someone else [as i~ he were the rightful principal ••••. 
If a man has killed a man concerning a woman for whom he has a 
right to kill, he shall summon the dead man and say thus: "I 
name witnesses to that that I summon him concerning that (which 
he decides to say). I declare all his property outlaw 
property. I declare him to have fallen an outlaw (oh~lgan)" ••• 
and appoint where he Stmmons to assembly. He can also Stm1Ilons 
him to full outlawry (til scogar) if he will. Finsen Ia 
p.16S, 01.90 (last half my own translation). 

If a man kills a man in plmdering, then he shall call a panel 
of 9 neighbours concerning that, whether the other had been 
plundering since the last AlPing. If they bring the verdict, 
that he was plmdering, then they shall judge him to have 
fallen an outlaw and all his property outlaw property and shall 
juige from the outlaw property of the viking compensation for 
those men whom he had robbed, such part to each as he had lost. 
Finsen II p.384, Ch.366 (own translation). 

Clearly in such cases the suit could proceed very much as if 

the accused were alive with the same penalties attached25 • 

In other cases this is less clear, the charges against the 

dead man being more a defence against a manslaughter charge: 

If a man uses that word in libel which another man has a right 
to kill for, and he avenges ''lith killing or womding, he shall 
also pursue a law suit concenling the libel to defend himself. 
Finsen II p.393, 01.377. See also Ib p.184 Ch.238.(own 
translation) • .. 

If a primary prosecutor prepares a suit against a man who has 
done him an injury, who was caught red-handed in a theft, 
then shall the one against whom the suit is brought in 
turn summons him who had taken ~roperty as fallen an 
outlaw (til ohelgi), if he is k~lled ••• Finsen II, 
p. 384 Ch. 367 (own translation). 
There is little in Gragas about what happened to claims 
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which were pending against a man when he died but were unrelated 

to his death. The only relevant provision I have found 

concerns the rights of the creditor of a bounden debtor to a 

suit for the killing of the de~tor: 

If a bounden debtor is killed then the case lies with his kinsmen. 
They are to offer the man who had money owed him as much cashas he • 
may have been bound by debt for. But if they make no offer, then 
the case lies with D:he man) who had money oW'ed him by the man 
killed. Finsen Ia p.171-2 Ch. 96. 

2S Heusler, Strafrecht, p.120. 



The provision does suggest the general rule that debts did 

survive a person's death and that therefore the heir would 

take on the debts and be the appropriate person to prosecute 

.in most cases. 

SPECIAL RULES FOR ACCUSED AND DEFENDERS 

Even where not specifically stated, most of the restric

tions stated are probably equally applicable to defenders: 

i.e. in order to be able to handle one's own defence one 

had to be freeborn, mentally com~etent, of fixed domicile 

and, in many cases, male .• This would not of course prevent 

people who did not meet these qualifications from being 

accused, with the exception of age. A person under 12 was 

not subject to any legal penalty for killing, he could not 

be outlawed nor made to pay a fine, although his kin still 

had to pay compensation (niagiolld) (Finsen Ia p.166 Ch.91). 

There were additional restrictions on accused which 

som~times prevented them from defending their own suits. 

A person against whom a wound (sar) or death wound (ben) 

was published, presumably meaning the accused in most killing 

and wounding suits, could not go to the assembly (eigo eigi 

18 

~ingre1tt), and if he did he was subject to lesser outlawry 

and all his suits and defences at that asssembly were void 

(Finsen Ia p.174-5 Ch.99). A person was also required to leave 

the assembly against whom notice was published at the Law Rock 

of a suit for an injury (averk) inflicted on the journey to 

the assembly (Finsen Ia p.18l Ch.IOS). There were, however, 

limitations on the number of people who could be charged in 

anyone suit: notice of a killing when there was no visible 

wound could not be made against more than three people so 
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as to prevent them from attending the assembly (Finsen Ia 

p.156, Ch.88). A wounded man could give notice against 

one man if he had one wound, two if two wounds, three if 

three wounds, but not against more than three men so as to ) 
{Finsen Ia p. 151 Ch.87 _ 

prevent them from attending the assembly / These restrictions 

possibly did not prevent more people from being charged than 

these, but they could not have been .prevented from attending 

the assembly26. It was also necessary in killing cases 

where more than one person was accused for the prosecutor 

to select one 'person, and it was on the basis of that 

person's kinship that the court, panels etc. would be 

challenged, and it was from that person's family that compen-

sation was payable (Finsen Ia p.178 Ch.I02, Ia p.194, Ch.113). 

The provision occurs in Baugatal, which may indicate it was old • 
. 

There were provisions designed to allow others to 

protect the interests of absent accused who had not transferred 

their defence. At the AI~ing anyone could call for clearing 

verdicts for such a person and challenge panels (but not 

the court) (Finsen Ia p.47 Ch.25). If a man who was not a 

member of a particular spring assembly were prosecuted at it, 

If (such a man) does not come to the (?pring assembly'] then, 
provided he has not previously heard about (the prosecution), it 
is lawful for whoever wishes to bring a defence on his behalf as 
if (the man so doing) is the lawful primary defendant 
(Finsen Ia p.lO; 01.58, Dennis translation.) 

VARIATIONS IN RESTRICTIONS BETWEEN COURTS 

Unless otherwise stated, the rules discussed so far 

can probably be taken to apply to all the courts in Iceland, 

although a relaxation of them in the more minor courts is 

probably to be expected, and certain of them had greater 

relevance to specific courts. The following is an outline 

26 Maurer, Altislaudisches Strafrecht, p.485 
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of the various courts dealt with by Gr'g&s and of the rule 

variations between them. 

The two main courts were those held at the spring 

assemblies (of which there were thirteen, three in each 

quarter except the North, which had four), and the Quarter 

Courts at the Alping. The subject matter over which the two 
(Finsen In p. 99 Ch.5?) 

types of court had jurisdiction was the same, / and included 

most legal disputes which would arise. However, the spring 

assembly courts were intended to be used primarily in cases 

between people of the same assembly. Cases involving only 

a fine between members of the same assembly had to be taken 

to the spring assembly. If a suit was summoned to a spring 

assembly to which the accused did not belong, he was entitled 

to use this as a defence to the charge, and even to have the 

judgement set aside. It seems intended that the latter 

procedure be taken at the Al~ing, although this is not 
(Finsen Ia p. 102-) chI 58.) 

completely clear. I Why a prosecutor would bother taking a 

suit to a spring assembly court when the accused had such 

veto power is not made clear, bu~ perhaps accused were often 

just as happy to have matters decided locally rather than 

travel to the Al~ing. The issue is further confused 

by the provision discussed above (p.79 ) that if a man who 

wunot a member of that spring assemblywas prosecuted at it 

and he had not previously heard .of the prosecution, anyone 

who wished could take up his defence. One might have expected 

others to have been given the right only to prevent the suit 

from being heard there. 

Also held at the Alping was the Fifth Court, which was 

primarily an appeal court for the Quarter Courts 27 but also 

27 For its jurisdiction see Finsen Ia p.77-8 Ch.44. 

• 



dealt with cases concerning perversion of justice. 
, I 

Gragas 

gives us no reason for believing that the rules concerning 

parties to court actions in it were any different than for 

the Quarter Courts, although because of the gravity of the 

suits involved we" might expect greater strictness. 

T~e main distinguishing feature of the rest of the 

Icelandic courts is that they were not held at assemblies, 

but rather only as necessary, and generally as close to the 

scene of the offence or the matter of discussion as possible. 

They were all limited, to a greater or lesser extent, in 

subject matter and territorial jurisdiction. 

The hreppr courts and the district (hera~) courts had 

the broadest jurisdiction of these non-assembly courts. 

Gr6gas refers to both these courts, but does not actually 

distinguish between them very clearly, using the terms 

almost interchangeably. What appears to be of greater 

~\ 

relevance in defining the courts was the nature of the offence 

being heard, which determined all the procedure to be followed. 

These offences included breach of the hreppr rules, trading 

with foreigners prematurely or outside fixed rates, offences 

committed by foreigners (including bodily injury, seduction, 
pe~sonal compensation, 

robbery and payment oflrettr), incorrect measurement of linen 

or vaamal and breach of the special 'rules applicable when 

such offences were committed at trading gatherings. There 

are thus two distinct classes of offences which could logically 

be assigned to the hreppr courts and to the district courts, 

but since the courts were only'called to hear specific offences 

and not at regular intervals, the Icelanders may not have • 

seen them as two clearly defined courts, like the Quarter 

Courts and the spring assembly courts, but rather in terms 



of the specific offence to be heard. In any case, there 

seems no real reason to be concerned about defining the 

name of the court, particularly since that in itself would 

give very little information about procedure etc. It 

seems better to speak in terms of the nature of the offences 28 • 

The prosecution of these offences locally was probably also 

only an alternative to taking them to a spring assembly or 

Quarter Court, and not an exclusive jurisdiction. 

For hreppr offences there were official prosecutors, 
, 

the hreppsoknarmenn, who handled most of the prosecutions. 

There were five of them for each hreppr (which consisted of 

twenty brendr who were required to pay assembly attendance. 

dues) who had to be landowners unless all of the brendr agreed 

otherwise (Finsen Ib p.171 Ch.234). They were obligated to 

prosecute for breaches of any of the hreppr laws and could be 

prosecuted for failing to do so by the other men of the 

hreppr, who could then also prosecute the suit the soknarmenn 

had overlooked (Finsen Ib p.177 Ch.234). If all the men 

of the hreppr failed in these prosecution duties, the Bishop 

was entitled to appoint a prosecutor and any man from outside 

the hreppr could also prosecute (Finsen Ib p.118-9 Ch.2J5). 

In a few cases, the person personally affected could also 

prosecute (see above p. 6)) • 
. 

The existence of these public prosecutors was no doubt 

due to an opinion that the persons with the largest personal 
... 
28 For a detailed discussion of these problems see Dennis, Gragas, 
p.2l4-228, who nevertheless chose to keep, and give a specific 
definition to, the two court names, even thou~h he recognised that 
Gr~g£s did not. The relevant chapters of Gragas are Finsen Ib 
p~174-8 Ch.234, p.72-4 Ch.167, II p.252-6 Ch.219-22, p.261-4 Ch.228-31. 



stake in the matters were on the whole not fit to prosecute 

themselves. The hreppr was primarily a welfare organisation, 

designed to ensure that the less fortunate members of the 

community were looked after, and that the responsibility for 

this was fairly distributed. Those most affected by breaches 

of the hreppr provisions would have been the poor who did not 

receive welfare payments they were entitled to. But the 

failure of one person to pay his share also affected the 

other members of the hreppr, who would then need to pay more, 

and even people from surrounding areas into which a needy 

person might wander if not properly maintained in his home 

district. Thus such prosecutions were of concern to all 

these people, and thus their rights of prosecution. The 

Bishop's right to intervene was no doubt based on his moral 

duty to oversee ~he welfare of all his flock. 

We might argue that the concept of a public prosecutor 

was alien to the whole Icelandic legal system, and that 

therefore it must be a late borrowing, possibly via the 

church. But if it is considered in the context of restrict

ions on court appearance, its spontaneous development seems 

quite plausible. Most people subject to prohibition from 

court appearance had someone who would quite naturally assume 

the responsibility for them: children had their parents, 

workers their employer, freedmen their freedom giver etc. 

But vagrants and those struggling to maintain a living on 

their own farms might conceivably have had no relations better 

off than themselves. We can ~hus hypothesise that, if the~ 

discovered they were entitled to a welfare payment they hadn:t 

'J 



received, they would have gone to their nearest neighbour 
\ . 

. 
of any means to help them collect it. That neighbour 

might very probably have said "why bother me?", so that in 

time the concept of assigning the duty of helping such 

people assert their rights to specific members of the 

community could easily have arisen. Officials like the 

hrepps6knarmenn could very \iell have existed, therefore, 

not long after the introduction of the first welfare 

legislation, the date of which is itself of course quite 

!-lnclear and could very well be post Saga Age; but this 

argument should at least suggest that little can be presumed 

concerning the date of the legislation from its connection 

with official prosecutors. 

That the duty was not assigned to the goaar is of 

interest in view 'of the traditional concept of them as 

upholders of the law.' But perhaps it was too petty a task 

for them. Also, there were only 36 (later 39, later still 

48) of them, and, as there were a minimum of 20 bamdr in each 

hreppr, and five hrepps6knarmen~ in each hreppr, and according 
, " to Islendingabok, Ch.IO there were about 4560 brendr in Iceland 

in 1100, there would have been considerably more hrepps6knarmenn 

than goaar to take care of the problems. But on the whole 

we have here further evidence (abov~ p.5~-5b) that the goaar 

were not given a general right or duty of control, supervision, 

or protection of prosecutors and defenders. 

Another official involved in prosecutions lias the person 

responsible for setting the prices of foreign goods, who was 

also to prosecute for trading before the price was set, or 
• 

at a higher price, but if he failed to do so the men of the 



district (hera~) were to do so (Finsen Ib p.73 Ch.167). 

Almost any other case involving foreigners could also 

be brought to a local court,including killing, wounding, 

sexual intercourse and robbery, but any of these offences 

involving foreigners, including trading offences, could also 

be taken to spring assembly courts and to the ·Alping (Finsen 

Ib p.73 Ch.167). The provision for the pursuance of suits 

&S 

involving foreigners 'locally was likely motivated not so much 

by the desire to keep them out of assembly courts (although 

this is possible), but by the fear that if the case was not 

heard quickly the foreigners might well disappear across the 

sea. The existence of these special courts is thus to be 

seen as very closely linked with problems in admitting or 

getting certain types of people to court, including the poor 

involved in welfare suits, who could not have afforded to 

travel far. 

The confiscation court (feransdbmr) and dead debtors 

court (skuldadbmr) had similar purposes, to divide up a man's 

estate, and the procedure of one was often defined in terms 

of the other. The confiscation court only came into operation 

after a case had been heard at one of the courts already 

discussed and the defendant had been outlawed. At this 

court all his property was valued, confiscated and distributed, 

first to h~s creditors and'wife, then towards any fines, 

then a cow or four year old ox to the goai of the outlaw 

(who was responsible for holding the court), then half of, 

the remainder to the person who ~ot the outlawry (or the 

primary prosecutor - see below p. 9D ), and the other half 

of the remainder to the men of the Quarter if he was outlawed 

at the AI~ing, or to the men belonging to the spring assembly 
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at which the outlawry was judged, this one half to be used 

to support the dependants of the outlaw, or, if he had none, 

to support other dependants entitled to itinerant maintain

ance in the Quarter or Spring assembly area (Finsen Ia p.85-6, 

Ch.49). There were thus many people interested in the 

proceedings of this court, which was really more of an 

arbitration panel. All dependents \\Tere required to attend 

(or be brought), except a child for whose fathering the 

person wa~ outlawed. If a perspn failed to bring a 

dependant, although he knew the court was being held, he 

then became responsible himself for that dependant CIa p.87 

Ch.50). Presumably creditors also lost all rights if they 

failed to atterid. Persons with property of the outlaw were 

also required to attend (Finsen Ia p.93 Ch.54). It would 

thus seem that all people concerned with the affairs of a 

confiscation court were not only entitled but required to 

at1;end. Most of the rules concerning parties discussed 

above we~e probably irrelevant to it29 • 

The dead debtor's court was to be called by his heir 

if a man died with insufficient assets to meet his liabilities, 

and was intended to divide the assets according to stated 

rules among the claimants. Otherwise it did not differ a 

great deal from the confiscation court 30 • 

The meadow possession court (engidomr) and summer 

pasture court (afrettardomr) were also each designed to 

arbitrate on one specific issue.' The first was intended, 

as its name implies, to resolve disputes over meadow owner-

ship(Finsen Ib p.84-6, Ch.l76). It had a special procedure 

29 . See also Finsen Ia p.112-116 Ch~62 for a parallel version, with 
slight variations, of the confiscation court rules, and Dennis, Gragas 
notes to chapters 49 to 54 and 62. 

30 See Dennis, Gragas, p.171, p.214-220; Finsen Ib p.148-52, Ch.223, 
II p.225-8 Ch.184-S 
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of its own, but the hearing was not ftmdamentally different 

in nature from those of spring assembly courts or Quarter 

courts. If the meadow possession court was unable to decide 

the issue, it was then to be heard at the appropriate Quarter 

court. The summer pasture court was used to settle disputes 

about the use of common summer paster, and like the meadow 

possession court had its own procedure (Finsen Ib p.115-7 

Ch.202). It seems assumed throughout the provisions for 

both courts that the persons directly concerned would be 

the parties to the actions, but we should not assume that they 

were therefore not subject to the rules discussed above. 

Involvement was limited first of all by the very nature of 

the disputes, which determined that at the very least the 

parties would be farmers, if not landowners. But whether 

for example females, youths and freedmen would be permitted 

to pursue disputes concerning farms they owned at these 

courts cannot be determined. 

There is a special rule for defendants in the summer 

pasture court. All persons with shares in the pasture were 

to select a nominal defendant, or else the prosecutor would 

name one. It was then at his home that summonses would be 

made, he appointed half the judges, etc. But all people 

with an interest in the pasture were nevertheless required 

to attend ~nd give evidence or lose their rights, even 

though not officially parties. Minors not represented and 

persons absent from Iceland could establish their shares 

later at an assembly court (Finse"n Ib p.117 Ch.202). 

Presumably the minor had to wait until he was of age to 

establish his right, or get someone else to do it for him, 

although this is not made clear. 



TRANSFER OF COURT ACTIONS 

Stadarholsbok tells us that the prosecution of any 

suit could be transferred, and gives the procedure for a 

transfer: 

a case is to be transferred thus: they are to take each 
other by the hand, the one who takes the case and the one 
who transfers it, and name two or more witnesses to witness 
that the principal transfers that case to the other, to 
prosecute and to settle (at s£5kia oc at srettaz a) and to 
use every fonnal means of proof as if he were the· rightful 
principal (Finsen II p.344 Ch.307). 

There is little indication in Gragas as to the general 

purpose of the procedure (although we are occasionally 

told that a formal transfer was not necessary in particular 

situationse~Finsen Ia p.182, Ch.I07), or of the people 

to whom it was contemplated transfers would be made. There 

is one reference in Gragas to suits being transferred to 

men who couldn't travel to the assembly and to women, which 

may indicate that transfers to people of high social class 

or legal expertise' were not the rule (Finsen II p.136, Ch.I06). 

To the extent that certain people were entitled to control 

their own legal matters but not take them to court the 

right to transfer would of course have been essential, and 

could be the reason for the existence of the right • 

.;' , 
Gragas treats the right as an attribute of a primary 

prosecutor or defender (e.g. Finsen Ia p.171 Ch.95). Thus 

a transferee could only transfer a suit to a third party if 

he fell ill or was wounded while travelling to the assembly 

(Finsen Ia p.12S, Ch.77). Therefore, when it is stated that 

a person had the right to pursue a suit or transfer we shoulp 



not consider this as granting the right to transfer, but 

rather as indicating that the person had full rights as a 

primary prosecutor. For example: 

If a principal in a case will not prosecute a suit involving 
personal compensation, belonging to a yotmg man under sixteen 
winters, then it shall be lawful for the young man when he is 
sixteen winters or older to take up the case ••• It.is lawful 
for him to transfer the case to someone else if he \4J'ants to. 
(Fins en Ia p.168-9 Ch.94). 

r This is the interpretation I consider appropriate 

(above p.tl ) in the provisions concerning women's rights 

in court actions as well. 

A transferred suit remained the suit of the primary 

prosecutor or defender and not of the transferee. This 

is indicated first by the restrictions on transfer of a 

transferred suit already mentioned. Further, if a transferee 

died before judgement, the suit reverted to the transferor 

(Finsen Ia p.123 Ch.75). The transferor could also sue the 

transferee for not prosecuting a matter (Finsen Ia p.125 Ch.77), 

and if he got a guilty verdict, he could have the suit back 

(Finsen II p.345 Ch.307). This provision does, however, 

imply that a transferor could not normally take back a suit • 

It is also provided that courts were to be challenged on the 

basis of kinship with the primary prosecutor or defender, 

not with the transferee (Finsen Ia p.47 Ch.25). It also 

seems fai~ly clear that in those cases involving personal 

compensation or other financial reward to the' prosecutor 

it was the primary prosecutor, and not the transferee, who 

got it. In other words, the tr'ansfer affected only the 

procedural, not the substantive rights. Thus, when a 

transferee died after judgement, his heir was to prosecute 

in case of judgement breaking (on the principle that in any 

suits arising out of a transferred suit the transferee was 



the pr~secuto~ Finsen II p.282 Ch.251), but the primary 

prosecutor of the original suit got the property. 

Similarly, in outlaw ~uits the transferee or his heir was 

to sue for harbouring the outlaw, but the primary prosecutor 

or his heir got any money collected (Finsen Ia p.li3,LtCh • 75). 

There is a provision in Staaarh6lsbbk allowing the actual 

prosecutor one third of the compensation in killing cases 

when the person to whom the compensation 

was due was not permitted to act'themselves, but it is 

marked as nfureli and may therefore be of late date (Finsen 

II p.3S4, Ch.324). It is also of course not a case of 

transfer, but may give some indication of what might be 

expected in a transferred case. In outlaw cases the 

transferee probably did get some compensation, although it 

is not entirely certain. One provision states that the 

person who got the man outlawed got one half of the residue 

at "the confiscation court (Finsen Ia p.86, Ch.49), but 

another states that the primary prosecutor got it (Finsen 

Ia p.IIS, Ch.62). Dennis inclines to the former statement 31 • 

That the primary prosecutor normally got any money proceeds 

of a suit is implied by the provision that where a person 

other than a primary prosecutor handled an intercourse 

suit and accepted less than "if he himself was to have the 

compensation, then he is liable to lesser outlawry ••• The 

suit lies with the one who is entitled to take the compensation" 

(who would normally be the primary prosecutor) (Finsen Ib 

p.53, Ch.158). 

31 Denn' , ~ 1S, Gragas p.465 note 62/26 
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THE IDENTITY OF PROSECUTORS 

Of the 40 suits l involving non-manslaughter charges 16 

were prosecuted by the injured party; in 2 more the 

prosecutor could have been the injured party; and 1 suit was 

for the abduction of a sister or daughter and can be regarded 

as a personal matter of the prosecutor. Thus in 19 of the 

40 cases, or nearly half, the actual prosecutor could be 

regarded as the person with the greatest personal interest 

in the matter and thus as the primary prosecutor. One 

further suit for blasphemy was prosecuted by 3rd cousins of 

the accused in accordance with a special law, (STH 8), and 

another by a brother probably, as legal administrator, as 

the alternative primary prosecutor because his sister did not 

wish to prosecute (E4). 

In 9 of these 21 suits the prosecutor was a go~i (Tables 

IC)ID2 ). In 10 of the remaining cases the prosecutors were 
w24 

farm owners and householders (WlS, W19, W20, W23,/Nl, N27, ES, 

E12, STH4), in' one a foreign prosecutor was assisted by 2 

Icelandic farmers (N13). The 12th was prosecuted by the sons 

of an influential farmer; there is no evidence they had farms 

of their own, but they could perhaps be regarded as partners 

on their father's farm (STH8). 

Of the remaining 19 non-manslaughter suits 11 were prosecuted 

by a person 'who was not a goai. In S of these 11 cases, the 

prosecutor was acting for close relations, always willingly but 

1 For a list of the Law Suits see Appendix I and III, where they are 
listed by Quarter, North (N), East (E), South (STIi) and West (W). 
In the text the suits are referred to by the number assigned in these 
lists. Nl, El, STI-ll, WI etc. For more detailed discussion of the 
law suits used, see Chapter 1, p 47 • 

2 The Tables summarise the material contained in the Law Suits listed 
and outlined in Appendix I, and can be found in Appendix n. 
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usually only when asked. A son assumed the prosecution 

of a suit for his mother after she placed herself in his 

protection (W25). According to Laxdrela saga (Ch.32 and 35) 

he was a skilled lawyer and quite well off, although he lived 

on his father-in-law's farm. It does seem likely that part 

of his property would have consisted of land. A son, a farm 

owner, prosecuted two suits for his blind father at the 

father's request (N6 and N7). A legal expert of excellent 

family but apparently without a farm or even a fixed domicile· 

(see below p 113) prosecuted a seduction suit concerning a 

close female relation at the request of her husband, who 

transferred the suit to him (E9). In only one of these 5 

cases did the person act without being asked by the injured 

party, that being a wounding case which a farm mvner who was 

uncle and employer of the injured man prosecuted (W4). 

Of the remaining 6 of these 11 suits, 1 was a suit for 

temple tax, undertaken for a priestess. According to the 

saga account, she transferred the suit to a goai, who then 

transferred it to a friend, who was quite likely a farm owner. 

It is, however, probable that the goai had nothing to do with 
. 

the case and thus we do not know why the prosecutor acted (E3). 

In 2 further suits the injured party transferred the suit to 

another with the promise of payment for his troubles (E7, WI3). 

In neither case were the people farm owners; the prosecutor 

in E7 was the same legal expert as in E9, and in W13 he was the 

son of a goai who had just returned from abroad and was living 

with his father. In 3 cases the relationship of the prosecutor 

and the injured party is not clear (W18, STH2, N22); in W18 

and STH2 they were farm owners, in N22 they are not identified. 
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8suits were prosecuted by goaar for others, and, in the 

4 cases where there is any infQrmation on the matter, quite 

willingly. (Table I C, D ') . A merchant transferred a 

suit to a goai with whom he had been staying for the winter 

(N17) • In 2 cases a go~i acted for ~ingmenn. In neither 

are the~ingmenn said to have asked for the help, but in both 

the terminology suggests a transfer (W12, N19). A go<l'i 

prosecuted 1 suit for blasphemy against a person he had no 

blood relationship with. His reason for acting is not stated 

(STHlO). 

In 4~the suits prosecuted by godar the relationship of 

the prosecutor and the injured party is not specified, one 

of them being possibly prosecuted from a sense of public duty 

(ElO), one possibly for a~ingmadr (N23); a third involved 

miscellaneous law suits against the~ingmenn of a rival godi, 

undertaken because of a personal interest in discrediting that 

godi, but possibly for~ingmenn, or in matters of public 

interest (N16). (See below p 106 for a discussion of the 

possibility that there were "Popularklage"). 

People who were not godar prosecuted 15 of the 32 man

slaughter suits; 3 were fathers of the dead,S brothers, 3 

others close kin (Table IIA and B). 11 of the 15 prosecutors 

were thus very close kin, although i~ one where a cousin 

acted it was at the request of a father (NS), and in one case 

where a brother acted a son was alive, although we may perhaps 

assume he was under age and therefore not competent to be a 

primary prosecutor (NIl, see below p 120). Two of the suits 

commenced by brothers were later transferred (NIO, NIl). 

These cases are thus all consistent with the rule of G~g~s 
• 



that th~ closest kin (subject to various restrictions) was 

primary prosecutor in manslaughter suits. Of the 4 remaining 

prosecutors, one was the owner of the dead person (although 

he later transferred the suit to his father to facilitate 
W21 

settlementY, and one the head of the household where' the dead 

person, a foreign merchant, had been lodging (N14). 

In both of these cases the prosecutor would appear to have 

been as designated in the provisions of Gragas discussed in 

Ch 2 (p 69 and p 55) • The two remaining cases were 

prosecuted by in-laws. In one of these (N2), a brother-in-

law of the dead person was asked to do so by the father of 

the dead person, and the suit was transferred to him. The 

person assuming responsibility as primary prosecutor was thus 

as designated by Gragas, the closest blood kin. The brother-

in-law took the suit over reluctantly, after being reminded 

by his brother that it would be shameful for him not to support 

his kinsmen, and that besides, if he didn't it would be admitting 

inferiority to the accused, a godi,' a rival of them as a 

powerful non-go~i family in the area. In the other suit (NI2) 

we are given no detail about the immediate family of the dead 

person, and the reason for the involvement of the prosecutor 

is not given. There are also two versionsof this lawsuit, in 

only one of which in-laws prosecuted. In both versions the 

person prosecuting, although probably not a godi, was a leading 

member of a very powerful family in the area. 

In one of the 15 manslaughter suits by non-godar, the 

prosecutors were female, the heirs to the estate of the dead 

person, who was a we II-off godi (W10, see be low p 120 ). In 

all other cases they were male, and we are given no reason to 

believe any were not farmers operating their own farms. 



Of the 17 goaar who prosecuted manslaughter suits only 1 

was the father of the dead person and 1 the brother. 3 others 

were close relatives, but in one of these the mother of the dead 

person transferred the suit to her brother (N28), and in 

another, the father of the dead person was alive (N9; Table IIC 

and D). Thus in only 3 of the 17 cases was the goai possibly 

the closest kin alive and therefore the primary prosecutor. 

There are also two further suits in which the gonar may have 

been the primary prosecutors pursuant to rules not covered 

In W9 a goai prosecuted for the killing of one 

of his employees. Three similar examples suggesting an employer 

had primary responsibility for the legal affairs of his 

employees are W4, where a non-goai prosecuted a wounding case 

for an employee and a go~i defended his uncle and employee, 

N19, where a gocii de fended an employee \'1i th the comment "I 

cannot remember ever having cast any domiciled man of mine to 
was responsible for 

the winds", and STH6 where an employer/assumed/the defence of his 

employee. In none of these cases is a transfer mentioned. 

An expedition leader may also have been considered to have 

had primary responsibility in any legal matters arising from 

the expedition. In Nl5 a go~i prosecuted for a killing which 

occurred on an expedition he was leading. In another man-

slaughter case an expedition leader 4id not prosecute himself, 

but did act as the primary prosecutor in transferring the suit 

to a go~i (W7). We also see go~ar defending in two manslaughter 

suits which arose out of expeditions they were leading, with 

no mention of transfers, although in neither case were they 

personally accused (W6, NIO). Of course, an expedition lead~r's 

personal involvement was large, and these cases can be regarded 



as virtually personal matters, rather than cases in which 

they were acting as primary prosecutors in the affairs of 

others. 

There are thus a total of 5 manslaughter suits in 

which the goai prosecuting may have been the primary 

prosecutor. Of the remaining 12 there are ~. in which the 

reason for the involvement of the godar is unclear, although 

the dead people may well have been their ~ingmenn (E2,E8, 

5TH? .) 

This leaves a t~tal of at least 9 suits, or nearly one

third of all the manslaughter suits, which a goai prosecuted 

although he was not the primary prosecutor. In 5 of these 

a close relation of the dead person was alive and a 

transfer from them to the go~i is stated or implied by the 

terminology. In 2 cases it was a wife (W3, W6), in one a 

father (STH6), in one a mother (N28), and in one a son (W14) 

who transferred the suit. In 3 of these the go~i acted 

quite willingly, in two for his 'sister (W3 and N28) and in 

one for his neighbour and friend (STH6). In Wl4 the uncle 

and foster-father of the wife of the son of the dead person 

took the suit somewhat reluctantly because he felt he had 

been tricked, but he nevertheless felt he had a duty to act. 

In W6 the uncle of the wife of the dead person prosecuted 

most unwillingly, and only after considerable goading by 

the \'life. 

In a sixth case (N9) the father of the dead person was 

alive, but the prosecution was assumed by the nephew and good 

friend of the father, a K?~i. The father is not said to 

have asked for help, nor is a transfer mentioned, but rather 

the goeli assumed responsibility from the star.t. 



A close relation, the father, was also alive in a 7th case 

(W7)~ but here it was 'the expedition leader who approached 

his wife's brother with the request that he prosecute, 

. which he did quite willingly. The person with the greatest 

personal interest was also involved in an 8th case, W8, 

where a slave owner asked a go~ to prosecute for the killing 

of his slaves. The owner argued'that the goai had an 

obligation to help him, but the goai was not impressed by 

this argument, and only agreed to have the prosecution 

transferred to him in return for a substantial payment. 

In the final case (WII), the gotti prosecuting was the father

in-law of the dead person; 3 brothers, one of them a go~i, 

were alive, but we are not told how it came about that the 

father-in-law prosecuted rather than them. 

PRIVATE NATURE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT 

It is thus evident that, as we found in Gragas, law 

~nforcement through legal prosecution was primarily a private 

matter. Even if the matter was not prosecuted by the injured 

party or by the closest kin in manslaughter suits, that 

person still nevertheless usually took on the responsibility 

for finding someone else to prosecute and transferred the 

suit to him. Where it was not readily evident who had the 

greatest personal interest in a matter, or, in manslaughter 

suits, where no kin were available, it was still nevertheless 

a person with a close connection in the matter who was 

primary prosecutor, rather than any public official. Thus, 

where a foreign merchant with no kin in the country was 

killed, it was the head of the household where he was living 

who prosecuted (N14), in blasphemy suits it was the 3rd or 

4th cousins of the accused (STH8), in a suit for temple tax 

it was the priestess of the temple (E3). 



Even in those cases where a person acted as primary 

prosecutor although he was not the person we might consider 

as being the most injured party, he was still nevertheless 

always a person with a close personal interest. This is 

true of expedition leaders (NIS, W7) and in suits involving 

seduction or abduction of females (E9, WI9)., It is 

interesting that these latter suits seem generally to have 

been treated as offences against the family of the female, 

not, against the female herself, with her willingness in the 

affair being an irrelevant factor. 

The person who would appear to be the most likely to 

have been designated as primary prosecutor in the legal 

affairs of other people was the head of a household. As 

his host he was to prosecute for the killing of a foreign 

merchant (NI4), as an employer he may have been primary 

prosecutor for the affairs of his employees (W9, W4), as a 

father for his young children (WI, STHS). Employees and 

dependent children were more often the accused party than 

the injured, with their employer or father again taking 

responsibility as defender (W6, Nl9, STH6, EIZ, W4, W7). 

In all of these cases the head of the household assumed 

responsibility for the prosecution or defence automatically, 

as if he were the person with the primary responsibility. 

It is no~, however, clear that a householder was obliged 

to act on behalf of his employees, guests etc. In N19 when 

~orkell Geitisson was asked to defend one of his men, he 

expressed disapproval of his actions, but agreed to take his 

case, saying: "I cannot remember ever having cast any 

domiciled man (heimama~r) of mine to the winds". This would 

appear to suggest a moral or social, rather than a legal 
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obligation, and may indicate that primary rights of 

prosecution were held jointly by a householder and his men, 

both having the right to act without a formal transfer. 

A householder also did not have primary rights of prosecution 

in the affairs of guests who were still alive, although 

again he may have had some moral obligation ~o help. 

In Nl7 a host prosecuted a matter for a merchant who had 

spent the winter with him, but it is explicitly stated that 

there was a transfer. In N13 the prosecution of a suit for 

a Norwegian merchant was conducted jointly by the merchant, 

his Icelandic partner's father and his host, although the 

formal basis for this is not made clear. 

In Gr~g~s there is some hint of the role played by a 

householder, as we did see him designated as primary 

prosecutor for the killing of a foreign guest. (above Ch. 2 

p. S5); also, the members of a household were not entitled 

to choose their own godi, but rather had to follow whoever 

the householder chose (above Ch.2 p. 59, 65). We can also 

probably assume from it that they were to act for their young 

children. Gragas does not, however, suggest that they had 

any obligation to prosecute or defend in the legal matters 

of their employees. 

It is interesting to contrast this role played by house

holders in the Icelandic. lawsuits with the role assigned to 

householders in the Anglo-Saxon laws. In the Icelandic 

material the householder's responsibility is to the members 

of his household, to prose.cute. for or defend them in their 

best interests. In the Anglo-Saxon laws, however, the head 

of a household is shown as responsible to society for the good 

behaviour of the members of his household, and this is true 



from the earliest to the latest of these laws. 

Hlothere and Eadric Ch.15 3 it is stated: 

Thus in 

If a man entertains a stranger (a trader or anyone else Who 
has come over the border) for three days in his mm. home, 
and then supplied him with food from his own· store, and (ifj 
he (the strangeJ] then does harm to anyone, the man shall 
bring the other to justice, or make rurends on his behalf 
(see also II .£thelstan 8) 

and Ch.l 

If a man's servant slays a nobleman, \\'hose l'rergild is 3(X) 
shillings, his owner shall surrender the homicide and pay 
the value of three nen in addition • 

. 

ID\ 

There is no hint in the Icelandic lawsuits .of any such duty 

on the part of a householder, or anyone else for that matter,· 

to voluntarily surrender a wrongdoer. On the contrary, it 

appears to have been quite acceptable to defend, shelter, 

help to escape etc. any person, no matter how guilty. The 

Anglo-Saxon laws, however, make quite clear that not only 

could a householder be made liable for taking the part of a 

guilty man, but also for failing to prevent the crime in the 

first place: 

II lEthelstan 3: if a lord refuses justice by taking the part 
of one of his men who has done wron~ and application is made to 
the king []tbout the matter, the lor<!l shall pay the value of the 
goods em disput~ and give 120 shillings to the king. 

Ine 50. If a nobleman comes to terms with the king, or \'lith the 
king's ealdorman, or with his lord, on behalf of his dependants, 
free or unfree, he, the nobleman, shall not have any portion of 
of the fines, because he has not previously taken care at home 
to restrain them [b.is neIl] from evil doing. 

By the time of lEthelstan (2nd quarter of 10the AD) the 

obligation of householders and lords was being more formally 

stated and carefully outlined: 

3 

III JEthelstan 7. Seventhly, every man shall stand surety 
for his own men against every (S:harge oil crime s .1. If, 
however, there is anyone Who has' so many nen, that he is not able 
to control them, he shall place each estate in charge of a 
reeve, whom he can trust, and who will trust the men. 

For full references to these laws see the Bibliography under 
Anglo-Saxon Laws. 



The obligations of a surety are made clear in the slightly 

later. laws of Edgar: 

III Edgar 6. And every man shall see that he has a surety 
and this surety shall bring and keep him to ilhe perfonnance 
o{l every lawful duty. 
s .1. And if anyone does wrong and escapes, his surety shall 
incur what the other should have incurred 
s.2. If the case be that of a thief and his surety can lay 
hold of him within twelve months, he shall delivery him up to 
justice and what he has paid shall be returned to him4. 

The private responsibility for law enforcement is also 

evident in the identity of the people to whom prosecutors 

turned for help when they felt unable to pursue suits 

themselves. The most important source of help was close 

kin, both by blood and by marriage. Goa-ar were also 

frequently involved, but in manslaughter suits they were 

\0 " 

often also close kin of the primary prosecutor, or the victim, 

thus emphasising the predominant responsibility of kin in 

such suits (Tables lIe, D). In only 2 cases did a go~i 

clearly prosecute for a person because he was his ~ingmaar 

(W12, NI~), although this may have been the reason in at 

least some of the 6 unclear cases. None of these were man-

slaughter suits, which suggests that killings did not bring 

dishonour on the gocli of a person as they did on the family. 

In one case a godi acted for a friend (STH6). Occasionally 

when neither relations nor a gocli would help for any other 

reason, a person could buy help (W~, E6, E7, W13), but goaar 

do not seem to have made a business of selling their expertise, 

nor are non-godi legal experts common, with only two being 

mentioned as taking on the prosecution or defence of court 

actions for others, Helgi Droplaugarson in E7 and E9, and . 

~6r~ Ingunnarson in W2S. But even with these legal experts 
• 

~ See further Hlothere & Eadric Ch.2, 3, 4; Wihtred Ch. 23, 24; 
Ine Ch.22; III EdmtDld 7; I A1thelred 1; II Canute 31; III Edgar 7; 
IV Edgar 3. 
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kinship was important, as in E9 Helgi was prosecuting for 

the husband of a relative, and in W25 ~6rar prosecuted for 

his mother. It is not even mentioned with respect to the 

law suit that ~6r~r was a legal expert; we must look to the 

introductory biography about him earlier in the saga to 

find this information. 

ROLE OF PUBLIC OFFICIALS IN PROSECUTIONS 

There is no evidence in the law suits for public 

prosecutors, not even for the hrepps6knarmenn designated 

in Gragas (see above Ch.2, p 82). However, there is one 

example of a goai acting for men who were not in the country 

to protect their own interest. In E10 Helgi Asbjarnarson 

prosecuted two people concerning the killing of a man whose 

sons were abroad. On their return, they were very grateful 

and gave him good gifts. This may thus be an example of a 

godi being designated as primary prosecutor in the affairs of 

others, but it is the only example from the law suits, just 

as in Gragas we found it a rare occurrence (above Ch. 2 P54-6). 

The one other public official, the Lawspeaker, did 

occasionally become involved in law suits, but there is no 

evidence that he had any duty to help parties to court actions 

beyond the giving of advice as prescribed by Gragas (above 

Ch.2 P 52 ). The Lawspeaker who we see the most of in the 

sagas is ~kapti ~oroddsson, who held office for the last 26 

years of the period being considered (1004-1030 AD). He 

appears to have been fairly forceful in his office, being 

responsible for two pieces of legislation, the establishment 

of the Fifth Court (see above Ch. 2 P 80 ). "and also this, 

that no man should legally declare a slaughter as done by any 

one else than himself" (see below p 151 ). Also, "In his 

days were many chiefs and mighty men outlawed or exiled for 



slaughter or assault by means of his might and rule of the 

law (or: by the exercise of his authority and the forceful 

discharge of his office - af rikis s~kum hans ok landstj6rn)"S 

Although we are given little real evidence in the sagas 

as to how Skapti achieved this, the information we' are given 

suggests it would have been by giving advice and direction 

in law suits (whether or not asked for it), and by supporting 

people he felt were in the right, rather than by pursuing 

prosecutions himself. In Grettis saga especially he is shown 

as a person who gave good advice. In one law suit he inter-. 

ceded on Grettir's behalf, and held "that no judgement 

should be passed for Grettir's banishment without further 

proceedings", (N40), although he was ignored on this occasion. 

In a later case his ruling that an outlaw could not be charged. 

did have effect in stopping a manslaughter prosecution against 

Grettir (N4l). He is also shown as aiding Grettir while he 

wa~ an outlaw, although, because of his position, stopping 

short of giving him shelter (Grettis saga Ch.54)6~ In 

Floamanna saga we see him advising his brother-in-law not to 

pursue a suit for conspiracy to kill, because it had been 

started wrongly (STH27). In Njals saga we see him twice 

being approached for support by the prosecutors of killing 

suits, although he refused both times (Ch.ll9 and Ch.l39); 

and on one occasion he was asked to confirm a point of obscure 

law (Ch.l42). These examples of Skapti's activities give 

little evidence for the assertion in ISlendingabok that he 

brought many murderers to justice, but do show the methods he 

5 islendingabo~ O1.VIII, translated in V & P I, p. 299, and 
Johannesson, A History of the Old Icelandic Commonwealth, p.71. 

6 See Grettis saga 01.27 and 32 for further examples of advice 



could have used, which all stop short of actually 

prosicuting wrongdoers himself. 
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The other Lawspeaker we see a good deal of is ~orgeirr 

godi ~orkelsson of Lj6savatn, lawspeaker from 985-1011 AD. 

He was most famous for having declared the laws which 

introduced Christianity to Iceland7 • We also see him in 

Lj6svetinga saga interceding to have an outlaws sentence 

lifted at the request of Earl Hakon, rulerof Norway. This 

resulted in a major confrontation bet~een~orgeirr and 

Guamundr the Mighty on one hand, and Porgeirr's sons on the 

other, which ended in ~orgeirr being accused and having to 

defend himself in court (NI5). This attempt by Porgeirr 

to have an outlawry lifted is the closest we come to a 

Lawspeaker acting on behalf of another, and of course it 

is not strictly speaking a lawsuit. It is interesting that 

Skapti is also shown as intending to be involved in .such an 

attempt: "Skapti the Lawman died during the winter, whereby 

Grettir suffered a great loss, for he had promised to press 

for a removal of his sentence when he had been twenty years an 

outlaw, and the events just related were in the nineteenth 

year" (Grettis saga Ch.76). These examples suggest that 

interceding on behalf of outlaws was seen by lawspeakers as 

something they could properly beco~e involved inS, but clearly 

it was not common or there would certaibly be more examples 

in our sagas. The role played by Skapti's successor Steinn 

in the attempt to lift Grettir's outlawry also shows that the 

Lawspeaker had no obligation ;in the matter by virtue of his 

office, beyond the usual giving of legal advice; Steinn "was ------------------__________________________________________ 0 

7 Kristni saga V&P I, p.400-402, Is1endingabok chI 7 

8 For further discussion of lifting of outlawry see above 01.2, p. 74 
. and below p. 128-130. 
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asked for his opinion. He told them to make a search to 

find out whether this was the, twentieth year of his outlawry". 

They found it was only the nineteenth~ "The Lawman declare'd 

that no man could be outlawed for longer than twenty years 

in all, even though he committed an outlaw's acts during 

that time. But before that he would allow no man to be freed" 
(Grettis saga chI 77). 
A third Lawspeaker we meet in the lawsuits is 10rkell Moon, 

who acted as arbitrator in STHS. However, this suit probably 

took place about 950-55 AD, many years before his term of 

.office as Lawspeaker, which lasted from 970 to 980 AD 
, " (Islendingabok Ch.5). 

There are also few, if any, examples of "he who wished" 

prosecuting ("die Popularklage") where the primary prosecutor 

was unwilling or unable to prosecute, or there was no obvious 

primary prosecutor, as provided for in Gragas (see above p 53)9. 

The second blasphemy suit, which was prosecuted by a goai 

who was not closely enough related to the accused to feel any 

strong personal interest in the matter (STHIO), may be an 

example, but of course we cannot discount the possibility that 

a 3rd or 4th cousin had asked him to prosecute and transferred 

the suit to him. The suits prosecuted by Gudmundr to discredit 

a rival sodi (NI6) could also fall within the category of 

those to be prosecuted by "he who will", as Gudmundr apparently 

had little difficulty finding sufficient suitable suits. But, 

again, they could all have been transferred suits, with 

Guamundr merely showing greater enthusiasm than usual for 

taking on other people's problems. This example does, however, 

9 Andreas Heusler finds none, see Das Strafrecht der Islandersagas, 
p.102. Konrad Maurer in AltisHindisches Strafrecht lU1d GeriCfitswesen 
also cites none, see especially p.477-479. 

• 
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show that a traditional saga story line could make good 

use of the "Popularklage", as such charges would have 

suited Guamundr very well in his aim of persecuting the 

~ingmenn of forir Helgason in order to discredit ~orir 

himself. It therefore seems reasonable to postulate that 

its absence from the sagas suggested either that it was not 

used because people did not in general wish to involve them

selves in the affairs of others, or that it was not yet in 

existence in the Saga Age. 

DUTY TO PROSECUTE 

There is no evidence in the law suits of any legal 

penalty for people who failed to prosecute when they were 

primary prosecutors. Even the penalty for failure to hold 

a confiscation court mentioned in Gragas is never invoked, 

although it is stated to have been held only in a very few 

cases. Likewise, there is no mention of penalties for settling 

law suits without Alping consent, although the submitting of 

settlements to the AlPingis occasionally mentioned 

(e.g. NI, Vapnfirainga saga Ch.14). In W26 a settlement 

was announced at the ~6rsnes Assembly. 

Society did like to see law suits pursued vigorously 

and to the limit of the law. Thus people felt strongly that 

the penalties for the killing of Arnkell go~i were not severe 

enough (WID), and in W27 .after getting a man outlawed for a 

killing, '~orkell Eyjolfsson was severely criticised for 

failing to pursue it to the limit", when the outlaw failed 

to leave the country. It was .sometimes seen as better not to 

prosecute at all if vigorous action could not be taken, and 

thus because the weak result for th~ killing of Arnkell was 

seen to have occurred because the prosecutors were women, 

even though it is not apparent that anyone else was available 



to prosecute, a law was passed prohibiting women from 

prosecuting manslaughter suits (WlO). 

But on the other hand there was also often strong 

pressure on parties to court actions to reach a settlement 

in order to avoid the harsh consequences and ill feelings 

of pursuing a matter to the limit of the law. Thus in W6 

"when judgement was about to be passed, peace-makers 

intervened, and thanks to their plea the whole issue was 

referred to arbitration". In W8 "Snorri saved his case, 

and Arnkell's plea for dismissal was invalidated. Then 

people stepped in to reconcile them, and a settlement was 

made". In W2l a father persuaded his son to transfer the 

prosecution of the suit to him to facilitate a settlement. 

In NlO "Distinguished kinsmen on either side sought terms 

of concil~tion". In N15 Snorri Hl!darmanna goai argued 

"Things have taken a bad turn, and now there are two choices 

before us, to let HQskuldr judge his own case, and maybe 

they will be able to bring that about with their strength, 

so that ~orgeirr loses his goaora; - the other is to come to 

terms, and we are the more eager for this, for the case has been 

first taken up with violence and maybe the trouble will grow 

greater, and the best plan is to come to terms' • That was 

now agreed on, and they did it chiefly at the instance of 

friends and kinsmen, and the cases were transferred into 

court, and men named as umpires". In STH5 a close friend 

of both s ides went to see 1>orke 11 Moon, "and bade him seek 

to make the peace, saying t.hat he would win no small honour 

if he could get a peace made between the two chiefs. And 

"Porkell now set about it". Also, in W26 there is no criticism 

of the prosecutor expressed for letting one of the accused off 

"'" 
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lightly in the settlement. Clearly a sensible and honourable 

settlement was considered as good as a harsh judgement 

according to the strict terms of the law. It is thus 

evident that, although it might sometimes be deplored as 

socially undesirable, failure to pursue an action to the limit 

of the law was not an offence, and was often even socially 

desirable. (See further be low, Ch. 4, p.174-S). 

A duty to help relations in the prosecution of their 

law suits is occasionally stated. In Eyrbyggja saga a 

second cousin of a dead man stated that he had a duty to help 

the widow in the manslaughter suit, but he did not feel any 

duty to take it on alone; his brother did not accept a 

similar duty (W6)." In Hrensa-i>oris saga the father-in-Ia\1}' 

and uncle-in-law (a goai) of the son of a dead man acknowledged 

a duty to help in the case, even though they felt they 

had been tricked into it (WI4). In N8 a man asked his 

foster son and cousin to prosecute for the killing of his son, 

arguing "It devolved (skyldr) upon him to prosecute the case 

for his kinsman and foster-brother". Any such duty should, 

however, probably be regarded as a personal, family duty, 

not a legal duty, particularly as appeals to relatives for 

help are not always stated in terms of duty. Thus in N2 

"the father of a dead man appealed to the brothers-in-law of the 

dead man for help "giving as his reasons their own relations 

by marriage to Vigd!s as well as many acts of friendship 

which both he and his son Sigmundr had done them". 

The law suits also seem to make clear that go~ar felt 

under no legal obligation by virtue of their office to help 

others in the prosecution of their law suits, even though a 

duty to do so is sometimes suggested by others. Thus in 

Eyrbyggja saga Ch.31 (W8) ~orolfr Twist-Foot asked Snorri 
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gocli to prosecute a suit for him arguing: "I think you're 

the leading farmer in the district (heraashQf~ingja), and 

it's up to you to put right any wrongs people have suffered 

around here". Snorri was unimpressed by the argument and 

only agreed to take on the suit when ~orelfr offered good 

payment. Of course, 1>orolfr was probably not a 1>ingmaar 

of Snorri, but rather of his son Arnkell (whom he wished to 

sue), hence the appeal to Snorri as the leading farmer. 

Similarly in Hcensa-f>oris saga (WI3), 1>erir argued 

concerning Tungu-Oddr: "You are the legal head of the 

district (forradsmaclr hera~sins), to set right all wrong-

doings here", but Oddr refused to take on the suit. Again, 

Oddr may not have been ~6rir's goui, but Arngr{mr jodi 

probably was, as well as being foster-father to 1>6rir's son, 

and he also refused. 

Goaar seldom became involved in the prosecution of law 

sui ts mere ly because the person who asked was the i r 1>ingma m:
In 7 of the 11 manslaughter suits which a godiprosecuted, 

although he was not the primary prosecutor, he was related 

either to the dead person or the primary prosecutor, in one 

he was a neighbour and friend, and in one he was paid. 

In only 2 did the godi possibly prosecute for a pingmadr 

(above p. 97 ). Godar seem to have been more likely to 

get involved in non-manslaughter charges for ~ingmenn, with 

at least 2, and possibly 3 or 4, of the 8 which they 

prosecuted for others being for pingmenn (a b ove p. 94 ). 

A duty to help in such cases. is never stated. 
\ 

Usually, it 

is merely said the gocli assumed the prosecution, without 

comment. 
• 
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III 

It is thus evident that the role played by both kin and 

goaar in the prosecution of law suits was considerably greater 

than could be implied from the provisions of Gragas (above 

Ch.2 p. 54-6). Both had some obligation, although not 

perhaps a legal duty, to assist their kin or pingmenn in 

their prosecutions. In addition, people were sometimes 

designated as primary prosecutors in matters concerning kin 

who for one reason or another could not act for themselves. 

There seems to be little evidence that goaar were similarly 

.designated in the affairs of others, but in relation to 

their small number (at most 48) they played an extremely 

disporportionate part in law suits, being prosecutors in 17 

of the 40 non-manslaughter suits, and in 17 of the 32 man

slaughter suits, although this must of course be due in part 

to the greater "newsworthiness" of suits involving goCtar. 

Even where friendship is mentioned in appeals for help in 

legal matters, it is normally the friendship of a relation or 

Thus in N2 '~orkell went ~o see ~orvaldr Barb and the 

other sons of ~6rir and urged them to press this suit, giving 

as his reason their own relation by marriage to Vigd1s (his 

wife) as well as many acts of friendship which both he and 

" his son SigmundI' had done them; and in STH6 Auar transferred 

the suit for the killing of his son to "my friend Torfi", who 

was a go~i and a close neighbour, although this is one of 

the cases where the goaor~ is scarcely mentioned. The appeal 

to friendship is thus merely an added inducement to encourage 

kin and goaar to recognise their social responsibilities in 

legal matters. • 

---



QUALIFICATIONS FOR PROSECUTORS AND DEFENDERS 

Domicile 

h ~ '" As pointed out in the discussion of t e Gragas 

provisions (above Ch.2 p. 59 ), the rule requiring a person 

to have a fixed domicile was made necessary by several 

aspects of the legal system, most of which were undoubtedly 

in use in Norway when the settlers left and incorporated in 

the first laws introduced in 930 AD. For example, it is 

,,1. 

stated in Eyrbyggja saga Ch.22: "It was law in those days 

that the summons for manslaughter had to be made within ear-

shot of the killers or whever they lived". 23 of the law 

suits were commenced by summons at the home of the accused, 

and probably many more, as in most of the rest we are not 

given full details of how they were commenced. And it was 

not just a case of serving the accused personally since the 

accused was not always there, as for example in W22, W25, STHS, 

STH6, STH7 and N9. If it was a question of serving the summons 

at the accused's horne, regardless of where he was, it would 

have been necessary to have rules to determine where that 

was, rules of domicile. The importance of domicile is 

reflected in the interest shown in the sagas in identifying 

the home of every character when introduced, whether his own 

or the farm where he worked. This is also true of merchants· 

newly arrived in Iceland, and Icelanders returning from abroad, 

as for example Sigurar in N13, Ingjaldr (or Helgi 

Arnsteinsson) in N17 and VQau-Brandr in N19. The latter 

case is particularly interesting as there is specific reference 
\ 

to his taking up legal domicile (lQgheimili) in the East 
• Quarter with Porkell Geitisson, the point on which the defence 

of the case hinged, as the suit was summoned to a court in 



the North Quarter. This suggests that domicile was a 

relevant factor in determining which spring assembly and 

thus which quarter a person belonged to, and that rules 

concerning domicile must therefore have been in force at 

the latest by 960-965 AD when legislation dividing the 

land into Quarters and 13 spring assemblies was introduced 
.. ., 

(Islendingabok Ch.5). 

There is one example in the law suits of a man 

apparently without a fixed domicile both prosecuting suits 

for others and defending charges against himself, Helgi 

Droplaugarson in E7, E8, E9 and EIO. He came from a good 

family, his father had been a farm owner and a goai, and 

his cousin ~orkell Geitisson was also a goai. Helgi spent 

time with ~orkell as a teenage~ learned law from him, and 

became a recognised legal expert. His father's goaor~, 

however, went to Helgi's uncle, Helgi being quite young. 

at his father's death, and it is never said that Helgi 

himself ever held part or all of it. He and his brother 

inherited their father's farm, but Helgi took little interest 

in farming, and on his brother's marriage half of the farm 

was sold to his wife's father, presumably Helgi's half. 

This seems to have left Helgi with no home of his own, and 

he is said to have spent his time variously with his brother, 

his mother, his cousin ~orkell and other friends, with none 

of their homes being clearly designated as his legal domicile. 

Both cases in which he was accused were commenced by summons, 

but unfortunately we are nO.t told where it was served. 

All these suits took place between 990 and 99SAD, and thus 

at a time when we would expect the rules to be getting well 

established. Perhaps we must assume that one of the places 

Helgi stayed was his legal domicile even though we are not 



specifically told so. If not, it is probably better to 

assume that he shows. what a better off person could get away 

with, rather than that there was no rule requiring prosecutors 

and defenders to have a fixed domicile. 

Assuming there was such a rule, the law suits also 

confirm that foreigners were probably an exception to it, as 

well as perhaps Icelanders who traded abroad. There are two 

cases in which the injured party was a merchant, in one of 

which he was clearly a Norwegian (NI3) , in the other he may 

have been an Icelander (NI7). In the first case the Norwegian 

merchant prosecuted the matter himself with the assistance of 

his Icelandic partner's father and of the man with whom he 

had stayed for the winter. In the second case the merchant 

was on the point of sailing when he discovered he had been 

cheated, so he transferred the suit to the goai with whom he 

had stayed for the winter, and the goai gave him gifts to the 

value of what was owing him. 

The cases in which foreigners were accused suggest it 

may have been, more difficult fo! them to find a person to 

help with their defence, as in none of the four cases was any 

defence submitted in court, nor did the accused people attend 

court (NS, N23, E13, STH9). In three of these cases they were 

charged with manslaughter, and thus their failure to attend 

may have been due to a special rule in such' cases (see above 

Ch.2 p.78 and below p.147). In the fourth case, N23, the 

accused were Vikings with no interest in remaining in the 

country and likely rather contemptuous of the whole legal 
. \ 

process. 

There is no hint of the procedure provided for in 

Grag~s of holding special courts for cases involving 

• 



foreigners in order to allo\.". them to be heard quickly 

(see above Ch.Z p. 62 and P.84-5 ). 

No itinerants were involved in the law suits as 

injured party, prosecutor, accused or defender. In STH6 

the son of an itinerant was accused of manslaughter, but 

he himself was not an itinerant, being employed by the 

accused person in a closely related case, STH7. There is, 

however, a suggestion in the sagas that itinerants could 
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, " attend spring assemblies althougp, under the rules of Gragas, 

(above Ch.Z p. 60), they could not attend the Al~ing. In 

G{sla saga Ch.Z8, we are told of an itinerant "who used to 

go about the country, never with fewer men than ten or 

twelve; and he had built himself a booth at the Thing (in 

~orskafjQraf1 ••• He says he will give booth-room to anyone 

who will ask him for it. 'I have been here many springs', 

he said, 'and I know all the nobleman and chiefs'." He gave 

shelter and advice to two boys who committed a killing at the 

assembly. We might surmise that incidents such as this, 

which would have occurred around 970 AD, led to the law referred 

" " to in Gragas prohibiting their attendance at the Al~ing. 

On the other hand, spring assemblies were 'local affairs, 

with the costs involved in getting there being considerably 

less, perhaps almost nothing for itinerants who would have been 

moving ~bout in any case. It may even have been considered 

desirable that itinerants attend the assembly since so many 

of the adult males were there themselves and not at their 

farms to protect them, particularly if itinerants travelled 

in bands of 10 or l2! 

Financial Qualifications 

As we saw above (P.92.95~he vast majority of prosecutors 

were farm owners. The exceptions are N13, where a foreign 
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merchant was assisted in his prosecution by two Icelandic 

farmers; STH8, which w,as prosecuted by the sons of an 

influential farmer; WZ5, E7, and E9 which were prosecuted by 

well-to-do legal experts; Wl3 where the prosecutor was the 

son of a goai, newly returned from abroad; and WID, a man-- ' 

slaughter suit prosecuted by the heirs of the dead person, 

who all happened to be women, but CQuid have been farm owners. 

These exceptions make it evident that ownership of a 

farm was not a requirement for a prosecutor. However, those 

who were not farm owners were normally independently well-

off in other ways, although in STH8 and Wl3 we are not given 

much information on the independent property of the prosecutors; 

in STH8 it could be argued that the sons had in effect become 

partners of their_ father once they began doing their fair 

share of the work, and they would of course have been his 

heirs. It is also possible that they all had farms of their 

own but chose to continue living as one household, as could 

also have been true of the legal expert in WZS. 

Farm owners and goaar feature even more predominantly 

among the defenders about whom we are given any information, 

withthe legal expert in E8 being'the only non-farmer. Again, 

he seems to have had other sources of property. 

It thus seems possible that there may have been a rule 

that all prosecutors and defenders had to be financially 

independent, if not farm owners. If such a rule did exi~t,' 

it was probably closely related to the rules in Gragas discussed 

above Ch.Z p.65 concerning who could be an assembly' participant, 

although Gragas does not seem to have taken into account 

people whose property consisted of other than land or cattle, 

for example merchants and others who acquired their wealth 

abroad. 
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On the other hand, the limitations on people who were 

not farm OlinerSnOr independently well off may have been 

practical rather than legal. The Gragas rules concerning 

assembly participants seem clearly to suggest that not all 

persons could afford to attend the assembly. These would 

have included people without a horse, without sufficient 

excess food to sustain them on their journey, without 

employees to look after their farm while they were gone, and 

employees whose contract obliged them to work for another 
. 

throughout the summer. There seems little reason to suggest 

that the situation was any different at this earlier time. 

In addition, as will be discussed in the next chapter, it was 

usually necessary to be able to command the support of enough 

people to counter any physical or legal abuse your opponent 

might attempt. 

As has already been noted (above p. 99), the affairs 

of those people who had no property but did have a fixed 

domicile were handled by the householder where they lived, 

although it is never made clear that there was a direct 

prohibition against such people appearing on their own behalf 

in court. The types of such people invo,lved in the law suits 

include employees and young children, as well as people who 

'voluntarily transferred their property to another in return 

for lodging and support in their lawsuits (for a discussion 

of these cases of arfsal see below Ch.4 P .l'l6-8j). There are 

no needy people or bounden debtors involved in the law suits. 

Freedmen and Slaves 

The law suits suggest that the requirement that a 

prosecutor or defender be freeborn did apply in the Saga Age • 
.. 

However, freedmen were nevertheless probably primary 

prosecutors and defenders in their own affairs, but banned 



from appearing in court. It was therefore up to them 

to find someone to take the suit to court and transfer the 

suit to them. There are no freedmen involved in law suits 

as the injured party, but there are two disputes in the sagas 

considered in which they are. The first is in Eyrbyggja saga 

Ch.30 where the freedmen was robbed of some hay. The freed-

man went to the local .goai, a neighbour, who also happened 

to be a son of the man who robbed him, and "told him about 

his loss and asked for his help, for without that there was 

nothing he could do". We cannot be sure, but this could 

mean that he was not entitled to prosecute for the theft 

himself. The goai personally paid him compensation, but his 

troubles were not over, and he finally transferred his property 

to the goai as guardian or partner, and heir (Ch.31 and 32). 

His freedom givers disputed the legality of this transfer, 

arguing they were being deprived of their rights as his legal 

heir~ but there is another example of a similar nature in a 

law suit in which the freedman was accused (STH4). The 

transferee of the property successfully defended the suit. 

In the second incident involving a freedman as injured party, 

he was killed and so we are told nothing of his rights to 

appear personally in court. It is, however, of interest, 

that it was his freedom giver who is said to have been the 

person most concerned in the suit for his slaying 

(Droplaugarsona saga Ch.4)10. There is one other law suit 

involving a freedman as the accused person (N6). In that case 

the freedman had also transferred his property, including a 
\ 

10 See also a similar situation in Laxdrela mga Ch.2S where no action 
was taken for the killing of a freedman, althougli his freedom giver • 
expressed interest in it. 



farm, into the care of another, to the son of his freedom 

giver, but sometime before the law suits occurred and not 

because of it. There is no suggestion that a proper legal 

defence was made in the case, presumably because guilt was 

quite clear. However, the guardian of the freedman's 

property did take steps to ensure he was acquitted anyway 

by threatening the goai giving the 'verdict, who happened to 

be his father. 

These disputes suggest that a freedman with a farm had 

considerable 'difficulty maintaining his independence unmolested. 

A very probable reason for this would have been his lack of 

a family to give him support and backing. The fact that in 

all three disputes involving a live freedman he transferred 

his property to another in return for backing is also indicative 

of his lower standing in the community. It was not perhaps 

considered worthwhile helping such a person without considerable 

reward. (See also below Ch.4 p.181and Ch.S p. 213 ). 

It is also significant that in two of the four disputes 

the person the freedman turned to was not his freedom giver. 

From the suits involving slaves it is evident that their 

owners were primary prosecutors and defenders in matters 

concerning them, and indeed received any compensation payable, 

or conversely had to pay any compensation consequent on their 

slaves' wrongdoing. In two cases slaves were accused of 

offences (Nl and WI7). In the first their owner, a female, 

did not wish to defend herself, but she did try to find someone 

else to do so, her son. He proved quite ineffective, the 

slaves were found guilty, and she paid compensation for them. 

In the second case, we are given no details about the defence, 

but we are told that the slave was outlawed and the farm he 



operated was confiscated as outlaw property, even though he 

is not said to have owned it himself. It is possible that 

part of his owner's property was confiscated because his 

owner was seen as responsible for his actions; it could also 

be that although he is called a slave, the accused actually 

had been given his freedom, along with the farm, on the death 

of his owner which had occurred shortly before. 

There is one case, N4, in which slaves were the injured 

party, a slander suit for a false charge in the suit discussed 

above, N1. Again, it was their owner who prosecuted, this 

time the younger' son of their female owner, who was joint 

owner of the farm and therefore probably also of them. The 

owners also received the benefit of the compensation paid. 

Age and Sex 

From Eyrbyggja saga we learn the date at which the rule 

stated in Gragas (above Ch.2 p. 71 ) that women and boys under 

16 could not prosecute in a killing came into effect. It 

is stated that because the suit for the killing of Arnke11 

goat, which was prosecuted by women, "had gone so badly, the 

leading men of Iceland made it law that neither a woman, nor 

a man under the age of sixteen, should even again be allowed 

to raise a manslaughter action, and this has been the law ever 

since". This occurred about 990AD. (W10). 

There is one example prior to that time, around 950, of a 

12 year old boy prosecuting a manslaughter suit (E2). Otherwise 

the age of 16 seems to have been adhered to in all situations, 

one possible example pre-dating the law being N11, where a . 

brother both prosecuted and later transferred the prosecution 
• 

although there was a son alive who received the compensation. 

We are not given his age, except that he was old enough to take 
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part in the expedition in which his father was killed (see 

also below p 137). There are two examples of 17 year oIds, 

both goaar, prosecuting suits for others (N4, WI); in both 

cases they can be taken as the start of their rise to power. 

As already pointed out above (p.99 ), cases involving people 

who were or might have been under 16 were handled by their 

fathers (WI, STH5, W7). 

Aside from the suit for the killing of Arnkell there 

are no examples of women prosecuting or defending law suits, 

~ven prior to 990AD. The most active part played by a woman 

was in suit Nl, around 947AD, in which the slaves of a woman 

were accused of theft. She asked her son to defend the case, 

indicating she was the person with primary responsibility for 

defending. When her son proved ineffective she personally 

negotiated the settlement of the case and paid compensation 

to avoid having the slaves outlawed. 

In at least two cases we see a woman clearly acting as 

the primary prosecutor. In one, a suit for manslaughter 

around 965-975 AD, the mother of the dead person transferred 

the suit to her brother, a go~i, and later personally received 

the compensation paid (N28). The second was a suit for 

temple tax by the priestess, who transferred the suit to a goai 

according to the saga which is prob~bly inaccurate; it is more 

likely she transferred it directly to the person who the goai 

is said to have re-transferred the suit to (E3). 

In two further manslaughter suits the widow of the dead 

person is shown as actively soliciting a prosecutor. In ohe, 

W6, she got her own uncle to prosecute, in the other, ES, a ~oai. 

In W6 there were also blood relations, 2nd cousins, of the dead 

person alive, but they refused to conduct the prosecution 

themselves. These suits suggest that prior to the prohibition 
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against women prosecuting manslaughter suits, they were, 

as widowers under the. rules of Gragas (see above Ch. 2 p. 71 ) , 

high on the list as primary prosecutors in manslaughter suits, 

perhaps preceded only by sons, fathers and brothers. 

E8 has been dated to 992 AD, an~ thus two years later than 

the date given for the manslaughter of Arnkell which 

occas ioned the change in the law.. The law in Eyrbyggj a saga 

quite clearly states that a woman could not be primary 

prosecutor, not just that she could not do the prosecution 

herself, and thus after the law was passed no woman should 

have had the authority to transfer a manslaughter suit. 

Of course, if there were no close kin about to object or to 

take the case themself, it may have been regarded as perfectly 

proper that the deceased's goai prosecute. It is not actually 

specified that there was a transfer from the widow in this 

case. On the other hand, perhaps this case suggests minor 

changes are necessary in the chronology of Droplaugarsona 

'saga from which E8 is taken. 

In three other manslaughter suits a close relation of the 

widow of the dead man prosecuted, although it is not stated 

that the widow herself asked him to do so or transferred the 

suit to him. In two cases the prosecutor was Snorri goai; 

In W3, which took place in 98lAD, he was the brother of the 

widow, in WIl, dated to I008AD, he was the father. In the 

latter case, brothers of the dead man were also involved, 

and it could as likely have been them who asked Snorri to 

take the suit. In the third case, N12a, sometime after 

986AD, it was the father and uncle of the widow who prosecuted, 

with no male relations being mentioned who could have 

transferred the suit to them. (In a second version of the 



same suit, N12b, they are not said to be involved, the 

prosecutor being an unrelated person). 

In one case in which a woman was accused of plotting 

to kill her husband, she left the country before the trial, 

and no defence appears to have been submitted on her behalf 

(EIO) • 

In all other cases in which women were involved the 

prosecution or defence was assumed by close kin. In two 

cases the suits involved property owned jointly by a woman 

and her son, and the son prosecuted (N3, N4). In another, 

W25, a woman who was the victim of theft and sorcery went 

to her son, who lived some distance away, and asked for 

protection. No transfer of the suit to him is mentioned, 

but he proceeded to serve the summons, although his mother 

went with them. The suit went no further as they were all 

drowned on the return journey. 

One suit (E4), for the return of a woman's property by 

her ex-husband was prosecuted by her brother even though she 

did not wish the suit to be brought. This would appear to 
~ ~ 

be contrary to the following provision of Gragas: 

If a woman invites another man to deal with the matter 
(division of property) then those witnesses are to go who 
can testify that she has handed over her case to that man 
(Finsen Ib p.42 chI 150,) 

This may, however, refer to the situation where a woman 

transferred the matter to a person other than her legal 

administrator, and may not have precluded him from handling 

the matter without a transfer if she refused to do so. 

This would be in accord with the Gragas provision that he was 

to prosecute for minor sexual offences if the woman was 

unwilling to (see above Ch.2 p. 71 ). 
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Presumably her brother as her closest male relative was 

legal administrator in this ~ase. 

Two law suits agree with Gr~g~s that major sexual 

offences were to be prosecuted by close kin (see above Ch.2 

p. 54 and p 71). In one suit for the seduction of a 

married woman, E9, her husband acted as primary prosecutor; 

in another for the abduction of a single woman the prosecutor 

was according to one version her father, another her brother 

(WI9) • 

In one further suit, WIS, in which a woman was accused, 

her son, who was not home when the summons was served, pursued 

and killed the prosecutor and his companions. The matter seems 

to have ended there. 

Outlaws 

It is stated in Laxdrela saga that "all those who had 

taken part in the attack on Kjartan" were charged with his 

killing "apart from Ospakr Osvifsson, l.;ho was already an 

outlaw over a woman called .Aldis", (W26 and WIg). Those 

charged included the brothers of Ospakr, who, a few years 

previously, had prosecuted their third cousin for blasphemy 

(STHS). It is stated that 6spakr "would take no part" in 

that law suit, but perhaps this was because he could not as 

an outlaw. The date of his outla~ry cannot be determined 

exactly, but it seems likely it was before the blasphemy 

suit and six to ten years before the killing of Kjartan, 

(see Notes re Chronology WIS, 19, 20). Ospakr and his 

brothers left the country after the killing of Kj artan and· 

never returned. 
• 

It is unusual for an outlaw to have remained apparently 

unmolested for so long as 6spakr evidently was. Normally, 
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outlaws were either killed within a short time, (STH2, N3, 

N12, W14), or took steps to avoid their enemies. Some went 

into hiding, usually in the hills, and sometimes in an outlaw 

band (WI2, W22, W27, E2, STH6, STH7) , but generally were 

killed in the end anyway. In only one of these cases (W27) 

did the outlaw escape, chiefly because he got the better of 

his attacker who then helped him go abroad. Others went 

abroad, often even before judgement was passed on them (W3, 

N22, N23 although they made the mistake of attacking their 

enemies first and got themselves killed, N 17, STHlO, WS, N14, 

NIO, E13, W7, W6, Ell). Where the person was sentenced to 

go abroad for 3 years and failed to do so, he became a full 

outlaw (NS). 

In any case-, it is evident that an outlaw could not 

attend court, and thus could not be a prosecutor or defender~ 

as he was subject to being killed at any time. The case of 
, " Ospakr Osvlfsson makes it clear that in addition an outlaw, 

'at least a full outlaw, could not be charged with any offence. 

This is also stated in Grettis saga Ch.SI, where the law

speaker Skapti is quoted as saying: "you have treated as a 

party to the suit a man who was an outlaw, a man who was 

stopped from appearing either as plaintiff or defendant". 

The lawsuit in question is not very clearly presented in the 

saga, but· it would appear that Grettir, an outlaw, was both 

prosecutor in a suit for one slaying and the accused in a 

second suit for his slaying of a person in revenge for the 

first slaying. It is made quite clear that as an outlaw he 

could be neither. Furthermore "Grettir's kinsmen are not 

liable to pay for his deeds unless his sentence be removed". 

The rather garbled manner in which this incid~nt is reported 



in the saga suggests that the author was not really very 

clear about what was going on, and that therefore he was 

here recording a local tradition rather than making up the 

facts himself. It thirefore seems possible that it 

preserves some genuine legal commentary from the Saga Age. 

The incident would have occurred around 1010~1020 AD, shortly 

after Grettir was outlawed. 

There is one example of an outlaw attending the Al~ing, 

but it was a very special case, and a time of constitutional 

upheaval. In addition, it is made evident that it was not 

considered wise for him even to have returned to Iceland, 

let alone attend the Assembly. The outlaw in question was 

Hjalti Skeggjason, who was sentenced to three year outlawry 

for blasphemy in 999AD. He went to Norway, but the follo\'iing 

spring agreed to return to Iceland to preach Christianity 

on behalf of the King, although "many would have dissuaded· 

Hjalti from going". When they got to Iceland his companions 

rode to the Al-Ping, but "they persuaded Hjalti that he should 

stay behind with eleven other men, because he was under the 

lesser outlawry". Nevertheless, Hjalti later followed them 

to the Al~ing. The issue had, however, become a national 
. 

religious dispute, and his breach of the terms of his outlawry 

faded into the background. At that Al~ing Christianity 

was made the official religion, at which time his outlawry was 

presumably regarded as nullified (STHlO, V & P Ip.397-402). 

In one case the terms of the outlawry were that the person 

could be killed by the people who had him outlawed anywhere but 

on his farm and within an arrow shot of the farm. He was 

killod, but his brother and brother-in-law hired a crack archer 

to shoot an arrow beyond the spot where he was killed, and on 

the basis of this evidence had his killers made district 



outlaws for manslaughter (5TH2, 5TH3). It is thus evident 

that an outlaw could have some rights, but it is never made 

clear how they would be enforced in cases other than man-

slaughter. We can probably assume that had the person in 

this case been injured and not killed, this may well have 

nullified his outlawry and he could therefore sue for it 

himself. But what he would have done if, for example, 

someone had owed him money is not clear. 

Under the rules of Gragas the issue would not appear 

terribly important as any outlaw , whether for life 

(sk6garma~r) or three years (fjQrbaugsmaar), had his property 

confiscated and thus could have only limited rights in 

Iceland anyway. But the terms of outlawry in the law suits 

are more varied and, in most cases short of full outlawry, 

the sentence only involved going abroad for a specified period, 

usually 3 years, sometimes together with the payment of 

compensation or a fine (e.g. EIO, N18, N28, W6, W7)11. 

There is clear evidence for the holding or attempted holding, 

of a confiscation court in only 6 cases of full outlawry 

(W3, W12, W17, N12, N17, EI3). Even in one case of full 

outlawry, the outlaw's wife continued to live openly in their 

own home with no evidence that any of the property was taken, 

although he had converted much of his property to cash prior 

to his ou.tlawry ( W22). . In another we see a person avoiding 

11 Concerning the sentence of fjQTbaugsgardr and when it was introduced 
see Ludvik Ingvarsson, Refsingar fl tslandi a P~6dveldist:lmanum, Reykjavik, 
1970, p.147-l55. Ingvarsson argues that fjqr augsgardr was tmknown 
in Saga Iceland. When a suit went to judgement the sentence was 
normally full outlawry, although· generally the terms are not stated, 
it being said merely that the person was outlawed (sekr). Lesser 
terms occur in Wl6, STIH and NB. The variations not suggested in 
Grtigas occur when a law suit was settled before judgement. 
See Heusler, Strafrecht, Ch.B. 



outlawry by selling their farm cheaply to the prosecutor. 

One would have expected that under the rules of Gragas the 

prosecutor could have acquired the property through the 

confiscation court, and that buying it cheap was not much 

of a bargain (N4). Clearly the total loss of property 

rights in Saga Iceland was not always the consequence even 

of full outlawry and would appear never to have been the 

case in the law suits for anything short of full outlawry 12. 

Aside from the extraordinary case of Hjalti Skeggjason, 

the law suits agree with Gragas that there were means by which, 

an outlaw could have his sentence lifted and regain his full 

legal rights, but the means suggested are different. One 

method is revealed in the story of Hjalti. A man tried to 

kill Hjalti, but failed and was captured by Hjalti's men. He 

told them his name was Narfi and that the person who got 

Hjalti outlawed, RWlolfr t1lfsson, a gocH, "had sent him to get 

the head of Hjalti, and thereby he should free himself from 

his outlawry" (Kristni saga, V & P I p.392-3). According 

to the relevant legislation, introduced in 976 AD at the time 

of a major famine by Eyjolfr Valgeroarson 13 and contained in 

Gr~g~s (above Ch.2, p. 74), an outlaw could free himself if 

he killed three other outlaws. In such cases, however, the 

agreement of the person who got him outlawed was probably not 

necessary,. whereas in the case of Narfi he had likely made a 

private agreement with the person who had him outlawed. 

There is another example of a private agreement to lift 

an outlawry in the case of Vigfuss Glumsson. He had been 

sentenced to go abroad for 3 years, but when he failed to do so 

12 Heusler, Strafrecht, p.146-7, agrees 

13 Mantissa, Vigfusson and Powell, Origines Vol I, p.269. 



he became a full outlaw (NS). His father sheltered him for 

6 years, at which time Glumr ~ecame involved in a law suit 

for the slaying of his 1st cousin once removed, Steinolfr. 

As part of the settlement for this killing, Glumr arranged to 

have the sentence of outlawry on Vigf~ss lifted (N9, NlO). 

Eir{kr the Red may also have had his outlawry lifted by 

private agreement. In all sources he is said to have been 

outlawed for the killing of the sons of "'Porgest r, with no 

indication whether this was full or three year outlawry. But 

in Eyrbyggja saga it is said that Styrr "pleaded with Snorri 
, . 

goai not to join'~orgestr in the attack on Eir1kr after the 

Assembly". An immediate attack would have been more appropriate 

in the case of full outlawry. Also, there was no defence 

submitted in the case, and thus no reason for the usual sentence 

of full outlawry for manslaughter not to be implemented. 

Eir1kr left the country shortly after the assembly, but returned 

to Iceland after three years exploring in Greenland, hoping to 

persuade others to return with him as settlers. During his 

visit, according to Landnamab6k, "Eir:l.kr and 1>orgestr fought 

a battle and Eirikr was the loser. After this they were 

reconciled". This may suggest that Eir!kr was indeed still 

an outlaw, and that ~orgestr agreed to lift the sentence. 

Eir!kr did not, however, stick aro~d to see if he would abide 

by the agreement, but rather left to settle permanently in 

Greenland (W5)1~ •. 

Another method of having a sentence of outlawry publicly 

lifted, aside from killing three other outlaws, is outlined' 

in Lj6svetninga saga Ch.1-3 (see Nl4 and N15) and Reykdrela • 

lit Concemiqg Eir{kr and th~ nature of his outlawry, . see Ingvarsson, 
Refsingar a Islandi, p.152-154. .. ... 
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saga Ch.20. The outlaw accompanied by one or more godar had to 

attend three autumn me~tings, leiawat which his freedom from 

outlawry would be announced, and accepted if no one objected. 

In neither case was the plan successful, with th~utlaw being 

killed on the journey to the leia in Ljosvetninga saga, at 

the leia- in Reykdre la saga. In the former case it was declared 

in a related law suit (N1S) that th.e person had been lawfully 

killed as an outlaw, in the latter case no legal action was 

taken. These two examples probably do not rest on indepe&dent 

traditions, and there is no other evidence .for the procedure. 

, Given that the outlaw had to attend the proceedings, it is 

not difficult to see that it could never have been terribly 

successful, unless no close re lations or friends of his. enemies 

remained alive. Since this condition would rarely have been 

met,the procedure may well have passed out of the laws through 

lack of use, assuming these accounts represent a genuine tradition 

that it ever existed 15 • 

There is also a statement in one saga that a sentence of 

full outlawry lasted only for 20 years time, at which time the 

outlaw would have restored his full legal rights (Grettis saga 

Ch.77). There is no other support for this statement, but 

the law could be reflected in the outlawry sentence imposed 

on the 6svifssons for the killing of Kjartan: "they were 

forbidden to return to Iceland for as long as any of the 

(nafssons or .,(sgeir Kjartansson were alive" (W26). This 

sentence could be interpreted as extending the sentence of 

full outlawry beyond the 20 year period if any of the named 

people remained alive, rather than as reducing it. Konrad 

Maurer suggests it is an anachronism, borrowed from the Norwegian 

laws introduced into Iceland at the end of the 13th century 16. 

15 See Ibid p.128-130; Bjt)m SigfUssOIl) fslenzk fomrit Vol X, p. 1. 
note 6, p.LXXVIII,note 3. 

16 Ma AI . 1" . urer, tIS andlsches Strafrecht, p.146 
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In addition to full outlawry and three year outla\'lry, 

the law suits provide several. examples of the lesser sentence 

of district outlawry (STHI, N23, W2l, W16 (see also W5), 

STH3, N27 (see also ,W23)) 17., ,In such cas,es the person was 

usually prohibited from living within a specific area, an 

effective means of keeping enemies apart. The sentence seems 

to have had no effect on rights in law suits as in two cases, 

STHI and W23, such a person prosecuted a law suit; in one he 

was the injured party in a suit prosecuted by another (N23) 

and in another he was the accused person (W5)1S. 

Illegitimate People 
, , 

The suit for the killing of Kjartan Olafsson (W26) was 

prosecuted by his father, the illegitimate son of H~skuldr 

Dala-Kolsson and an enslaved Irish princess. There is no 

suggestion that his right to prosecute was in anyway suspect. 

The illegitimate uncle of Snorri goai, Mar, was the 

accused person in at least one case, W4, and was very involved 

in a second, W6. In both Snorri, who was also his employer, 

acted for him. 

These examples of the involvement of illegitimate people 

in the law suits give no reason to suggest that their rights to 

participate in law suits were any less than those of legitimate 

people, in agreement with Gragas. 

Dead People 

The only examples we have of suits being pursued on behalf 

of an injured party who was dead are the suits for manslaughter 

17 For a full list of references to district outlawry, including those 
J.!ot explicitly cormected with law suits, see Ingvarsson, Refsingar a 
Islandi, p.339-341, also p.343-348 for discussion, as well as Heusler, • 
Strafrecht p.163-l66. . 

18 }:n interesting possible reference to the Scandinavian custom of 
district outlawry occurs in the Anglo-Saxon laws, in the Wantage Code 
of .lEthelred II Ch.IO, which was to be applied in Danish districts of 
Pngland: "And everyone who is an outlaw in one district shall be an 
outlaw everywhere". . 



and murder. Whether suits could be brought for earlier 

injuries received, money owing etc. and by whom, cannot 

be inferred from the sagas. 

Dead people were charged with criminal offences, but 

usually as defences to charges for killing them. The charges 

brought as defences included seduction, adultery, theft, 

attempted manslaughter and assault (N9-l0, E8 and 9, N2-4, 

W6, W9: see also N39 and STH20), thus covering a slightly 

wider range of offences than those specified in Gragas for 

which a person was entitled to kill (above Ch.2 P.76-7, see 

also be low p. 147' ) • Of course, to a certain extent independent 

charges against dead men were futile, as the only sentence 

imposed by a court in criminal matters was outlawry 19, . 
naturally of little effect by itself if the person was dead. 

It could only be worthwhile if the prosecutor could then hold 

a confiscation court and thus get possession of the dead 

person's goods; we have already seen that this was not a common 

procedure in the law suits, although clearly prescribed by 

Gragas (above Ch. 2 p • .57 and p. 73 ). 

!here are no examples of charges against dead men or 

their heirs for money owing, property claims etc. for which 

a court might adjudge a monetary settlement and/or penalty. 

TRANSFER OF PROSECUTION OF COURT ACTIONS 

Identity of Transferors 

The suits in which there was a transfer of the prosecution 

are listed in Appendix II, Table V. They include all suits 

prosecuted by someone other than the injured party where there 

is reason to believe the actual prosecutor had no primary 

rights of prosecution in the matter. This excludes for example, 

19 c£ Heusler, Strafrecht, p.114, 125 and 191 

» 



all suits prosecuted by the head of a household for his 

employees, children etc. 

Of the 21 suits which were clearly transferred and in 
~ 

which the injured party is identified, 6 were transferred by 

women (W3, W6, W25, N2B, E3, EB). Only one of these, ES, 

was a manslaughter suit which possibly post-dated the law 

prohibiting female prosecutors in such cases (see WlO). 

In five other cases the primary prosecutor had a physical 

disability which prevented him from taking the matter himself 

(N6, N7, NB, NIO, W14), and in one the primary prosecutor 

wished to stay home during the assembly· to protect his 

property against the accused who were Vikings (N23). Other 

special circumstances were present in W21, where the primary 

prosecutor was urged to transfer the suit to his father to 

facilitate settlement, in N17, where the primary prosecutor 

was a merchant on the point of sailing, and in NIl which 

was quite a protracted suit which the primary prosecutor got 

tired of, but was persuaded to transfer to a friend to be 

continued. 

In all the remaining 12 cases the primary prosecutors were 

farmers, sometimes rich and willing to pay well for the legal 

help as in W8, W13 and E7. 

Identity of Transferees 

In 1·4 cases the tran'sferee was a gocli and in two cases a 

person stated to be a legal expert (E7, E9). Einarr Eyjolfsson, 

whose father and brother were goaar and who was himself an 

influential person, may also have been a legal expert, as he 

was frequently involved in litigation, in four cases as the 

transfereee prosecutor (NIl, N12, N8, NlO). In another suit 

the primary prosecutor was unable to persuade, his local goaar 

*,he, \"'ju..'n~d. ~Q.'-\) \s v-,,'f:,(\()wn \1\ o~ -\-\ol\s-\erre~ 
Su\-t \ ~ -H\ ". . 



to take up his cause, but the money he was willing to pay 

did attract a son of one of the go~ar (WI3). Two suits 
(N6&?) 

non-go~a~ one for a were prosecuted for a blind father by 
(W25) 

motheil, one for a son to facilitate 

a woman by a related person (E3). 

(W21) 
settlemen~ and one for 

In another the transferees 

were specifically interested in prosecuting any suit against 

the accused because they were unable to prosecute him as they 

wished for manslaughter (5TH2). In the final suit the 

transferee was from a powerful family, and was the brother-in-

law of the dead person. Part of the purpose of the marriage 

had been to improve the social status, and the father thought 

he should be able to have the advantage of this in the man

slaughter suit (N2). 

Rules for Transferring Prosecutions 

The law suits do not suggest that the right to transfer 

a suit to another was in any way restricted in terms of type 

of law suit, identity of parties, reason a transfer was 

desired, etc. Nor do they suggest any regulations concerning 

the qualifications of persons assuming a prosecution, other 

than the normal rules concerning prosecutors. 

In most of the cases which were prosecuted by someone 
. 

other than the primary prosecutor, there is some discussion 

of the assumption of the prosecution, and the use of termin

ology whi~h may suggest the kind of formal transfer procedure 

referred to in Gragas (see above Ch.2 p.88 ). The terminology 

usually used to refer to the assumption. of a suit by another 

is "taka vi~ (eptir)m~l" (W·3, W8, W6, W12, N2, N8, NIl (revival), 

Nl7, N28, E7), with variations on this of "taka ural" (N7, NIO, 

NIl, STHZ) and "taka mal af" (E3, E9, Nl9). In describing 

the transfer by the primary prosecutor the terms "selja s~ktf 

: . 



(WI4, WIS) or "selja mal" (STH6, N17, N2S, W21) are used. 

The most explicit account of a transfer is in N17, which 

Guamundr the Mighty prosecuted for a foreign merchant. In 

one version the merchant asked Guamundr to take over the suit 

("taka via mal"). GuCtmundr agreed and "called two men to 

him and took over the case against ~6rir Akraskegg (Heimti 

GuCtmundr ~a til sIn tva menn ok tok nu sqk a hqnd ~6ri 

Akraskegg)". In the other version it is GuCtmundr who asked 

the merchant to transfer the suit to him ("seldu mer malit"), 

there is no reference to the two men, but he is said to take 

up the suit ("taka via mal"). The two' men ,~ere presumably 

to act as witnesses to the transfer, as provided by the Gr~gas 

provision. It could well be that their inclusion in the 

account was based only on the author's knowledge of that 

provision, and not on any genuine historical tradition. A 

direct reference to this law may also occur in W2l, where the 

primary prosecutor transferred the suit (tlseldi malit") "to 

prosecute or to reconcile it (srekj a eCta srettast a)". It is 

thus difficult to say what exactly the formal procedure was 

in the Saga Age, and whether these suits are proof that it 

conformed with the Grag~s provision, but several other suits 

do make it plain that something normally took place with both 

parties present, if only a handshake: In Nl9 "GuChnundr went 

north to "Reykjahverfi ~he horne of the primary prosecutor) 

and took over the suit for 1>6rbjqrn (tok m~l af)"; in W13 

the primary prosecutor', as payment for his services, transferred 

to another "half of his property, and his law suit against 

Blund-Ketill along with it (handsalar ~orir honum fe sitt 

h~l£t ok ~ar mea m'lit a hendr Blund-Katli)"; in E7 the primary 

prosecutor "went to see Helgi Droplangarson and asked him to 
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take up the case (taka via malinu) and I wish you to receive 

what is gained by it", he said. And on these terms Helgi 

took over the case (t6k Helgi malit)"; in W14 "when 1?6rar 

gellir and his men reached Gunnarsta~ir [Fome of Herstein~ 

Hersteinn was sick and unable to go to the Assembly, so he 

handed over his lawsuits to the other (selr hann nil Qarum r 
hendr sakirnar)"; in N28 the mother of a dead man "went to 

meet Glumr her brother and told him the news, and so she 

transferred to him the killing suit, and told him to take up 

the suit (sva selr hon honum v1gsmalit ok biar hann taka via 

eptirmalinu)"; in STH6 the injured party went "to see my 

friend Torfi, and handed over to him the case (selt honum 
, 

malet), and he has promised to follow it up to the utmost of 

the law"; in W25 a female injured party went to her son, 

and "said she wanted to place herself under 1>orar' scare 

(Kvaz vilj a raCiaz undir araburCl f>6rClar)". There is no 

specific reference to a transfer of the court action in this 

latter case, but it seems implied that it went with the 

placing under care. The terminology is also somewhat vague 

in N23, but it seems clear a transfer did take place. Prior 

to serving the summ~ns, the primary prosecutor consulted 

Midfjard'ar-Skeggi, who promised to oversee the suit ("ek heita 

y'br minni forsja"). After serving the summons he then turned 

the suit 'over to Skeggi: "Sendu "Peir malin Qll til meaferClar 

Skeggja 1: MidfjQra". (A second version of the suit is less 

clear, strfng only that· Skeggi served the summons). 

There are several suits which were clearly handled by 

persons other than the primary prosecutor in which terminology 

suggesting a transfer is not used, but there is also no reason 

to believe in any of them that a transfer did.not take place. 

[ 



In three of these there was a specific request from the primary 

prosecutor that the other person take the suit (N6, W7, E8). 

Three others are assumed without comment (N9, N12, WII). 

In general the law suits agree with ,Gr;gas that the 

primary prosecutor got any proceeds of a transferred suit, not 

the actual prosecutor, the payment of the transferee being a 

matter for private agreement. There is specific reference 

in seven transferred suits to the person who received money 

paid. In three of these it was handed over to the primary 

prosecutor (W8, W12, N28). In a fourth it was paid to the 

son of the dead man, although it was actually the brother who 

transferred the suit (NIl). In two the transferee prosecutor 

took the proceeds, but in one of these this was agreed as his 

remuneration at the time of the transfer (E7), and in the 

other the transferee had given gifts to the primary prosecutor 

at the time of the transfer to the value of the property 

being claimed (NI7). In only one, E9, does the transferee 

appear to have kept the proceeds without prior agreement, the 

statement being that after having been given self judgement 

he "awarded himself" 100 ounces of silver. Of course, he 

could well have lat~r turned over the money to the primary ,I 

prosecutor, or there could have been an unmentioned prior 

agreement. There is also N16, where the prosecutor of 

miscellaneous, possibly transferred, suits kept the proceeds. 

But again, this could have been part of the agreement. These 

also might not have been transferred suit, but rather ones 

which anyone could prosecute (see above p. 106 ). 

The payment of transfereee prosecutors for their services 

is relatively infrequent. In only two cases (E7, W8) is pay-

ment agreed. In another the transferee prosecutor was able to 
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acquire benefit for himself from the settlement of the law 

suit, but this did not come from the transfer nor affect the 

compensation paid to him (NIl). In another case in which 

no transfer occurred, the primary prosecutors were not in the 

country at the time. When they returned, they gave the 

goai who prosecuted gifts to express their gratitude (EIO, 

see above above p. 94 ) • There are also the cases just 

discussed where the transferee prosecutor may have kept the 

proceeds (E9, NI6). (See also below Ch.4, "Personal Gain 

from Law Suits"). 

There is evidence in STH7 of the Gragas rule that the 

primary prosecutor in suits arising from a transferred suit 

was the transferee prosecutor of the original suit. In STH6 

the father of a dead man transferred the prosecution of the 

manslaughter suit to a goai. Very shortly after, the father 

was killed by the employer of the killer, who had gone to 

offer the father self-judgement and was displeased to discover 

. that legal proceedings were planned. The transferee of the 

first suit then proceeded to prosecute for this killing as 

well. 

Gragas stated that a transferred suit could not be 

transferred again except under special circumstances (above 

Ch.2 p. 88), but in E3 the transfereee, a goai, transferred 

the suit to another without a good excuse. However, there is 

reason to suspect that this goat could not have been involved 

in this suit and that therefore the second transferee was the 

prosecutor from the start (see E3 Suspicious Elements). ·A 

possible breach of this rule is also evident in NIl where the 
• 

son of a slain man was alive, old enough to take part in the 

expedition in which his father was killed, and received the 



compensation for the killing. The suit took place around 

985AD, and thus before the law was passed prohibiting men 

under 16 from prosecuting manslaughter suits (see WlO). 

Thus, even if the son were under 16, we would expect him to 

have been the primary prosecutor. The suit was, however, 

prosecuted initially by the brother of the dead man, who later 

transferred it to another. 

There are also at least two cases in which the summons 

was served by someone other than the transferee prosecutor, 

in both cases by Mar, the son of the prosecutor (N9, NZ8). 

That this may not have been quite the proper procedure is 

suggested by NZ3, in one version of which it is carefully 

explained how the primary prosecutor sought the promise of 

support from another, then served the summons himself, and 

only after that transferred the prosecution to the person 

who had promised support. 

Comments on the Transfer Procedure 

The right of an individual to appoint another to speak 

on ,his behalf in court and the frequent exercise of this 

right does not perhaps sound very unusual in ZOth century 

England, where it is normal to appoint lawyers to act in 

virtually all legal"matters. The main difference in medieval 

Iceland is probably that the state made no regulations as to 

qualifications, legal kno~ledge etc. for people who could so 

act as we do for barristers and solicitors. Such a right 

cannot, however, 'be taken for granted, as a glance at some 

other medieval laws shows~ Th~ Lombard Laws provide that a 

person could speak to the suit of another freeman only in 

special circumstances, particularly for widows and orphans, and 

then only with the consent of the judge (The Laws of King 



Ratchis, Chapters 3 and 11). 

provides: 

The GulaPing Law of Norway 

Within the realm every man who is free and of legal age shall 
prosecute his own lawsuits; but, if a man leaves the land, 
his possessions shall remain for three winters in the keeping 
of Whomever he has authorised before witnesses to hold them, 
and this man shall have the right of suit and defence on his 
behalf. But if the man goes to the Greek Empire, his nearest 
heir shall hold his property. A woman may bring. an action at 
law just as a man may if she is unmarr!ed; but she has the 
right to assign both suit and defence rro anothe.n. Gulaping 
Law, ~~rchant Law (h. 47. 

In Norman England too, the right to be represented by another 

appears to have been limited: 

The general feeling that a man engaged in litigation should be 
present in court to conduct his ownsuit had always meant that 
litigants were allowed much latitude in making excuses for non
attendance. To appoint an attorney was a privilege which only 
the court, originally only the king, could grant. To the end 
of John's reign it was necessary for the principal to be present 
in court to make the appointment or to be visited by four knights 
specially ordered by the curt to hear him make it. Only serious 
illness or absence on important business or crusade were considered 
to justify the appointrent of an attorney who could win or lose 
on a litigant's behalf20. 

A corollory of the right to appoint another as prosecutor 

seems to have been the right of the injured party not to 

attend court himself. This is evident particularly from 

those suits which were transferred because he could not attend 

court (e.g. N6, N7, NS, NlO, W14, N23 and N17). 

It seems clear that one of the reasons for transferring 

the prosecution of a law suit was to get someone with good 

legal knowledge, since in more than half the cases the transferees· 

were goaar"or legal experts. Also, we see in W6 one person, 

Steinnp6rr, objecting to taking on a lawsuit on the grounds, 

in part, that he'd "never taken part in a law suit before". 

Someone familiar with Icelandic law only from Njals saga 

would be excused for believing that highly technical legal 

20 furis M Stenton, English Justice between The Norman Conquest and 
the Great Charter, 1066-1215, p.47-8. . 



procedure made detailed legal knowledge virtually essential. 

Ifowever, there is little evidence outside this unreliable 

saga that cases were normally won or lost on procedural, as 

opposed to substantive, errors. Heusler cites only three 

examples, including one in Bandamanna saga, which falls 

outside the period under consideration, one in Floamanna 

saga and one in Gl~ma~l The incident in Gluma involved a 

veto against the court remaining in session beyond the time 

allowed by the laws (NIl). In Fl6ammana the prosecutor used 

the wrong procedure to commence the suit and was therefore 

convinced to drop it (STH27). An additional example is 

N2l, a suit for wrongful procedure based on the fact that Nl9 had 

been commenced in a court in the wrong Quarter. These few 

examples do not, however, suggest a strong reliance on 

procedural errors in the defence of law suits. In addition, 

it could be argued that the details relied on in two of them, 

the time for the holding of court and the territorial jurisdi-

ction, would not have been nit-picking details which only a 

legal expert would think of using. 

Perhaps more important for success in court than detailed 

knowledge of procedural law was a good knowledge of the 

substantive law,· particularly what could be used as a valid 

defence in an action. It was, for example, very helpful 

to know in. what circumstances a person could be lawfully killed, 

and thus what matters could be raised as defences or counter

charges in manslaughter· suits (e.g. N2 & 3,N9, W6, E8 & 9), or 

when it was permissible to resist another with violence (W4, 

W9). Substantive defences were also raised in W8 and W24. 

21 Heus1er, Strafrecht, p.I08-109. 



However, as will be shown later (see below Ch.4 ), 

litigants were not always content to rely on due legal process. 

If they had greater power and strength than their opponent, 

they were frequently prepared to use it to win a law suit, no 

matter what, the legal rights or wrongs. They tended to be 

particularly aggressive in manslaughter suits. This obviously 

must have been an important element in those suits transferred 

to goaar and others with considerable power and influence. 

It also helps explain why manslaughter suits were more likely 

to be transferred (17 of the 28 transferred suits were man

slaughter suits compared with 32 of the total of 72 suits), and 

is also related to the difficulties people accused of manslaughter 

had in attending court (see below p. 147). 

The tendency to transfer suits to people with power or 

legal knowledge does not accord with the one surmise made 

from Gragas concerning the social significance of the transfer 

procedure, i.e. that this was not the case (see above Ch.2 

p.88). As the surmise was based on only one reference in 

Gragcfs, and as the 1a\\" codes are otherwise ,quite reticent about 

the reasons for the existence of the procedure, this may only 

show the difficulties in drawing conclusions from inadequate 

evidence. 

The transfer procedure was also of considerable importance 

in giving access to court to those people who, either for legal 

or practical reasons, could not attend to prosecute themselves. 

Those with practical difficulties included disabled and injured 

persons, as well as those who ,were abroad. The main group' 

under a legal disability were women. As already suggested 

(above p. 121), they apparently had the right to handle all 
• 

aspects of the case except the appearance in court, including the 

right to d.etermine who was to handle the court action. Others 



who were legally prohibited from appearing in court, for 

example, those who were under age, do not seem to have had 

the right to choose who was to represent them either, and 

thus no transfer procedure would have been necessary. 

IDENTITY AND SPECIAL RULES FOR ACCUSED AND DEFENDERS 

In 11 of the 40 non-manslaughter cases the accused person 

defended himself, and in a twelfth one of the accused did. 

(Tables IlIA, B and D). In seven of these the accused and 

defender was a goai (NlS, N18, N20, N21, E4, STHIO, STHS), in 

one a legal expert (EIO), and in one a wealthy man and a leading 
. (W24) 
chieftain (hQfaingi1l. We are not given much information about 

the accused in W2, but he was doubtless a farmer, and came from 

a powerful family who gave him strong support. In STH8, the 

accused, a grandson of a leading settler, was a missionary 

sent by King 6lafr. 

the last case, WIS. 

We know nothing about the accused in 

In 8 of the 40 non-manslaughter cases the accused were 

defended by goaar; 2 were employees (N19, W4), 2 ~ingmenn 

(NI6, N17), and I who was dead was probably a pingmaar, with 

the godi defending at the request of the widow (E9). In 

another the accused, a rich farmer was the foster father of 

the son of the goai, E7. In ES the goai defended only after 

the farmer transferred his property to him. In W23 the 

relationship of the accused and. the goai is not specified •. 

3 suits were defended for others by non-goaar. In STH4, 

a freedman transferred his property to another, who then 

defended him. In NI the accused were slaves owned by a woman, 

who asked her son to defend. In a third, the accused was 
• 

dead; his father, a farmer, asked thewidow's brothers, members 

of a powerful family, to prosecute the manslaughter suit, and 

they presumably defended this related suit as well (N3). 



In 4 cases one or all of the accused were not at court 

and there was no defence submitted on their behalf. In one 

they were bandits who built a fortress (W12), in another 

Vikings who prepared their ships for sailing during the 

assembly (N23). In a third a woman who was jointly charged 

with her son, a legal expert who defended himself, chose to 

go abroad before the trial and never return (ElO). In the 

fourth case the accused, Christian missionaries sent by King 
" ., Olafr, were blocked from attending court (N22). There was 

also no defence submitted in N4, although the accused, a farmer, 

was present as well as men who were prosecuting for the man-

slaughter of his son. They all appear to have accepted that 

there was no legal defence, and the prosecutors were strong 

enough to assert their case. 

In 6 cases, the identify of the accused and/or the 

defender is unclear (N6, STH2, W19, W20, N13, E6). The 

remaining 7 suits were abandoned or settled after the summons 

. (WlS, N27, E12, W2S, N7, E3, W13). 

In 12 manslaughter suits the accused was clearly not 

present in court, and in one other case at least one of the 

three accused was not at court (W14; Table IVG)22. In 3 of 

these the accused went abroad before the court hearing or 

prepared to do so, and no de fence was submitted (W3, WS, E 1J • 

In all three the accused was a farmer, and in two (W3 and WS), 

he was strongly supported by goaar. In a fourth case a ship's 

captain, probably foreign, did not attend court and probably was 

not defended either, although .again he received help from a· 
\ 

go~i, and took steps to get both his goods and himself out of the 
• 

country (E13). In two further suits there again was no defender, 

22 Two suits, El and N29, are included an Tables IVG and IX, but not 
elsewhere, making a total of 34 manslaughter suits. 



although the accused made some attempt to find one (STH6, 

STH7) • In N29, the accused did not try to find a defender, 

and was very annoyed that his father-in-law, a goCti, spoke 

for him at court and paid compensation. 

In 5 of the cases where the accused was not at court, 

he did nevertheless find someone to defend for him. In all 

cases the accused were farmers or sons of farmers. In one 

the accused sent word to his wife's uncles asking them to 

defend (W22). In a second case, a father defended his son, 

who was still living at home (W7). . In a third a former go(li 

defended his cousin (NI2). In two the defender was a goai, 

with the accused being a longstanding friend. in one (Ell) 

and the son of the goCti and expedition leader in the other (WI4). 

In 4 further manslaughter suits someone other than the 

accused defended, although it is not stated whether or not the 

accused attended court. In two the leader of the expedition 

on which the killing occurred defended, and in both cases he 

was a goai (W6, NID). In a third a woman was defended by her 

son (or perhaps her brother, WI) and in a fourth a father, a 

great sage, defended his sons (W26). In the latter case another 

of the accused had no defender. He did not attend the peace 

meeting, but it is not clear whether he went to court or not. 

In effect the prosecutor became his defender because he really 

did not wish to press charges against him very hard, and made 

the sentence against him as easy as possible. 

In I case the accused was killed immediately after the 

summons (N9) , and in 9 there is little information about the 

defence (WID, W16, W27, 5THI, 5TH3, N8, N14, E2, WII). 

In none of these cases where the accused did not attend 

court, or was defended by another and possibly did not attend 

court, Was he a goCti. 



It is also notable that in no case did a goai defend 

a person in a manslaughter suit because he was his ~ingmaar, 
clearly 

just as no goai!prosecuted a manslaughter suit for anyone 

because he was his llingma<lr (above p. 97 ) • This suggests 

that goaar did not consider their obligations' to t.heir j?ing-

menn as strong enough to justify getting involved in manslaughter 

suits, which aroused quite strong feelings and could be very 

volatile. Also, the guilt of the accused in manslaughter suits 

was rarely in doubt, and thus a goai would likely have wanted . . 
good reasons for defending rather than, for example, helping the 

accused to go abroad as in W3 and WS. 

By contrast there are at least 7 manslaughter suits in 

which the accused both attended court and defended himself, and 

in six of these the accused was a gotl'i (NIl, N15, N2, W8, W9, l 
W2l); in the seventh he was a legal expert with two go~ar as 

close kin and supporters (BB). In four of these suits a legal 

de~ence was submitted and upheld in the judgement or settle

ment (N2, W9, W2l, E8), in a fifth suit for the killing of 

slaves a legal defence was submitted but not upheld (W8); in 

a sixth the identity of the killer was disputed, an unusual 

occurrence (NIl), and the seventh suit had more the character 

of a local power struggle than of a legal dispute (N15). 

There is also an interesting contrast in the burning suit in 

Hamsa-1>6'ris saga (W14) ~ Three men were charged, including 

an unpopular but wealthy farmer, the son of a godi and a godi. 

The farmer did not attend court, the godi did, and we have no 

information about the son of the godi. The defence tried to 

rely solely on force in this case, but failed in the end, and 

all were outlawed, both the farmer and the gocri being subject 

to full outlawry. 



There are two cases for wounding, but in neither is it 

made clear whether the accused attended court. Both were 

defended by a goai, one for his nephew and employee (W4), 

one for an employee (heimamadr) (NI9). 

It is thus apparent that there.was no fixed rule, as 

occurs in Gr~gas, that a person charged with manslaughter 

or wounding could not attend court, or, if there was, it was 

very often breached. Whether or not the person attended 

court seems to have been more a question of expediency. 

If he could command suffi~ient support to protect himself, 

as a goai could,'and especially if he had a good legal 

defence, then he went to court. Where the killing and it's 

illegality was not disputed and the person was of fairly 

ordinary social class, even if he had the strong support of 

a go~i as in Ell and WS, it was more expedient to stay away, 

and even leave the country as quickly as possible as in W3, 

WS, and EI. In Vatnsdrela saga, Ch.XLV!!, it is also 

suggested that an accused might expect a lighter sentence 

if he stayed away from court and let someone else negotiate 

terms for him. This was not a manslaughter suit, but the same 

principle may have applied in getting terms set in lieu of 

outlawry in manslaughter. 

Another possible difficulty in attending court, no matter 

what the charge, was that the accused was more likely to meet 

up with the injured party and/or prosecutor, who, it would 

appear from the sagas, could often kill him with impunity 

as a guilty although not yet sentenced man. In N2 to 4 

and E8 we see accused persons successfully defending them-

selves on manslaughter charges on the grounds that the person 

had previously committed an offence against them for which 

they could justifiably be killed (they had fallen 6heilagr). 
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Similar defences were raised in W6 and N9-10, but 

these suits were settled, and ,it is not made clear to what 

extent the defences were valid23 • We have seen that Gr~gas 

similarly allowed a person to kill with impunity in certain 

circumstances (above Ch.Z p. 76-7). 
, ;t' 

Although Gragas and the law suits do not agree that there 

was a positive prohibition against the accused in manslaughter· 

and wounding cases attending court, it is quite clear from 

both that there was no requirement that the accused in any type 

of suit should go to court, nor any method of securing an 

accused to ensure he did attend court. This is in sharp 

contrast to modern English procedure where the accused in 

criminal matters is either kept in jail pending trial, or 

made to pay bail to ensure he will attend court. The provisions 

of the Anglo-Saxon laws show a similar concern for ensuring 

the attendance of persons accused of crimes in court. It has 

already been noted that they required every man to have a surety 

who was to "bring and keep him to the performance of every 

lawful duty". If a person committed a crime, his surety had 

either to turn him over, or himself accept the consequences 

of the crime (III Edgar 6, see above p. 102 ). Before the 

surety system appears as fully established in the law codes, the 

23 In three further cases, W9, N39 and STIi18, cited by Heusler, 
Strafrecht. p.115-ll6, the defence was in effect that the person was 
killed in se If defence, :in the heat of the moment. This is quite a 
different matter from a deliberate attack occurring at a later time 
than the offence of the dead person. Similarly in W4, in which an 
assault was successfully used as a defence to a wotmding suit, both 
offences took place during the same encotmter. In another example 
from Dro~laugarsons saga Ch.9 it is not clear in what circumstances 
the killmg took place, :in the heat of the moment, or in a deliberate 
later attack. • 



payment of security by accused persons was allowed, or failing 

that, they could be jailed unt,il trial (II Edward J s.2). 

All the cases in which an accused was represented at 

court by another give little evidence for the formal transfer 

procedures used when the prosecution of court actions was 

assumed by others (above p.lJ4f). It seems possible to 

assume that,no transfer was necessary for the defence, and 

that anyone could speak for an accused person in court. This 

occurred in N29, a manslaughter suit for a killing on the way 

to the Al'Ping. The killer returned home immediately after 

the deed, making 'no arrangements concerning the la\'/ suit, but 

his father-in-law, a goai, not only arranged a settlement, but 

paid the compensation as well. The accused was very annoyed 

that compensation was paid, and it caused a major rift in 

their relationship, but there is no suggestion that his father-

in-law ha.d acted improperly in taking up the defence. We also 

see in STH6 and 7 a general invitation by the court for someone 

to speak for the defence. The rules of Gragas suggested that 

this could happen only if the accused did not know about the 

case (above Ch.2 p. 79 ), but the lawsuits indicate a more 

casual approach, suggesting a strong desire that whenever possible 

a defence should be submitted. 

Grettis saga Ch.46 contains an interesting comment on the 

right of an accused to be represented in court. Grettir was 

involved in the burning of some people in a house in Norway, 

including the sons of an Icelander, and widely accused of being 

responsible. The news of it reached Iceland before he did~ 

and the father of the dead men started an action at the Al~ing • 
• 

"Men thought nothing could be done as long as there was no one 

to answer the charge", and the lawspeaker argued: "It certainly 
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was an evil deed if all really happened as has been told. 

But 'One man's tale is but half a tale'. Most people try 

and manage not to improve a story if there is more than 

one version of it. I hold that no judgement should be passed 

for Grettir's banishment without further proceedings". 

The prosecutors were nevertheless strong enough to impose 

outlawry on Grettir. It seems clear from the cases already 

cited that it was not essential that a person be represented 

in court. However, as he was still abroad, Grettir could 

not even have known of the law suit nor have had the opportunity 

to arrange for someone to be at court. The opinions 

expressed at court are thus probably only the statement of 

the right of a person to be properly summoned for an offence. 

We saw in Grag~s a provision requiring that in killing 

cases, where more than one person was accused, one was to be 

selected by the prosecution, and then his kinship was the 

only relevant factor in procedure, and compensation could only 

be taken from his kin (above Ch.2 p. 79 ). One would assume 

that this would make it desirable to select the richest and 

most powerful member of a party of killers, as this would give 

the prosecutor a better chance of collecting compensation an41 
. 

or ridding the court and panels of the influential kin of that 

party. The law suits provide some evidence that such an 

approach was taken, although giving no evidence of the rule 

itself. This is particularly so in those cases where a person 

hired another to commit .a killing. In two of these the person 

hired to commit the deed was· not 'charged, but rather the person 

who hired him, although with conspiracy to kill, not man-

slaughter (N30, EIO). Additional suits N35 and STH27 provide 

further examples. The Vigfusson and Powell translation in 
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STH27 is misleading in saying "Now Thorgisl holds Asgrim 

guilty of an attempt on his life". The Icelandic term 

used to describe the charge is fjQrracl, which means "a 

plotting against one's life"24. In only one case do we 

see such a person charged with the actual killing, although 

the charge is not very precisely stated, and the saga could 

be in error here, considering the other four suits (W8). 

On the other hand, we do have an example in W6 of a rich and 

influential person, Snorri goni, not being charged although 

he was personally involved in the killing. All others 

involved were charged, all of them being members of Snorri's 

household. Thus, as has already been surmised (above p. 99 ) 

Snorri may well have been responsible for defending them, 

and thus the prosecutors could be sure he would be 

involved anyway without risking the possible consequences 

of threatening him with outlawry personally, and in the end 

he did pay the compensation himself. 

These cases all suggest that there was no obligation 

to charge everyone involved in a case, but there is no 

suggestion in the sagas of any limitation on the number who 

could be charged and held liable in any case as there is in 

Gragas (above Ch. 2 p. 78-9) • 

There is an interesting suggestion in a piece of legis

lation from the Saga Age that in early Iceland a killer could 

in some way fix the blame for a killing on someone else. It 

is stated in Islendingabok Ch.8 that Skapti the Lawspeaker 

established "that no man should legally declare a slaughter 

as done by anyone else than himself". The provision would 

have been passed between 1004 and 1030 AD, the years Skapti 

21t Richard Cleasby and Gudbrand Vigfusson, An Icelandic-English 
Dictionary, Oxford 1874, p.lS9 

• 



held office. However, in a case which occurred prior to 

this law, in about 984 AD, a killer tried to make another 

member- of the expedition responsible for his own misdeed • 

. The saga makes quite plain that he had no right to do so, 

and in the end he didn't get away with it (NlO and NIl). 

Perhaps the correct interpretation of the law is that a 

killer should not be able to jeopardise the prosecution 

in any way by fixing blame on others. In Nj~ls saga we 

see M~rdr Valgarcl sson doing just this. He inflicted one 

of the mortal blows on HQskuldr Hvitaness goeli, and then 

suggested 

I think I should go horre first, and then go up to Grjotriver 
and report what has happened and pretend to be horrified. 
I am quite certain that Thorgerd will ask me to give notice 
of the killing and that is what I shall do , for that is 
the surest way of invalidating their legal action. Njala 
Ch.lll, see STH23 (additional law suit). 

151. 

MQrar's scheme worked and seriously hampered the prosecution. 

It may be that the normally unreliable Njals saga here has 

preserved an authentic account of a law suit, which according 

to the saga would have taken place about 1011 AD, and that 

Skapti's legislation was a direct response to this case. 

VARIATIONS IN RESTRICTIONS BETWEEN COURTS 

Nearly all the,law suits where the court is identified 

took place at either a spring assembly or the Al~ing, with 

a fairly even split between the two (Table IX). Three suits 

originating at a spring assembly were later taken to the 

Al~ing after being broken up by violence (E4, W14, NIl). In 

only three cases are there possible references to other courts. 

Two may have been at a Quarter Assembly (NIl, N19)25, and a 

2S Concerning Quarter Assemblies, see suit NIl Revival, Suspicious 
Elements and N19. 



third was argued at "assemblies and other lawful meetings 

(12gfundum)" (W24). This latter is the only possible 

reference to the local non-assembly courts referred to in 

Grag~s (see above Ch.2 p. an, but is really too vague to 

be of much value. Of the types of actions Gragas states 

were to be taken to such courts, only those i~volving 

15~ 

foreigners are mentioned in the law suits. In one, for money 

owing to a foreign merchant, the court is not specified (NI3), 

nor is it in a suit for the killing of the same merchant (NI4). 

A second suit for money owing a merchant could have been 

taken either to a spring assembly or the Al~ing; the sources 

disagree (N17). This merchant may also have been an Icelander. 

Three of the suits in which foreigners were accused were taken 

to the Alping (N23, E13, STH9), in a fourth the court is not 

specified (NS). If, as these law suits suggest, there was 

a rule that suits against foreigners were to be taken to 

the AI~ing, it could well have been because it would not always 

have been possible to establish a domicile for them, and 

therefore to decide which spring assembly to summon them to. 

Therefore, until the probably post Saga Age establishment 

of the local courts of Gragas, it may have been necessary to 

summon all foreigners to the AI~ing. 

This difficulty with foreigners may well not have existed 

prior to the suit for the burning of Blund-Ketill (or his 

son 'Porkell (WIS). According to fslendingabok Ch.S "It was 

then law that suits for slaughter must be followed up at the 

assembly that was nearest to the· field of the dead". In 

other words, in manslaughter suits at least, it didn't matter 

where you lived. The account goes on to relate that, because 

of the difficulties encountered in this burning suit, changes 
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were made in the court structure: "the land was divided 

into Quarters, so that'there were three assemblies in each 

Quarter, and assembly-mates in each should have all their 

suits together". The whole account would seem to suggest 

that, prior to this time, where the parties lived was of 

little importance in the selection of the court to take the 

suit to. 

The only other possible variation between courts with 

regard to parties to court actio~ which the sagas considered 

suggest is that itinerants may have been intitled to 

attend spring assemblies but not the Alping (see above p. 115), 

which raises the possibility that they could conduct their 

own court actions at spring assemblies. 
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The author of Nj'la put into ~j'll's m6uth the words "With 

laws shall our land be built up but with lawlessness laid waste" . 
(Ch. 70). Unfortunately, the words were fairly certainly bor-

rowed from the Norwegian law code Jarns faa , introduced to Ice

land in 1271, after the country submitted to the Norwegian king.l 

There is. however, evidence that the concept, and even the for

mula, was an old one, and that the Icelanders of the 10the knew 

of it, particularly in the account of ~orgeirr's speech in the 

year 1000AD when he made Christianity the state religions 

C:~orgeir~ said that he thought that the condition of the 
people would be a sorry, plight, if men were not all to 
have one constitution ~r law, ~ here in the land. And 
he spake to men in many ways that they should never let 
this come about, saying that such disturbance must follow 
that assaults and batteries would be sure to follow 
between men, so that the land would be laid waste there
fore •••• and let us all have one law and one faith. For this 
will be a true saying that if we break asunder the consti
tution ~aw, 199J we shall also break the peace. 2 

A strong legal system was clearly seen by the settl~r~to~ as 

an important element in their new country, with aVleast two 

courts being set up quite early, Kjalarnes Assembly and ~ors-. 

nes AssemblyJ. And once the land had become fully settled, 

around 9JOAD, the settlers saw the need for one law for the 

whole land, and adopted a code of law composed specifically 

for Iceland by alfU6tr4. 

The view that the early Icelanders had a high r~spect for 

law and governed their conduct'and society according to law is 

strongly expressed by Magnus Magnuss~n and Hermann Palssons 

what characterised pagan Iceland and early Christian Iceland 
above anything else, setting it quite apart from any other 
medieval European country, was a dynamic veneration tor law 

1 Brennu-Njals saga, edited by Einar 01. Sveinsson, Islenzk 
fornrit vol. 12, Reykjav1k, 1954, p. 172, note 6. 
2 .' 

Magnus Olsen, "l!JeC! LQgum Skal Land Byggja", Maal og Minne, 
1946, p. 75-88. Islendingab6k chI 7. 

• 
J ," ~ Landnamabok, Sturlubok, ch. 9. 
vol. 1, p. 46 note J). Eyrbyggja 

chI 85. Malabok (Islenzk fornrit 
saga chI • 

4 ' , lslendingabok chI 2 



arrl Or:'der. ']he early Ice landers owed m allegiance to ldr.g or earl; 
'ti1eirallegiance vas Jrinarily 1Dtheconcept. of mw -and it is worth 
noting that law-breakers were sentenced not to death or imprisorunent 
but to outlawry. To be a member of society was at once a 
privilege and an obligation, and anyone who violated the law of 
society forfeited his right to remain within that law, withm 
that society5. 

But there is another side to these Icelanders. Much 

of the saga material is concerned with the more violent aspect 

of their nature, with accounts of how the sword, not the law, 

was used to settle disputes. A casual reader might be excused 

for believing that the Icelanders lived their lives very much 

in the same spirit as the Viking' raiders who terrorised Europe -

. indeed, some of them are even seen taking part in Viking raids-. 

The Use of Force and Violence by Litigants 

The violent aspect of the Icelanders character is 

evident even in the law suits, when legal means were being 

used to attempt to settle disputes. In 5 of the 32 manslaughter 

suits (15\) and 14 of the 40 other suits (35\) considered in 

the Summary Tables a party used violence to affect or to try 

to -affect the outcome of the law suit. In 9 of these one of 

the parties to the action was killed, in 5 cases while the 

summons was being served; in 2 the accused was kept from court 

by force; in 4 there was a battle at court; in 3 the defence 

used force to try to void the suit; and in 1 the defence tried 

to resist the judgement through force (Table VIII A). But in 

only a minority of cases did the violence mean the end of the 

matter; in 3 cases the suits proceeded to judgement in spite 

of the violence (W14, N12b, STHlO), in 4 the parties reached 

a settlement (N7, N28, N27, W2), and in 7 further legal proceed

ings were taken (E12, N13, N9, W13, N19, Nll.E4). In 5 of the 

5 Magnus Magnusson and Hennann Plilsson, "Introduction", Laxdrela Saga, 
Pengum Books, 1969, p.31-32. 



19 cases the violence was successful in terminating legal 

proceedings or achieving the desired result (Table VIII A). 

IS'S 

In 2 cases prosecutors attempted to avert violence at 

the summons by asking permission to serve the summons from 

the head of the household where the accused,lived, in both 

cases a godi: in N34, (not included in the Summary Tables), 

the prosecutor was given permission and then apparently 

successfully delivered the summons; in El2 the go~i said the 

summons could be served "with fe'w men", but when the summons 

party arrived he attacked them. It is understandable that the 

summons should have been the most dangerous stage in the 

proceedings. At the assembly there would have been many other 

people about who hopefully were neutral, but the ,summons was 

served at the home of the accused, and thus any prosecutor 

who came with a small party could be very vulnerable, especially 

if it was a large household with many men as the households 

of'most goaar would have been. 

Goaar were less often involved in suits which had a violent 

end; in over 36\ of these suits there were no godar involved, 

compared with 27\ of' all suits (Tables VIII-A, I-A, II-A, 

III-A, IV-A). And in 4 of the 5 suits, or 80\, in which the 

violence was successful no goaar were involved. 

In 9 of these suits where violence ~as used it is also 

stated that at least one party had a large number of supporters; 

in 2 of these the violence achieved the desired result (E4, 

N22), judgement ,was, reached .in 2.,,(Wl.~,S,THla) and . .a -settlement 

in 2 (N28, W2)a the suit was renewed in 1 (Nll) and charges 
, , 

concerning the violence were brought in 2 cases (N9, NI9). 

In only one of these (N22) were there no goaar involved, 

and in 3 (E4, STH10 and N19) both parties were godar. 



There are, in addition, 18 other suits in which at least 

one of the parties was supported by large numbers (Table 

VIII-B). Again, in only one of these (W22), were there no 

goa-ar involved. In all other cases at least one of the 

parties was a godi, and in 10 cases, over 55\, both parties 

were goclar compared with just over 22% of all cases. In 

6 cases where only one of the parties was a goCti the party 

who was not a goai is stated to have had a large number of 

supporters (W2l, NlD, E7, W2, Nl8, NIl); in three of these 

the non-go<li party was strongly supported by a goCti (\Il21, 

E7, W2), in one he was the son of a gocli and could possibly 

IS't 

have held the goaord himself (N28) , and in the other 2 the non-

goai prosecutor was a member of one of the most powerful 

families in the area and was supported by another such 

person (NlD, NIl). 

The dangers involved in allowing parties to have large 

numbers of supporters were recognised in Grag~s, which 

provided that a person could not take more than 10 men to 

the Al~ing court (Finsen Ia p.53 Ch.28). Of course, this 

would not have prevented more men attending the assembly, and 

they could probably have been almost as effective waiting 

menacingly outside the court. It is seldom clear in the law 

suits how often they actually attended the court itself, and 

thus how often this rule was breached, if it did exist in 

the Saga Age. Certainly where the court was broken up (e.g. 

N19) , we must assume a breach of any such rule, but in such 

a situation the party was clearly flouting the law in any case. 

It would perhaps be wrong to assume that goaar who used 

force or the threat of force in law suits did so to get their 

way no matter what. There are few societies in which the legal 



machinery can operate without some such threat of force. 

In the early Icelandic society there was no independent 

police or army to provide this service and so the goaar, 

the only people normally able to command the support of 

large numbers, took this duty on. Unfortunately, because 

they were also the people in charge of the administration 

of justice and the people capable of giving greatest help 

to others in their law suits, they were frequently involved 

in a conflict of interest in which they may often have lost 

sight of their duty to administer the law. We do, however, 

occasionally see expressed the attitude that force was being 

used not to pervert the law, but to ensure a just solution. 

In .N2 Vlga-Glumr, a goel-i, "said he expected his kin to support 

him to obtain justice, but would conduct the suit himself". 

In W2l, it is said that the prosecutor, who was not a goai, 

but had the support of a strong goCli, Tungu-Oddr "behaved 

arrogantly over his law suits. To him his charges seemed 

legal (lQgligar) and his support enough to implement the law 

(at koma malum fram)". 

Court Actions and Power Struggles 

However, in many of the cases involving large numbers 

of people, we see a conflict with another of the roles of the 

goaar in Icelandic society, that of' political leader, with law 

suits being used to determin~ and demonstrate the relative 

strength of two or more god-ar 6 • The legal issue appears to 

have been or become of fairly minor importance, the law suit 

6 "Der Gr3ssere kann die dem Kleinen entlehnte Klage als willkomrnene 
Waffe wieder den Gegner benutzen". Andreas Heusler, Das Strafrecht 
der Islandersagas, p.102. 

.. 



being part of a local power struggle which sometimes even 

verged on civil war. In the suit for the killing of Vlga-

Styrr (Wll), it is said that there were over 1000 men 

involved from the West Quarter, primarily from the districts 

of "Pvera assembly and 1'orsnes assembly. When it· is 

considered that in the early 12th Century there were just 

, b' 

over 1000 brendr who had to pay assembly attendance dues in 

the whole of the West Quarter?, it is evident that this would 

have been a very large percentage of the adult male population 

in the area were involved, although there is at least one 

notable exception in ~orsteinn Egilsson. We must, of course, 

allow for exaggeration in the numbers, as this readily happens 

at any time in such stories. But even if only one quarter 

of the number stated were involved, it was still a major 

confrontation. The cause of the escalation of the dispute 

seems to have been the growing power of Snorri godi,who by 

this time, 1008AD, had influence over most of the district 

of forsnes assembly. According to Heiaarvlga saga, Styrr 

met his death because of his overbearing attitude and refusal 

to pay compensation for his own deeds; he was Snorri's father

in-law, a connection which may well have encouraged his 

unacceptable behaviour. Most of those opposing Snorri came 

from another assembly district, Pvera, and were led by Illugi 

the Black. However, one member of their party was ~orsteinn 

~orgilsson, a godi in the ~6rsnes assembly. He was married 

to Illugi's daughter, and could well have been the major 

instigator of the mass opposition to Snorri,whom he possibly 

saw as encroaching too heavily on his own power and authority. 
, . 

7 Islendingabok Ch.lO. The total population was probably in the region 
of 60,00.>-70,(0). VilhjalJlUlr Finsen "Om de islandske Love i 
Fristatstiden", P.38, Note 1; Foote & Wilson, The Viking AchieveJOOnt 
p.53. 



Certainly, one of the ultimate results of the dispute was 

that: 

'PorsteiJUl of Hafrsfj~~sland withdrew the chieftancy of 
Rauclarnelr from the 1>orsnes Assembly as he didn't like the way 
Snorri and his supporters seemed to have got the better of him. 
After that 'Porsteirm and his kinsmen set up an assembly at 
StraumfjQrdr, which survived for quite a long ti.IOO. 

(Eyrbyggja saga 01.56). . 

The suit for the burning of Blund-Ketill or his son 

Porkell (W14) which took place around 963AD also involved 

goaar from two different areas and problems of checks and 

balances on power, although it began as a quite localised 

matter. One of the main characters involved was Tungu-Oddr, 

said by Hcensa-f>6rir to be "the legal head of the district to 

set right all wrongdoing here" (Hcensa-~oris saga Ch. VI) r 

he was probably a goai, although the saga does not say so. 

The saga says he "had no reputation for fair dealing" (Ch.l) 

and gives an example in his treatment of some Norwegian 

merchants (Ch.II and III). He was not, however, able to 

dominate the district,because of the influence of a wealthy 

and influential farmer Blund-Ketill, who "was the best-loved 

farmer in the entire countryside" (Ch.l). Nor was Tungu-

Oddr prepared to oppose Blund-Ketill, either in the matter of 

the merchants or over the taking of some hay by Blund-Ketill 

from a rather mean and unlikeable farmer, Hcensa-Porir. But 

once Blund-Ketill was dead, Tungu-Oddr seems to have felt there 

was no real challenge to his authority and power in the district, 

and thus no reason for him to allow his son, who had taken up 

Hcensa-f>6rir's cause, to be putlawed for the burning of Blund-

Ketill. Blund-Ketill's son (or grandson) and his supporters 

were of the same opinion, for they thought it necessary to go for 

help to someone from another district,~6rdr-gellir, a goai 



But ~6rar-gellir was in a vulnerable 

position; he had to prosecute the law suit in an assembly 

which was outside his own area, but within the horne district 

of all the people involved in the defence, and Tungu-Oddr 

would not have appreciated this challenge to his authority 

Ib~ 

from an outsider. Although he was able to collect a larger 

number of supporters (480 men to the 240 of the defence), 

~6rar-gellir was unable to make his way across the HV1ta to the 

spring assembly at ~ingnes to prosecute the suit, and several 

people were killed in the encounter. ~6rar-gellir then took 

the suit to the AI~ing, and again Tungu-Oddr tried to prevent 

him from getting to the Assembly, this time with 360 men, 

but others at the assembly carne between them and got the matter 

taken to arbitration. 

The law suit had demonstrated to ~6rar-gellir that the 

legal system was inadequate to deal with people like Tungu

Oddr who were prepared to flaunt the law in order to assert 

their own power. He felt he would have had a fairer chance 

if he had been able to take the case to a neutral court from 

the start, and he therefore proposed some constitutional 

changes which were accepted; the land was divided into 

Quarters with three assemblies in each Quarter, except the 

North which had four, with men from. the same assembly having 

their law suits together, and the Quarter assemblies were 

established (Islendingabok Ch. 5). The passage does not 

explain very well how this would have solved ~6rar-gellir's 

difficulties, but presumably we are meant to assume he would 

have been able to take the suit to a Quarter assembly which. 

would have been more neutral ground. 



We may see a quarter court being put to use as ~6rar

gellir intended about 20 years later in NIl, where the 

prosecutors are said to have taken their suit to the 

Hegranes ping '~ecause all chieftains taking part in this 

assembly (sampingisgoCtar) were bound by affinity to himself". 

There is some problem in believing that the prosecutors had 

any great advantage in this regard over the defender Vfga

Glumr. It seems more likely that the assembly they were 

attending at Hegranes was a quarter assembly and that, as 

~6rar-gellir had intended, they were hoping to find neutral 

ground there. In this case, both parties were members of 

the same spring assembly, but the defender was the more 

powerful and therefore presumably had greater influence at 

the Spring assembly. Unfortunately, the neutral ground did 

not work and, like ~6rar-gellir, the prosecutors found they 

had to take their suit to the Al~ing. 

In Heiaarvlga saga we actually find people planning 

carefully where to commit their crime in order to ensure the 

friendliest possible court. ~6rarinn was advising Barai 

where to have his battle: "Now shall ye ride away at your 

swiftest until e are come to the northern fighting-stead 

upon the Heath; because that thence all verdicts go to the 

North, and therein is the greatest avail, to you that so 

things shQuld turn out" (Ch.24). Later when he failed to 

Teach the suggested spot, BarCti said "better had it been to hold 

the northernmost fight-:stead, nor had any blame been laid upon 

us if we had so done; and better had it been for the blood

feuds" (Ch.30). 
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But not all people had the same troubles as ~orar-gellir 

in law-suits conducted in "foreign"assemblies. In W23 we .. 
see the Hjaltasynir, goaar from Skagafj~rar, successfully 

defending a suit for a friend at the assembly in Porskafj~r~r. 

It is, however, possible that this was considered quite 

unusual, as a poem was composed about their appearance at the . 

assembly. 

Even when exceptional numbers of people were not involved, 

law suits often appear as elements in power struggles, and 

were sometimes even deliberately used by a prosecutor or 

defender to assert his own position. The legal issue is 

usually still important, but often secondary to considerations 

of power and influence. This is seen most clearly in Vlga-

GlUmB saga and Eyrbyggja saga in which the careers of Glumr and 

Snorri goai can be charted through their law suits. In both, 

they asserted themselves at a young age, establishing that they 

deserved the position of goai (Gl~mr N2-4, Snorri W3). This 

early success by Snorri "started the enmity between Arnkell 

and Snorri go~i". We then follow in considerable detail the 

power struggle between Snorri goai and Arnkell godi ( W6, 

W8, W9), with Arnkell getting the upper hand. The importance 

of success in law suits is made clear in W8, where the injured 

party 1ScSrcSlfr urged Snorri "to press your case so hard that 

your standing will be greater than ever". Later, when ~orolfr 

was dissatisfied with the outcome, Snorri refused to proceed 

further, stating "I'm not staking my good name on your malice 

and injustice". Snorri's friends became very dissatisfied 

with his lack of success against Arnkell in law suits 

(Eyrbyggja Ch.32, Ch.37), feeling that Arnkell was the strongest 

man in the district. Finally, Snorri was goaded into supporting 



the killing of Arnkell. The people involved got off very 

lightly (WIO), and Snorri became undisputed leader of the 

area; in WIl, we see him acting in this capacity with over 

480 men following him. Finally, we see him in W12 as the 

benevolent district leader, helping his ~ingma~ against some 

bandits.~In V!ga-Glums saga, after showing Glumr's strong 

beginning, the author hops over the 2S or 30 years during 

which G1dmr probably enjoyed fairly unchallenged authority, 

and moves to the 'conflicts of his later years. Unlike Snorri, 

GI~mr did not hold on to his power until his death, and it is 

the events surroUnding the loss of his power which interest 

the author. 

We see the beginning of his downfall in N6,where he 

refused to back the accused because he was not, he said, 

"anxious to risk my standing (vircli.ng) for such a person". 

But he was the goai in charge of the panel giving the verdict, 

and under pressure from his son Vigfuss, he delivered a 

verdict contrary to justice which "caused him to lose much 

respect in the district". Further troubles arose as a result 

of the unsatisfactory verdict, until Vigfuss committed a 

mans laugh te r. Then Glumr's old rivals in N2-4, the family 

from Espiholl , no doubt seeing an opportunity to assert 

themselves with Glumr's tarnished reputation, took up the 

prosecution of the suit and got Vigfuss outlawed (NS). The 

conflict between them broke out again a few years later (N9 

and NIO), with Glumr temporarily regaining ascendancy: 

"G1umr was now highly regarded (sat nu Glumr 1 virclingu)". 
, 

But he did so only through lies and subterfuge, and when his 

tricks were discovered the Esphoolingar, now in league with 

Einarr Eyj olfsson, an even more. powerful re lation, were ab Ie 

• 



to finally defeat Glumr and take away both his godor~ and 

his farm (NIl). Sometime later Glumr attempted to re-assert 

his power by defending a cousin in a manslaughter suit against 

Einarr Eyjolfsson and the Esphrelingar, but failed (N12). 

It is very interesting that Glumr's opponents, although they 

were from good families and closely related to go~ar, do not 

themselves ever appear to have held a goaor~; it is possible 

that Einarr Eyj6lfsson, whose father and brother Guamundr 

were goaar, took over Glumr's goaora, along with this land, 

but there is no direct evidence for this. 

We do, however, see a reflection of the growth in 

Guamundr's power in the law suits of Lj6stvetninga saga. 

Considerable power had already been concentrated in the hands 

of his family before he became the leading figure in it, 

with both the gocrora of V{ga-GlUmr as shown in NIl and that 

of ~skell go~i possibly coming into the family8. In N16 to 

l8'we see Gudmundr destroying the power of what may have been 

his last effective opponent, ~6rir Helgason, in a series of 

suits undertaken over a number of years. They are shown as 

initially rather petty reactions by Guamundr against a 

slanderous statement about him by ~orir and others, but their 

importance in the growth of Guamundr's power seems obvious, and 

must have been to him as well (see also below p.1834and N15 

comments). 

We also see a power struggle in the East Quarter, b~tween 

two go~ar,Brodd-Helgi and GeitirLytingsson, in which success 

in law suits was a vital element. As with Snorri and Gl&mr, 

we are shown Brodd-Helgi establishing his authority through a 

8 Sigfd'sson, ISlenzk fomrit Vol X p.LXX.VIII note 3 and p.19 note 1. 
N28 may represent one stage in the power struggle for Askell's godom. 



law suit at a young age (E2), although Helgi is said to be 

so young, only 12, that one suspects in this case that it 

may be a literary motif and an invention of the author, or 

else of course that the author exaggerated his youth some-

what. Helgi and Geitir began life as close friends, but 

once they drifted apart Helgi generally got the upper hand 

in law suits (E4, ES). It came to the point that Geitir 

left his farm to move farther away, and his followers began 

threatening to sell their farms -and leave the area 

(Vapnfir~inga saga Ch.ll). As with Snorri, Geitir found 

the only solution was to kill Helgi. 

In Floamanna saga, we again see a go~i deciding to kill 

1"'8 

an opponent godi who got the better of him in law suits, 

although the attempt was unsuccessful. ~orgils ~rrabeinsstupr 

~6 ' d ~ , ~ raarson '~ecame a mighty man (r1kr rna r), so that Asgr1mr 

Elliclagrlmsson could not carry it over him at the assembly" 

(V&P II p.637). Strangely, we are then given an example of 

a suit (STH26) in which 1>orgils chose to ignore the legal 

proceedings and Asgrimr got the accused outlawed. But 

~orgils ignored the outlawry as well and harboured the outlaw, 

Kolr: "Porgils rode allover the countryside just the same, 

taking Kolr with him, and went to meetings, and thereby rose 

ill-will between the chief men of the countryside 

(heraclshQfd'ingja)". The people tried to get 10rgils to pay 

compensation, but he refused, and "so the people of the 

country gathered together and made up the sum between them to 

give to ~sgrrmr, to pay for Sorli's slaughter, and they also 

gave money to inlaw Kolr". 



Clearly ~orgils had be~ome so powerful that he no longer 

needed even to assert his authority in court. 
.,. ... 
Asgr1mr could 

stand it no longer, and paid a workman to kill ~orgils, 

although torgils killed the workman instead. The saga 

relates two instances in which Asgrimr tried to have ~orgils 

killed,this one and one late in torgils life,' probably 

around I030AD. Vigfusson and Powell conclude that the latter 

account is better and the first one a variant which is out of 

place (V&P II p.639). Howeve~, the chronology would 

probably fit better if the whole incident were assumed to 

have taken place at the earlier date of " just before 1000AD, 

at which time Asgrlmr would have been 40 or SO years old 

(see N2 Suspicious Element, STH14). Also, Skapti ~oroddsson, 

who was Lawspeaker 1004-1030, is involved, but it is not 

said that he was Lawspeaker, only that he knew the law well. 

~orgils commenced a law suit for the attempt on his life, 

but Skapti convinced him that he had used the wrong legal 

. procedure, arguing in addition: 
, .,. 

"The dealings between Asgr1mr 

and thee have sped so for the most part, that thou art thought 

to have carried it over him, even though you part without 

more ado". (STH27). 

Abuse of Legal Process by Goaar 

Godar were not only the police, the army and the political 

leaders of Iceland, they were also the people chiefly in 

charge of the administration of justice. Thus, not only 

could they use force to achieve their desired result in a 

law suit, they could also manipulate the legal process. 

Godar were responsible for setting up the court (Finsen 

Ia p.38, Ch.20; p.45 Ch.24; p.98 Ch.S7), and thus could delay 

or prevent proceedings by failing to"do so. A goai who could 



not decide which side to support used this tactic in NIS. 

In STHIO a gocri defender used his supporters to block the 

goai prosecutor from setting up court in the proper place. 

The prosecutor was only able to get on with matters by 

setting up court elsewhere. Go~ar were also som~times 

I~O 

responsible for declaring the verdict (Finsen Ia p.SI, Ch.26; 

p.66-67 Ch.36). In N6 the go~i who was to do this was 

pressured by his son, a supporter and perhaps defender of 

the accused, and gave a verdict for the accused, even though 

he believed the verdict should be for the prosecutor. In 

STHlO whoever was responsible for giving the verdict was 

apparently a supporter of the accused and refused to do 

his duty. The prosecutor had therefore to search out some-

one else to give the verdict. 

Goaar were also in charge of the confiscation court, 

which was held to take inventory of and properly distribute 

th~ goods of an outlaw. It was the goai of the outlawed 

person who was responsible for setting up the court (Finsen 

Ia P.84 Ch.48). As this goai should in the normal ·course 

have been supporting the outlaw in his law suit, and may even 

have defended him, it was a system obviously open to abuse. 

The most probable abuse is that often the court just was never 

held. There are 22 cases in which an accused was sentenced 
full or three year 

t%utlawry by a court (Tables VI and VII), but in only S is 

the holding, or attempted holding, of a confiscation court 

mentioned (W3, N12a, E13, WIl, NI7). In one of these the court 

was not held because the defender forcefully prevented it (NI2a). 

In this case the defender, GI~mr, was probably not the go~i 

of the accused, as his authority had been stripped from him 
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some years earlier (N12a). Another method of cheating is 

~uggested in N17 where the go~i of the outlaw set up the 
----------

confiscation court as he was required to do, but before it 

was held he took and marked some of the livestock as hi~ own. 

He claimed that they were owing to him as payment for his 

services in the law suit, but there is a definite suggestion 

of abuse. He was charged in the matter, and required to 

pay compensation and go abroad for 3 winters in the settle-

ment which eventually ensued. Similar tactics were probably 

used in W3, where it is said the prosecutor "confiscated 

all their property he could lay hands on", suggesting that 

some of the property had been put beyond his reach. In this 

case, it is likely that Arnkell go~i, who had helped the 

accused get abroad before the trial, had also helped them 

take as much of their property as possible, although he may 

well have claimed whatever moveable property he could that 

they were unable to take. The outlaw may also have received 

assistance from his godi to send his goods abroad in E13, 

where the outlaw was a foreign merchant who had lodged with 

a goai. The goai was killed, so that it was his son whom 

the prosecutor met when he went to claim the goods; the son, 

who could well have inherited the goaora, advised that all 

the goods had been sent abroad. As the goods were in his 

custody, there is a strong suggestion of collusion. 

In only I of the cases in which a confiscation court is 

mentioned, W12, is there no suggestion of improper conduct 

by the outlaw's goai. 

In addition to the suits which mention a confiscation 
• 

court, there are two which refer to the confiscated property 

of an outlaw, sekaar£e (WI7, N2S). In the latter case the 



outlaw partially frustrated those entitled to his property 

by burning his house before h~ disappeared, leaving only 

the land as sekc1arf~. Similarly in STH7, where there is no 

.11. 

reference to a confiscation court or confiscated property, 

the outlaw burnt all his goods before lie left horne "saying 

Torfi (the prosecutor) should gain little by it" (V&PII p.68). 

Abuse of Trust by Goclar 

Goaar could also gain advantage in law suits by abusing 

the trust people placed in them. Thus in W21 Egill 

Skalagrlmsson, father of the accused, convinced an old 

friend, the father of the prosecutor, to take over the 

prosecution and then give him sole judgement in the matter. 

He then declared a settlement which treated the prosecutor 

very unfairly. Similarly, in one version of N34, in 

Hallfrechr saga, a goCti, father of the accused, convinced 

the prosecutor to give him sole judgement, and then declared 

that the prosecutor was to receive half a hundred of silver, 

but he had to sell his lands and leave the district. It is 

interesting that in the other version of the suit, in 

Vatnsdrela saga, the goai transferred his authority to his son, 

the accused, who then broke up the court.--A nice contrast 

of two different forms of abuse of the legal process. 

In Wl4 Tungu-Oddr found a very different way of taking 

advantage of the trust placed in him. The prosecuuon turned 

to him for help first, because he had often promised it. He 

pretended to be sympathetic, and rode with them to the site 

of Blund-Ketill's burnt house~ but as soon as they got there 

he showed his true intentions and, taking advantage of a law 
• 

he knew about abandoned farmsteads he 



reached for a birch rafter and pulled it off the house, and 
then rode widdershins rOtmd the house with the burning brand, 
crying out: • I take this land here for my own, for I see no 
inhabited dwelling here. Let those witnesses who are hereby 
pay heed to it' (Hrensa-1>6ris saga Ch.9). 

Pursuit the Limit of the Law 

Another form of "abuse" available to strong prosecutors 

was to demand the harshest penalty allowed by the law for the 

particular offence, even when many people urged settlement 

of the dispute on easier terms. I put abuse in quotation 

marks because, of course, any prosecutor had a full right 

to push a suit to the' full "limit of the law". Indeed 

there are suggestions in Gragas that it, was fully intended 

that the law courts be used in this way, with a preference 

being often stated for a prosecutor who would pursue to the 

limit of the law (til fullra laga) (see above Ch.2, p.S7). 

This preference is also sometimes sho,~ in the law suits. 

In W27 a goCti associated with the prosecutor was "criticised 

for failing to pursue it to the limit", which in that case 

meant pursuing and killing the accused after he had been out-

lawed. In WlC people were very critical of the weak sentences 

which had been imposed on the accused for the killing of 

Arnkell godi. This was attributed to the fact that the 

prosecutors were female, and so a law was passed prohibiting 

women, and boys under 16 for good measure, from ever prosecuting 

manslaughter suits again.' The implication would appear to 

be that it would be better not to start the suit at all than 

to pursue it weakly to,an unsatisfactory conclusion. This 

same sentiment was shared by the father of fnafr HavarCtarson 

in Havar~ar saga. He became a prematurely weak and embittered 

old man rather than pursue a suit which he knew he could not 

succeed in. In W2l a goai,Tungu-Odd~who ha~ pledged his 



support to the prosecuto~ withdrew that support when he 

heard the prosecutor had agreed to give the father of the 

accused sole judgement in the matter, stating: 

I now count myself free, Steinarr, from that help which I 
promised you, however Egill' s settlement turns out for you, 
for it was agreed between us that I should give you such help 
that either you were successful in your suits, or the cases 
ended in a way to satisfy you. 

It seems implied that Tungu-Dddr would have been more than 

willing to pursue the matter legally much further. And in 

STH6 an injured party transferred the prosecution of the 

suit to a goCti. who promised to pursue it "to the utmost of 

the law" (til enna fremsto laga). 

Andreas Heusler seemed to regard the terms "til fullra 

laga" and "fylgja mali til enna fremstu laga" merely as 

indications that the matter was to be taken to court, rather 

than settled by arbitration. However, many disputes taken 

to court also resulted in settlement rather than judgement. 

All the examples cited by Heusler in the sagas accord with 

my view that when a person suggested that they would pursue 

a matter to the limit of the law, not only were they going 

to take it to court, but also they intended to get a judge

ment for the full legal penalty allowed 9 • 

In the law suits there is, however, perhaps more often 

pressure from society for prosecutors not to demand their 

full legal rights. In N8 and Nl7 there were strong pressures 

on the prosecutors to settle, but in both cases they were 

determined to have the accused outlawed, and did achieve this. 

In most cases such pressures for settlement were more success-
\ 

ful (W6, W8, W21, W26, NID, NIl, NI5). All these suits 

9 Heusler, Das Strafrecht der Islandersagas, p.98-99. He cites 
~ala Ch.116, Hranfkatla Ol.ll, H5vard'ar saga Ch.19 and Harnar saga 

&P II p.66 (see STH6). 

• 



involved eminent men, usually go~ar, and sometimes they were 

even major power battles between goaar (especially N15). 

Clearly, it was felt that it could do no good to have 

such powerful men battle the matter out to a bitter conclusion 

in court. 

Thus it could be argued that the Icelanders believed 

firmly in the principle of bringing wrongdoers to justice 

and imposing the penalties provided by law, but where the 

application of the principle would encourage the continuation 

of the dispute and the disruption of society by feuding among 

the leaders, they were willing to see more lenient treatment. 

In such cases, people who ignored the pleas for settlement 

may perhaps be regarded as abusing the legal system to 

achieve personal reward or satisfaction at the expense of 

society, and probably also at the expense of respect for the 

legal system. 

Personal Gain from Law Suits 

Occasionally people assumed the prosecution or defence 

. of law suits for others in return for substantial personal 

reward promised at the time of the transfer. In E7, a legal 

expert took on the prosecution in return for the promise of 

whatever could be gained from it. In W13 the son of a goai 

prosecuted in return for half the property of the injured 

party, a 'rich farmer. In W8 a goai prosecuted in return for 

ownership of a wood. And in N17 a 1>ingmalr gave his gocti . 

gifts in return for defending him. In addition, there are 

two cases in which a transferee prosecutor took the proceeds 

of the suit, although no agreement that he should do so is 

referred to. In one case he was a legal expert (E9), and in 

one a goai (NI6). In one further suit, EIO, .on their return 



from abroad the grateful sons of a dead man gave gifts to 

a go~i who prosecuted the manslaughter suit while they 

were away. 

There are, in addition, several cases in which the 

prosecutor or defender had become the' guardian, or owner, 

of the injured or accused's property at a time when the latter 

had found himself in difficulty, although the exact nature 

of the social, economic and legal relationships created, 

and thus the economic advantage. accruing to the transferee 

is not always precisely clear, nor is it certain that it was 

the same in all cases. In two cases the transaction was 

made in response to a particular law suit. In W25 a woman 

placed herself under the protection of her son, an expert 

lawyer (hon kvaz vilja raaaz undir arabura ~oraar); the 

son then commenced prosecution of a suit for her. This 

may perhaps be only an example of a woman selecting her own 

legal administrator, which, according to Gragas, every 

woman had to have (above Ch.2 p.7l). 8TH4 is, however, 

.quite different, with a freedman farmer, BQavarr, handing his 

possessions over to Atli (who was not the person who gave him 

his freedom), who then defended him in a suit which had been 

commenced prior to this transaction (handsalaai BQavarr Atla 

H'steinssyni fe sitt, en hann onytti mal fyrir Erni). The 

transaction led to a dispute after B~avarr's death concerning 

a wood which his freedom giver, Qzurr, had given him a share 

in "on condition that Qzurr should get it back if BQdvarr 

died without issue". After BQavarrts death Atli treated the 

wood as his own, but unfortunately, it is not made clear 

whether this was because he had been made B~avarrts heir, or 



because he considered himself the owner from the time 

B~avarr handed his property to him. It is of interest 

that the dispute did not concern all of BQavarr's property 

but only the bit of wood~ in contrast with the situation 

described in Eyrbyggja saga as part of the background to 

the dispute in WB. A freedman, dlfarr, went for help to 

Arnkell godi, the son of a man who was persecuting him. 

Ultimately "t1lfarr formally made over (handsalaCli) his 

property toArnkell~ who then became his legal guardian 

(varnaaarmadT)" (Ch.3l)~ although the relationship is 

also described as a partnership (Ch.32). This suggests a 

relationship in which ~lfarr was still entitled to the 

benefits of th property, rather than one in which Arnkell 

acquired outright ownership of the property in return for an 

obligation to support dlfarr. However, Arnkell also thought 

it gave him the right to inherit the property, as Atli had in 

STH4, although Ulfarr's freedom givers, the ~orbrandssons, 

disputed this on the grounds that they were lawful heirs of 

their freedmen (Ch.32). Gr~g~s supports this argument 

(Finsen Ia p.227 Ch.ll9), and also makes clear that heirs 

should not be so disinherited without their consent 10 • 

In this case, however, might prevailed over the probable 

rights of the situation. In a third case a well off freed-

man, Hallvarar, gave guardianship of his property to another, 

in this case to his freedom giver's son and his own foster

son Vigf6~s Vrga~Glumsson. (Hann. handsalaai Vigfusi fe sitt). 

We are, however, given no further details of the exact 

consequences of the transaction, and in a subsequent lawsui~ 

(N6) in which Hallvardr was charged Vigfuss did not clearly 

10 Fmsen III J Ordregister, p.SBS, "arfsal". 



assume the role of defender, preferring rather the more 

dubious method of defence of.threatening his fathe~who 

had to declare the judgement in the case. The economic 

significance in this case would have been considerably less 

than in the previous two, as the transaction quite likely 

had little effect on inheritance rights, given that Vigfuss' 

father was the freedom giver. 

1":1-8 

These three examples all involved freedmen, but there is 

at least one example of a free farmer making similar financial 

. arrangements in E5. 'Porm6cl'r, a free farmer, fel t he was not 

getting his fair share from land he owned jointly with another. 

He therefore asked his goai, Brodd-Helgi, for help, but "Brodd

Helgi declared he had no intention of quarrelling over property 

of ~6rar's, and would have nothing to do with it unless he 

transferred (handsalacl'i) the property to him, Helgi, and moved 

over to Hof with everything he had. He chose to do so, and 

surrendered the property to Helgi in return for a berth for 

life (seldisk Helga arfsali)". The translation here appears 

to follow the Cleasby-Vigfusson dictionary, which states as 

a secondary meaning for arfsal 

a law term, to hand over one's own property to another man 
on condition of getting succour and support'for life. In the 
time of the Commonwealth, arfsal had a political sense, and was 
a sort of 'cliente1a'; the chiefs caused rich persons, freedmen, 
and monied men of low birth, to bequeath them all their wealth, 
and in return supported them in . law suits during life. Such 
is the case in Vapn.13, Hrensap6r. S. Ch.7, Eb.Ch.31. •••• v. also 
'Para.S, harm bjo a landi Skeggja ok hafai gQrzt arfsalsmadr 
hans (his client), 50: it was humiliating; engar matti hann 
(the bishop) Qlmusar gefa af likan1egri eign, he1dr var hann 
haldinn sem arfsa1smadr, Stur1. ii 119. To the chiefs in olden 
times it was a source of wealth and influence, often in an 
tmfair way. . 

• 



Cleasby-Vigfusson do n?t, however, explain why they think the 

term ,arfsal in all these situations should be taken as going 

beyond the primary meaning given of "cession of right of 

inheritance"ll. The consequences of this cession are to be 

seen more as a result of the social and legal difficulties 

which caused the person to make the transaction in the first 

place, rather than as a direct consequence of the legal 

contract. It seems clear too in one of the cases cited, 

Hrensa-1>6ris saga, that there was no real change in the 

social and economic position of the transferor, except that 

he was at least temporarily poorer. It is even doubtful 

whether it can be seen as an example of arfsal, the. statement 

concerning the transaction being "there and then 1>orir made 

a conveyance Chandsalar) to him of half his property, and 

his lawsuit against Blund-Ketill along with it" (see WI3). 

This' seems much more an example of a direct payment (albeit 

fo~ a rather large sum) for legal services, rather than of 

the creation of any new personal interrelationship, and has 

,been cons idered as such above, p. 175 • There is no suggestion 

that the transferee's obligations extended beyond the specific 

law suit. 

interest. 

A transaction earlier in the saga is also of 

Hrensa-Pbrir began life as a peddlar, but.managed 

to become rich. His lowly origins probably meant that, like 

freedmen, he had no kin to rely on. The one relative of his 

we hear of is "Widefarer, a vagrant, loping from one end of the 

land to the other (reikanarmaCtr)'~, 1>6rir therefore took steps 

to improve his social position: 

11 Cleasby-Vigfusson, An Icelandic-English Dictionary, p. 24, "arfsal". 



One day Porir set off. from home and rode to Norclttmga, where 
he saw Amgrlmr godi and offered to stand foster-father to one 
of his children. 'I will take your son Helgi and give him 
the best deal I can; but in return I require your friendship 
and backing, so that I get ~ rights from people'. 
'As I see it' replied Arngrfmr, 'I shall hardly hold my head 
higher for this kind of fosterage'. . 
'Rather than lose the fostering of him', said ~6rir, 'I will 
give (~efa) the boy half my money. But you rust make things 
right or me, and bind yourself to do so, whoever I have to 
deal with'. Ch.2. 

But again, the transaction appears to have been in the form 

j 

ISO 

of a direct gift, nor does Hrensa-1>6'rir' s position seem to have 
. 

become subservient in any way, except perhaps in-so-far as a 

foster father was seen as socially inferior to the blood fattier 

of a child. 

In summary, these people involved in major transfers of 

property in return for support in a particular law suit, or 

in their legal dealings in general, include three freedmen, 

one nouveau riche farmer of lowly origin, one female and one 

free farmer of unknown origin. The transaction involving the 

female could be of quite a different character from the others 

and should probably be excluded from this discussion. In 

three of the remaining cases the transferees were goaar, in 

one the son of a goai, and in the fifth a. person who was not 

a godi. It seems possible to explain the pressure the freed-

men and the nouveau riche farmer felt to enter such agreements 

in terms of their lack of any other social group to give them 

support. They had no strong kin, and, since they owned and 

operated their. own farms, they were not members of anyone 

else's household~ They had therefore either to become rich 

enough to maintain a large household themselves, or find 

some other group which gave them the support kin and house-

holders gave others. That so~ar were most frequently turned 



to suggests their importance as a focus for a third major 

social group. The terms of ~heir agreement, in many cases 

possibly a full transfer of all the property of the person 

in trouble, may also be a further indication that goaar felt 

under very little legal obligation to support their 1>ingmenn, 

but preferred rather to see some personal benefit in the 

matter. If a person in trouble came from good family, the 

personal benefit could be in terms of the prestige and support 

the goai gained by associating with them. People without 

.family could only offer money. Cleasby-Vigfusson in the 

defini tion of ar"fs al give above (p. 178 ) concluded that this 

meant that arfsal was used as U a source of wealth and 

influence in an unfair way". A similar view of the motiva-

tions of goaar has been taken by Jesse Byock, who argued that 

lawsuits were used by go~ar as a fairly systematic source of 

wealth with which to set themselves apart from and above other 

farmers in Iceland. He concentrated particularly on those 

cases where a goai acquired land, which was the main basis 

of wealth, including these examples of arfsal and similar 

transactions 12 • However, I see support for the argument as 

fairly weak. Only three goaar were involved in these major 

transfers of property. In one of these, involving Hrensa-

~6rir, the goai was certainly not ~hown as taking an aggressive 

stance, but rather had to be coaxed by ~orir. Nor does he 

appear to have gained any control over the property during 

~6rir's lifetime. It is also perhaps to be seen as much more 

clearly an example of the social and economic role of 

fostering than of exploitation of law suits. This leaves 

12 Jesse Byock, Saga Iceland: Wealth, Class and Power, Manuscript, 
1979. See especially Ch.V, p.97-130, Ch.VII p.173·l74, p.184, 
Ch.VIII p.221-223, Appendix p.Z34-2S0. 

• 



only the cases involving Brodd-Helgi and Arnkell. Certainly 

they were both ready to benefit by helping others in their 
. 

legal disputes, but I do have difficulty in seeing in their 

actions a systematic attempt to collect wealth on their part, 

let alone by go~ar in general. The example of Atli and 

BQdvarr also shows that such transaction were,not the exclusive 

preserve of go~ar. 

There is also the practical point that a goai would often 

have found it very difficult to guarantee to protect a 

farmer living with perhaps only his family on a farmstead 

which, in Iceland, was almost always some distance from its 

neighbour. Also, it was to be expected that an enemy ,.,rould 

be less likely to encroach on property owned or held in trust 

by a gocH. Thus it could be argued that when a go~i who 

had been asked for support asked the person to move in with 

him and took over guardianship of his property, he was 

primarily concerned to provide the best possible situation in 

which to give the assistance requested, any benefit to him 

being a, no doubt welcome, bonus. 

The rules concerning arfsal in Gragas also suggest the 

notion that it was to be regarded as a contract for mutual 

benefit~ not as a one-sided transaction by which powerful 

people got richer. These are summarised by Finsen: 

Arfsal - An agreement whereby a person during his lifetime 
transfers to another, the supporter, (his inheritance, that is 
that which will eventually become the inheritance after him) 
his whole existing property or a part of it, in retum for 
being entertained for life by the supporter and after his death 
by his heir. From the supporters viewpoint the agreement is . 
called arftak, at taka arftaki, the person being supported is 
called omagi, arfsalsomagi. He should give up his household 
and take residence with tIle supporter. The nearest eventual 
heir of the person being supported could, .when he had not given 
consent to the agreement, annul it, if a law suit brought by him 
proved that the conditions were not fair, ja:fnrnreli, for instance 



that he was given 5 ¢re too ruch. It was further tmder penalty 
forbidden by arfsal to shirk maintenance of certain close kinsemen 
and so on. The supporters nearest eventual heir was, , .. hen he 
had not given his consent to the agreement, and ,men it was not 
jafnmre1i, not bound by it after the supporters death, and when 
it was til1>rots or til 1>rota, that is would lead to the 
supporter's complete destitution, he could annul it. Ia 
247-249, Ib 17, II85-87, 99, 100, 107, 128. 
(Finsen III p.585-6, own translation). 

Nor do I see in the catalogue of other suits in which 

go~ar gained financial benefit by taking on the prosecution 
(o\:'o\Je ll" \15) 

or defence for other people/much support for Byock's argument. 

In only four cases was there a prior agreement for payment, 

and in only two of these was the person a goai. In one of 

these no mention" of land or even of significant amounts of 

property is made; it is merely stated that the injured party 

gave the go~ gifts. 

benefit as much. 

It is also clear that non-goaar could 

Nor did go~ar seem to benefit in any unusual way from 

suits of their own which they prosecuted. In only one case 

did a go~i acquire any rights to land as a result of a suit, 

and he had to buy it (N4). This is matched by a case in 

which a non-goai acquired the right to buy the accused's land 

at half-price (NIl). 

Clearly, people could benefit substantially from a law 

suit, and sometimes took excessive sums from others in return 

for their aid. However, the benef~ts were not at all 

restricted to go~ar, nor is there evidence of any widespread 

systematic amassing of wealth in this manner. It appears 

merely as another example of occasional selfish use of the 

legal system'which sometimes bordered on abuse. 

Revenge Through Law Suits 

Law suits were also used in a petty and selfish manner 

, to get revenge for specific acts. Guomundr the Mighty was 

• 



slandered by Torkell hakr and P6rir Helgason, a goai. 
foster- Konalsson 

Guamundr's/brother Einarr/suggested that a good way to get 

revenge was to take up law suits against the pingmenn of 

~6rir Helgason; the money collected could then later be 

used to pay compensation for the killing of ~orkell hakr: 

Gldnumdr went home and began prying about for cases against 
1>6rir's lin~rm, for loose doings (legords sakir) and for 
riding 0 ot er men's horses, and whatever trumpery case he 
could pick up; and he took fines for every one ••• And now 
it became known to all that Porir was losing his reknown, 
because he could not maintain his {>ingmerm, and he got dishonour 
thereby. N16. See also Nl7 and NI8. 

·Certainly we can assume that Guamundr would not have been 

averse to casting a shadow on the power of a fellow goai to 

his own advantage, and as we have seen (above p.167) this was 

prob::ably a major effect of these suits, but a major 

motivation was also to get revenge for a specific action. 

Helgi Droplaugarson in Droplaugarsona saga also used 

law suits to get revenge. When he was a teenager he killed 

a man, a freedman of Helgi Asbjarnarson, a godi, who had 

slandered his mother. Helgi A~bjarnarson took up the matter, 

and compensation was paid, much to the resentment of Helgi 

Droplaugarson: "it seemed to him that the slander was still 

unavenged". He went to live with 'Porkell Geitisson who was 

a go~i and highly skilled in law. "Helgi learned about law 

dealing from {lorkell. Helgi took ·up law suits, especially 
, 

those against Helgi Asbjarnarson's followers (llingmenn)". 

(Droplaugarsona saga Ch.4). Helgi Droplaugarson seems to 

have been quite successful against Helgi Asbjarnarson, with 

two examples of their legal d~alings being given in detail 

(E7-E9), but when Helgi Droplaugarson finally committed a • 

crime himself, Helgi Asbjarnarsonwas quick to take advantage, 



have him outlawed and ultimately killed (ElO). 

In 5TH2 the sons of a man who was killed wished to bring 

a charge of manslaughter against his killer, but they were 

advised that he had been legally killed as an outlaw and 

therefore they had no case. The sons therefore assumed the 

prosecution of another suit, for wrongful grazing, against 

the killer and had him outlawed. 

In none of these three cases were the prosecutors doing 

anything illegal in pursuing their suits, but, as with the 

men' involved in power struggles, the immediate legal issue 

of the case was of minor importance to them. Primarily, 

they wished to hurt the Defender as much as and however they 

could. 

Reputation and Law Suits 

Both personal and family.reputations were at stake in 

law suits. We have already seen this in the use of law 

suits in power struggles. Go~ar especially could 

considerably increase their power if they were successful 

in their law suits. This was in part because it was 

important for them to be able to support their followers in 

court, but also because it enhanced their own personal 

prestige and honour. 

People would also become involved in law suits to protect 

family honour. Thus in Nl a 'woman sought the help of her 

son, arguing "I think you ought to be my shield and protection 

and thus prove yourself a member of a good family". In N2 

a man encouraged his brother'to take on a suit on behalf 

of an in-law arguing: "it would be regarded as downright • 

shameful if he and his kin did not lend their support to the 

suit hrought by their kinsman". And in many cases where god'ar 
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prosecuted for another, it is their family relationship with 

the injured party which is stressed, with little if any mention 

being made of their power and position in society (W3, W6, W28 

N9, N28. EIJ)' 

We see too that people could lose considerable social 

position and respect if they failed to get justice when they 

were wronged. Thus in Havardar saga Havarar became a broken 

old man because he no longer had the strength to get justice 

for the killing of his son.. In NIl, when new evidence 

was discovered concerning the killing of a man, his brother 

expressed an unwillingness to re-open the case. But the 

person urging him on said: "peace might prevail if matters 

had not been probed into. But now I shall make the truth 

known, and then this is likely to result in a greater dis-

grace for you Espihol people than ever before". It is thus 

evident that the important point was to get justice, not to 

win. Thus we are not shown people gaining great power and 

respect by unjustly winning suits, and we do see goaar turning 

down suits on justice grounds: in W8 Snorri refused to 

pursue the suit any further although ~6r6lfr was dissatisfied 

with the outcome, stating "I'm not staking my good name on 

'your malice and injustice"; in Wl3 two goCtar refused to 

pursue the suit for 1>erir because they did not believe the 

facts as.he stated them and felt there was little justice in 

his cause. 

Litigants Submit to the Law 

The large number of law suits which actually terminated 

in a judgement by the court suggests that parties were 

frequently content to allow legal procedure to take its 

natural course. 14 of the 40 non-manslaughter suits went 



to judgement, and 19 of the manslaughter (Tables VI and VII). 

This situation seems to have changed by the 12th centry: 
, 

'~udging by the sagas it was extremely rare in the twelfth 

century for a dispute to be finally settled by the judgement 

of a court".13 

In cases where the guilt of the accused. was clear, in 

particular in manslaughter suits, we also often see no attempt 

to exonerate him, even by goaar who supported him. Thus, 

in W3, a manslaughter suit prosecuted by Snorri goai, Arnke11 

goai helped the accused, his nephew, to go abroad before 

the court hearing and no defence was submitted in court. 

As Arnkell in other suits demonstrated himself quite able 

to deal with Snorri, his action here suggests a respect for 

the law which in ordinary circumstances meant he would not try 

to exonerate a killer. Similarly, in WS the supporters of 

a killer, one of them the son of a goai and perhaps a goai 

himself, helped him go abroad. The only action taken at the 

assembly was to persuade people not to attack the accused 

after the assembly when he would be an outlaw. And in El3 

one goai gave shelter and assistance to a killer, and another 

sent his goods abroad to secure them against confiscation, 

but no one appeared in court for him. In other cases 

supporters of an accused, although accepting his guilt, 

would try to mitigate the penalty of outlawry by offering 

compensation. Thus in Ell a goai offered to pay compensation 

for a killer, but the ,prosecution refused to accept it and 

insisted on outlawry. The defending goai made no attempt to 

resist this sentence, but rather sheltered the outlaw for a 

13 Gunnar Karlsson, "Goaar and HQfdingjar in ~dieva1 Iceland", ~ 
Book of the Viking Society, Vol XIX (1977), p.363. 



time, and then helped him go abroad. In Nl7 the goCti 

defender offered a settlemen~, although there is some 

suggestion that this was because he felt he had insufficient 

support, but the prosecutor refused and the accused was 

outlawed. Again, no attempt was made to resist the judge-

ment and the goai helped the outlaw go abroad. In N29 the 

19S 

goai father-in-law of a person who killed at the AI~ing arranged 

a settlement for the killing. In this case the killer 

himself showed some disrespect for the law, as he was quite 

displeased that anything had been paid. There are also 

examples of accused persons not supported by goaar or other 

powerful people accepting their guilt. In EI the accused 

went abroad before the trial and no defence was submitted at 

court. In EIO one of the accused people, a woman, went 

abroad before the trial and again there was no defence. In 

W22 the accused stayed away from court, but sent his wife's 

uncle's to attempt to arrange a settlement, although they 

failed to do so. Heusler appears to overlook these suits 

which went to judgement because guilt was accepted when he 

concludes:. "Bis zur Verurteilung kommt ein altisUindischer 

Prozess in der Regel da, wo auf dem Dinge niemand zur 

Verteidigung vorhanden ist oder wo die Klagerpartei die 

Verteidigung zu uberwaltigen verma~". (An old Icelandic law 

suit normally came to judgement when no-one was at the assembly 

for the defence or when the prosecutor prevailed over the 

defence by force)!4 

A respect for the law, and a willingness to have disputes 

decided in court, is also suggested in those suits in which a 
• 

defender defeated the prosecution with a legal defence. This 

14 Heusler, Strafrecht, p.I04 (own translation). 



occurred in E8, an action for manslaughter, where a 

counter-charge of adultery was brought against the dead 

person, which meant he had been legally killed as an outlaw 

(E9). A Manslaughter charge in N2 was similarly defeated 

by a charge of theft (N3). In W4 Snorri success~ully 

defended a charge of wounding with a counter-charge for 

assault. In W9 Arnkell had a manslaughter charge dismissed 

on the grounds that the dead person had assaulted the accused 

first. In WI the charge was dismissed on the basis of an 

oath that the accused was not guilty. 

Similarly, prosecutors were sometimes induced to abandon 

or not even start a prosecution because the evidence or the 

law was against them. Thus in STH27 the prosecutor was 

convinced by a legal expert (possibly the Lawspeaker) to 

abandon his suit because it had been incorrectly commenced. 

In Glsla saga Ch.29 the brother-in-law of a dead man was 

induced not to commence an action because the identity of the 

killers was not very certain. In Laxdcela saga Ch.2S the 

former owner of a dead man was convinced by legal experts that 

he did not have a good case and no prosecution was commenced: 

"Hrdtr was ill-contented with the result, -but there the matter 

rested". In Reykdrela saga Ch. 28 Vlga-Skuta failed to pursue 

a charge of plotting to kill against the former employer of 

the person who attempted to kill him because he claimed the 

offender had parted company with him on bad terms, citing as 

proof some property of his the offender had in his possession 

which the former employer claimed he stole. Vlga-Skuta felt 

he could not disprove this defence. 



Perhaps the most interesting example of a party to a 

law suit accepting the weight. of evidence is in NZ4 and NZ5. 

In N24 a person was falsely accused of a theft, but the 

prosecutor had planted evidence cleverly and the charge 

could not be disproved, although everyone believed the accused 

to be innocent. An uncle of the accused, a goai, refused to 

defend him, despite his innocence, in part because of the good 

evidence against him. The accused went abroad, where he came 

across the man who had planted the evidence. When he took 

him back to Iceland and presented him to his uncle, the goai 

was then prepared to support his cause in court, and he 

successfully prosecuted a charge for slander (NZ5). These 

suits demonstrate an exceptionally high degree of respect for 

evidence and due legal process. One would not normally expect 

a goai to stand by and see such an unjust decision; if any case 

were to justify the use of violence, surely this was itl 

Unfortunately, there are very strong reasons for suspecting 

that these law suits are quite unhistorical (see the Note 

following N26), and that therefore no conclusions can be dra'\Vll 

from them concerning attitudes to the law in the 10th century. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The law suits give considerable cause to doubt whether 

10th century Icelanders did have "Cl: dynamic veneration for 

law and order" (above p.1S6J. They were willing to resort 

to violence to get their way in a suit. People who could 

command the support of large numbers of men,especially goaar, 

were quite willing to use these men in their law suits to 

suggest that if they did not get their way in law, they wou~d 

use force instead. Goaar especially were also willing to 

use their position to gain advantage by manipulating the legal 



procedure. Nor did they always take part in law suits 

because they were interested .in the particular legal issue 

at stake. Their motives often involved a desire to 

establish or strengthen their own power and authority, to 

gain revenge on an opponent for some unrelated action, or 

to maintain family or personal honour. 

But in much of this there is also an implication of 

considerable respect for law. Family or personal reputation 

could be harmed if legal wrongs went unremedied. This 

,could hardly be the case if society did not consider it 

important to uphold the law. Power could be achieved 

through success in law suits, but again if people did not value 

the law they would attach little importance to this. 

Similarly, law suits could hardly have been a satisfying way 

of seeking revenge if your adversary considered the law of . 

little importance. 

It is also necessary to consider that in most societies 

matters are taken to court because relations between the 

parties have broken down and other remedies have failed or 

are considered too weak. Families, friends and neighbours 

will generally resort to much more informal methods of 

resolving disputes if at all possible. Thus it is generally 

the case that tempers are high and. that considerable self

restraint on the part of a litigant is required to permit the 

law to proceed as prescribed. In modern society we do not 

trust to such self restraint. We have a vast army of 

judicial officials to ensure that everything is done propetly, 

and that at least the form of justice is preserved. Where 
• 

this fails, we have a large police force who can put more 

direct pressure on litigants to behave. Of course, one of 



the virtues of a polic~ force is that its mere existence 

intimidates people into submission, and it needs to be 

used in only a minority of cases. 

10th century Iceland as portraye~ in the law suits 

was no exception to the rule that litigants were usually 

bitter enemies by the time a dispute had reached the stage 

of court action. But as pointed out above (p.160 ), the 

administration of justice and policing were not done by 

independent and neutral bodies since the goaar fulfilled 

almost all these functions. As they were also involved in 

a large proportion of the law suits as injured party, 

prosecutor, accused or defender, or as supporter of one of 

these, conflicts of interest were frequent. It could be 

argued that in the circumstances the law was upheld remarkably 

well. 

Of course, many of the examples of violence involve no 

goaar, and so we cannot excuse them as examples of a conflict 

of interest. : But they too can be argued to result in large 

part from the lack of officials. A prosecutor had to carry 

out most stages of a law suit himself, and could not rely 

on any neutral officials even to serve the summons. A 

Summons Server is not a popular person at the best of times, 

and if he is also the prosecutor, enemy of the accused, the 

possibility of serious conflict is obvious. 

The evidence for a lack of respect for the law is thus 

in part evidence instead for the imperfections of the Icelandic 

ommonwealth constitution. They chose to do away with Kings 

and Earls and other such autocratic rulers, and to rely instead 

on a large number of local officials, the goaar. These 



aberrations in legal matters are part of the price they paid 

for this freedom from central government. 

We must remember too that the Icelanders had a very 

highly. developed arbitration system, which was used to 

settle law suits before judgement, but which was also 

frequently put into operation before legal proceedings were 

commenced. Heus1er counted 104 cases which went to 

arbitration, compared with 111 law suits 1S • Thus, if the 

parties to a dispute were reasonable people and the facts 

fairly straightforward, there was little reason for a dispute 

to go to court. The overbearing, unjust person, willing 

to resort to any means in his power to get his own way, would 

thus be over-represented in law suits. A law suit was, and 

is really in any society, only another way of forcing an 

opponent to do as you wish using a coercion other than your 

own violent action. Heusler indeed regarded Icelandic law 

suits as stylised feudsl~ and another writer called them "only 

a thinly disguised trial of strength between plaintiff and 

de fendan ttl 1 7 • And in modern times the great exponent of non-

violence and a lawyer himself, Mahatma Gandhi, considered 

going to law "another form of the exhibition of brute force,,18. 

It should not therefore perhaps seem surprising that many 

people willing to ~se the coeroive force of the courts were 

also willing to use force of arms, or other abuses, when there 

was no authority to restrain them from doing so. 

15 Heus1er, Strafrecht, p.40 
16 Ibid, p.103 
17 Jacqueline Simpson, Everyday Life in the Viking Age, Carousel 1971, 
p.193 
18 Mahatma Gandhi, All ~n are Brothers, Unesco, 1958, p.139 
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We must also of course take into account possible 

exaggerations and distortions in the sources for literary 

effect and dramatic purpose. It has already been pointed 

out that this can readily happen with the numbers said to 

be involved in a dispute. It is also for example argued 

in WI that the Eyrbyggja account may incorrectly suggest 

\9+ 

that Snorri was involved, to provide a dramatically convenient 

starting point to the conflict between Snorri and Arnkell. 

The Landnamab6k account does no~ mention him at all. And 

we can probably fairly safely assume that the law suits 

which generated considerable conflict and involved much 

violence and disrespect for the law are over-represented 

in the sagas as they are the ones which people wanted to 

hear about. Law suits involving ordinary,· unambitious people 

which proceeded in an orderly fashion, without incident, 

were not memorable, and had little in them to inspire a 

good story. We probably have no way of knowing how many 

such cases there were in relation to those recorded in the 

Sagas, but it is probably more likely that those cases 

discussed above under the beading Litigants Submit to the Law 

represent the "normal" law suit than those in which violence 

was resorted to or large forces were gathered. The latter 

were the famous cases, involving the famous men of Icelandic 

history, to be discussed and shaped into stories on long 

winters' evenings around the fire. 



C HAP T E R 5 

INDIVIDUAL EQUALITY AND INDEPENDENCE 

IN PROSECUTING LAW SUITS 

• 



The law suits give little reason to believe that all 
owners 

adult free male farm / did not have equal legal rights to 

prosecute or defend their own law suits. 
/ ;I 

The rules of Gragas 

tend to support this view, although there is some ambiguity 

in the assembly participant rules which may suggest a certain 

level of wealth was necessary. 

It is, however, possible that non-farmers were not 

permitted to appear in court on their own behalf, and in most 

cases may not even have been primary prosecutors in their own 

affairs, entitled to choose who was to represent them in court 

(see Chapters 2 and J , Financial Qualifications} The 

·major class of society this would have excluded would have 

been employees. Whether tenant farmers were independent in 

legal matters cannot be deduced from the sagas. The Gr~g~s 

rules concerning assembly participants suggest that land-

owning was not an essential element in determining legal 

position, the number of live stock owned being just as important. 

This may not, however, have been an important consideration, 

as it is possible, even probable, that tenant farming was not 

widespread during the Saga Age, since it followed on from 

the Age of Settlements when land was plentiful. Occasional 

references to tenants in the 10th century, as for example in 

H~nsa Pbris saga, where Blund-Ketill is shown as having many 

tenants, could be anachronistic. 

Other people who may have been excluded by a rule that 

only farmers could appear in court were dependent relatives, 

vagrants without livelihood, peddlars and full time fishermen. 

In addition, slaves had few legal rights, and freedmen, even 

if they had their own farm, may have been excluded from court 



although entitled to choose their own representative. 

We have no firm figures for the population of Iceland 

during the Saga Age. "A plausible estimate is that some 

20,000 people came to Iceland in the age of settlement, and 

that the population thereafter rose to C 60,000".1 We do 

know that around about 1200 AD there were 4560 brendr in Iceland 
., , 

who had to pay assembly attendance dues (Is \~ndingabok Ch 10), 

which if the population was 60,000, represented approximately 

lS\ of the male population, perhaps. 30\ of the male population 

over 16. We do not know how many free farmers there were 

who did not have to pay assembly participant dues, i.e. those 

who owned less than a cow, the value of a cow, a net or a boat 

for each member of their household, plus all the necessary 

household goods (above p. 66 ). 

Non-farmers who were nevertheless financially independent, 

. and foreigners, did appear in court on their own behalf 

(above p.113-4) and thus must be regarded as exceptions to any 

rule that a litigant had to be a farm owner. 

Women were more restricted in their legal rights than men. 

We learn from the law suits that prior to 990 AD women could 

prosecute manslaughter suits, and thus, although the sagas are 

not explicit on this point, they could probably prosecute any 

suit. This right may, however, have been restricted to widows 

and unmarried women, as this would appear to be the situation 
, , 

in Gragas. If so, it is obvious that a considerably smaller 

percentage of women had independent control over their legal 

actions than men, although married women would have had, through 

their husbands, equal access to court. 

i PG.Foote and D M Wilson, The Viking Achievement, p 53. 



Thus at least 30\ of the adult male population, perhaps 

considerably more if all farmers are included regardless of 

wealth, plus a considerably smaller percentage of women, were 

legally entitled to appear in court on their own behalf. 

In addition, the availability of a simple procedure to transfer 

the prosecution or defence of court actions to others, a 

procedure which both the law suit and Gragas agree existed, 

ensured that those small number of people who were entitled 

to determine the progress of their own law suit but not to 

appear in court stood on close to equal footing with the 

farmers, although lacking independence. The right to transfer 

both prosecution and defence, and the corollary right not 

to attend court himself, also gave free farmers greater freedom 

of action in their law suits. If they were not inclined to 

go to court, did not have the time the money, or wished 

to go abroad, they were nevertheless still entitled to have 

their case presented in court~ by a peTson of their own choosing 

(see above p. 88f. p.13.2f).ln this respect they would in many 

suits have had greater freedom of action than a member of a 

modern Western society. 

\9& 

We ar~howeve~ left with quite a large proportion of the 

populatio~including most notably all employees, but also most women, 

children, the elderly and other dependents, who were possibly 

without independent control over their own court actions. 

They were not denied access to court by any means; they had 

equal rights in the same courts as the free farmers, but they 

may have been dependent on others both to pursue their actions 

for them, and to take the initiative in pursuing them. Nor 

is there much evidence that any group or individuals in society 



had any legal duty to act for such people, although there is 

evidence for strong social obligations, particularly on the 

part of the householder as employer, parent or guardian. 

However, as already pointed out (above ~ 117 ) the 

restrictions on non-farmers appearing in court may have 

been, practical rather than ,legal. They 

had the problems suggested on p. 117 of paying for a trip 

to the assembly, and would also have had to face up to the 

legal abuses outlined in Chapter 4. These are difficulties 

which had to be faced both by non-farmers and by weaker 

farmers, particularly those with no employees to look after 

the farm while they were away and to provide support. The 

practical difficulties appear to have been particularly severe 

for women as there is only one suit in which they either 

prosecuted or defen.ded, WlO, as a resul t of which women w'ere 

banned from ever prosecuting a manslaughter suit again. 

For all these people the legal right to appear on their own 

behalf in any court against any person would in many cases 

have been illusory unless they had support. 

The support they needed was not provided by the state. 

There are no public prosecutors evident in the ~agas, and only 

the meagre advise of the Lawspeakers for private litigants to 

rely on (above p. 52 and p~OJ-6 ); nor was a public police force 

present to help a litigant against a more powerful opponent. 

In short, the Icelanders completely lacked any public system 

to ensure that wrongdoers were brought to justice. A contrast 

to this can be found in the Surety System of the Anglo-Saxon 

laws, discussed with regard to householders (above p~OO-2). 

In the later Anglo-Saxon period the laws required every person 



to have a. sU'l.'ety wno wa:s obl.:I,ged to bri~g h~Il\ to justi.ce. 

If the surety failed in his duty he could be held liable 

himself. (III Edgar 6). 

Also, in Canute's laws every freeman was given the 

obligation to join a tithing (II Canute 20), whose obligations 

included the pursuit and bringing to justice of criminals, 

especially thieves (VI !Ethels tan 4,8; I Edgar 2). 

These laws resulted from the notion that one of the King's 

primary obligations was to keep peace among his subjects: 

in their awareness of their responsibility for the peace of 
their realm, C:the Anglo-Saxon Kings] went to remarkable 
lengths to organise the fight against crime and the resolution 
of local disputes. 2 

This peace for which the Anglo-Saxon King was responsible 

was "the public peace" (see e.g. V .lEthelston, Preamble, 

I IEthelred, Preamble)3, the breach of which became in effect 

a crime against the King, a notion reflected in the fines for 

insubordination to the King (I Edward 1 s 1, 2 s.l; II Edward 

1 s.3, 2,7; I IEthelstan 5; II lEthelstan 20, 22s..1, 25; IV 

113 thels ton 7; V /Ethels tan 1 s.2, s.3; VI IE thels tan 7, 85,,4; 

IV 113thel red 6, I I Canute 29, s .1) • A similar concept existed 

in the earlier Lombard Kingdom: 

The theoretical justification for royal control of the judicial 
system may well have developed from the combination of U'l'O 
concepts: the idea that every man's person and property 
constituted a special domain protected by a peace which it was 
an offence to violate, and the attitude that the Kingdom was in . 
effect the personal domain of the King and as such it was protected 
by a peace the violation of which was an offence against the 
royal power. '+ 

2 Patrick Wonnald, "Ethelred the Lawmaker", B.A.R.British Series 59, 
1978, p.69. 

3 For further examples see the entries tmder "fri~' in the index of F L 
Attenborough" The Laws of the Earliest English Kings p.229 and of 
A J Robertson, The Laws of the Kings of England from Ednttmd to 
Henry I, p.392. 

~ K F Drew, The Lombard Laws, Introduction p.2S. 
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In Iceland, on the other hand, the noti~n of public 

peace, or crime against society does not seem to have existed. 

Breaches of the law were against the individual (or sometimes 

his family as in the case of manslaughter or seduction), and 

thus it was largely the concern of the individual whether or 

not legal proceedings were taken. This emphasis on the role 

of the individual can be seen in part as a result of the 

'-0\ 

lack of strong state authority, but of course conversely the 

lack of a strong state can be seen as a result of the Icelanders 

emphasis on the individual ("the l.aw regulating social 

conditions is not merely an external superstructure, but as to 

social facts is both an influence and a consequence"S). 

A-c6nsideration'of some a~pects of the settlement and 

early history of Iceland shows how this concern for the 

individual could have arisen. 
, ~ 

The Landnamabok accounts suggest that most of the Icelandic 

settlers were Norwegian, although some came via the Northern or 

Western Isles, bringing from there and Ireland some Celtic 

slaves, the occasional Celtic spouse, and some Celtic blood in 

their veins. 6 We are also sometimes given a reason why the 

people left Norway, the most common one being conflict with 

King Haraldr Fine-Hair due to his allegedly excessive claims 

to power and authority_7 Many of these are said to be of very 

5 ,Sir Paul.Vinogradoff, Villainage in England, p.l27 
6 see Johannesson, History, opcit p.15-21 
7 For ex~le Skalla-Grlmr Kveld-Ulfsson, Sturtubok Ch.29; Ketil Trout, 

Sturlubok Ch.344, Hallvarar Sigandi, Sturlub6k Ch.l44; Qnundr Treefoot, 
$turll!b6k Ch.16l; B~lki, Sturlubok Ch.166; Hella-BjQrn, S~, Ch.156; 
HeITQd5sons, SturltJbok Ch.159; Eyvindr1>orsteinsson, Sturlubok Ch.267 , 
and his nephew Ch.268; Hasteinn Atlason, Sturlubok Ch.371; Asger<lr and 
her brother 1>orol~r, Sturlubols Ch. 341; 'Prandr the Fast-Sailing, SJurlubol< 
01.229 and 378; 1'orsteinn Asgrimsson, SturlubOk 01.356; Flosi, Stur1ubQk 
01.359; Ann Red-Cloak, s.turlub6k Ch.135; Keti11 Flat Nose's family: 
Helgi Bjola , Sturlubok Ch.14, Bjqrn the Easterner, Sturlubok 01.13 and 
84, AU<:r the Deepminded, Sturlubok Ch.95~ 1>6r61fr Most~r Beard, 
Sturlubok.01.8S; Qm, S..:rnrlubo!s. Ch.134; Dyri, SturlubQk 01.139; 9rlygr 
BQC1Varsson, Sturlubok Ch.lS5; Alfr of Agclir, Sturlub6k Ch.392; Ge~nnundr 
heljarskinn, Sturlubo~ Ch.112, 113, 115. 



high birth, some earls or sons of earls, hersir and landed 

men of the king, and even the occasional local king. These 

claims to exalted ancestry are not generally credited too 

highly by scholars, but they do in fact make a great deal 

of sense. If King Haraldr Fine-Hair did impose a greater 

unity on Norway than had ever existed before, and this seems 

a generally accepted fact, it is precisely the highest born 

who would suffer most, losing power and prestige in their 

territory, oft~n through force imposed by the king or his 

agents. And for many, who saw the futility of fighting, 

or had already fought and lost (for example at Hafrsfj~r~r), 

would not the s tory of a new, stll.l very empty, 

land lead them to consider trying a new life, out of reach 

of the king? 

Of several other settlers we are told that they were 

outlawed in Norway, or otherwise made unwelcome for their 

misbehaviour. 8 For them too the new land would have been 

a welcome retreat from their problems. 

These factors certainly account for only some of the 

settlers - perhaps 10\ - and are not sufficient to explain 

the great popularity of emigration to Iceland. Overpopulation 

in Norway must also be taken into account. It is not 

necessarily meant by overpopulation that Norway could no 

longer support its population, but rather that all the land 

had been claimed and settled. There was no new land for 

younger sons to claim, no empty corners for outlaws and 

e Sons of Valli the Stron$, Sturlubok. Ch. 72; lorvaldr and his son 
Eir{Isr the Red, Sturlubok 01.89; 'PorbjQrn Bitra, Sturlub6k Ch.165; 
1>onroar the Strong, Sturlubok Ch.21S; Gunn61fr the Old, S±YxlubQ~ 
01..216; Skagi Skoptason, Sturlubbk Ch. 236; MJlda-Gn~r, Sturlubok 
01..329; Ozurr the White, Stur1ub6k 01..376. c. 



political refugees to escape to. Their alternatives were 

thus to go viking or find a new land to settle in - some, 

perhaps many, did both, like Fur-Bj~rn who 

used to go trading in Novgorod. When Bjorn got tired of 
trading voyages, he went to Iceland and took possession of 
M[dfjorJr and Lfnakradalr. (Sturlub6k Ch.174) • .. 

or Ann Red-Cloak who 

fell out with King Haraldr Fine.a.Hair. That's why he left 
NoIWaY and set out on a viking expedition to the British Isles. 
He raided in Ireland and there he married/Gr~lo~ Earl Bjartmarr's 
daughter. They went to Iceland (Sturlubok Ch.l3S). 

A prologue to one of the manuscripts of Landn~mab6k 

tends to support the conclusion that the s~ttlers of Iceland 

were not those considered of the best character by Norwegians 

and other foreigners, even though it is protesting for the 

opposite conclusion: 

People often say that writing about the settlements is 
irrelevant learning, but we think we can better meet the 
cri ticism of foreigners when they accuse us of being 
descended from slaves or scoundrels, if we know for 
certain the truth about our ancestry. 9 

No doubt people who opposed King Haraldr would have been 
, 

considered by many of his loyal subjects, and subjects of 

later Norwegian kings, as much scoundrels as persons outlawed 

for manslaughter, especially since their conflict often got 

them involved with killings. Since our sources were written 

by Icelanders, it is rarely suggested that Icelanders were 

anything but heartily welcomed and treated with great respect 

in Norway, with the exception of specific individuals like 

Egill Skalagr{msson, who had difficult ancestry to live down 

and was himself a very troublesome· individual. But there is 

at least one suggestion that there was a more general ill-feeling 
• 
9 ' , Hennann Pulsson & Paul Edwards, translators, Landnamabok, 

introduction p.6. 



against Icelanders as a group. This is in V!ga-G1tims saga, 

when G1~mr's father Eyj01fr visited Norway, having been 

taken there by a merchant who stayed with his family in 

Iceland. Eyjb1fr was most anxious to go to his friend's 

house, but the merchant obj.ected on the grounds that his 

brother, ivarr, disliked Icelanders. Ivarr's comments 

when Eyjo1fr did show up at the house include "there will 

be some mishap on this estate if an Icelander is to stay 

here" and "it was an evil day that you went to Iceland if 

on. that account we are to wait on Icelanders or else forego 

our kinsmen and friends. Andr can't understand why you 

like to consort with the wors t of peopl e'~ • 10 

I believe we are thus safe in assuming that a significant 

portion of the settlers of Iceland were strong individualists, 

people who were not willing to submit to a king they sa,,, as 

too powerful or infringing too many ancient rights, or who 

were not afraid to stick up for themselves and thus committed 

acts which made them subject to outlawry, people with a 

"love of independence".11 Those who left because of conflict 

with Hara1dr would also no doubt have had a high degree of 

political awareness, and definite ideas as to how a society 

should be organised. They would also likely not have been 

afraid to voice their views and would thus have stimulated 

political thought and discussion • 

• 

10 V!ga-G1ums saga, edited by G. Turville~Petre, 2nd edition, Oxford 1960 
p.3-4; translated by Lee M Hollander, !Wayne Publishers, 1972, p.2l 
and 23. 

11 Foote and Wilson, The Viking Achievement, p.58. 



Intolerant of a mon~rchic~l system1 f~ercelyindependent, 
well-born families came 'to Iceland and settled as an 
intransigent, highly self-conscious group.12 

Our sources also seem to suggest that the Icelandic 

settlers at no time considered that they were setting up a 

, colony of Norway, to be subject to the Norweg~an King. The 

concept of a politically united Norway was of course, quite 

new, Haraldr Fine-Hair being the first king to attempt 

unification, and thus there was no real reason why the early 

settlers, even those who had no quarrel with ',Haraldr, should 

105 

have thought of Iceland as part of a Norwegian state. Haraldr,. 

however, soon made it clear that his aspirations for power 

were not limited to mainland Norway, but rather extended to all 

lands inhabited by Norwegians. This interest was inspired 

in part by the need to defend Norway, as the inhabitants of 

the Shetlands, Orkneys, Hebrid~s and Isle of Man allegedly 

conducted viking r~ids in Norway during the summer. Haraldr 

therefore undertook an expedition to the Islands, subduing 

them, and appointing an earl, dver the Orkneys and Shetlands. 

The Hebrides did not, however, remain subdued, and Haraldr 

sent another expedition headed by Ketill Flat Nose to put them 

in order in his name. Once in control, however, Ketill 

apparently decided he preferred not to be subject to Haraldr, 

and did not send the agreed tribute. 

were no longer welcome in Norway.13 

As a result his family 

His children, Bjorn the 
(. 

12 John E Van der Westhuizen, "Some Contradictions in the Principles 
of Icelandic Social Organisation", Second International Saga 
Conference, 1973, unpublished proceedings, p.'. 

13' Heimskringla, Haralds Saga Harfagra, chapter 22, translated by 
Lee M Hollander, The American-Scandinavian Foundation 1964, p. 77 • 
Landnamabok, Sturlubok 01.13; Palsson and Edwards, p.22-23, 
Benedikkssen p. SO. Eyrbyggja Saga Ch.l, Palsson and Edwards 
p.3S-6. 



Easterner, Helgi Bjolan, Auctr the Deepminded and 13orunn, who 

married Helgi the Lean, were among the early settlers of 

Iceland, although Ketill himielf seems to have stay~d in 

the British Isles. 

. Haraldr is also reputed to have attempted to subject 

Iceland, although perhaps in a rather half-hearted way: 

Uni, son of GarClarr who discovered Iceland, went to Iceland 
at the suggestion of King Haraldr Fine-Hair with the intention 
of conquering the land. The King had promised to make him 
his earl • • , When people realised what he wanted, they 
grew hostile and would not sell him livestock and other 
necessities. (Landnamabok, Sturlubok Ch.284). 

Curiously, Uni is in other versions of this passage called a 

Dane, and in Hauksb6k his father is said to have been a Swede, 

with an estate in Seeland~l~ The attempt was, at any rate 

unsuccessful, and there is no record of any other attempt 

by Haraldr to subject Iceland, although he did institute a 

tax on all people travelling to Iceland. 
, , 

(Islendingabok Ch.l) 

There is also one account of him settling a dispute among 

settlers and thereby making a law for Iceland: 
,-,. 

The men that came out later (to the eC'st fj .ords) thought that 
they that had first come out had taken in s«ttlement too much 
land, But King Haraldr Fine-Hair made peace between them on 
these terms, that no man should take in settlement IOOre land 
than he and his shipn:!ates could carry fire around in one day. 
(Landnamabok, Hauksbok Ch.294). 

I I The east fjords are, however, said by Landnamabok to have 
; 

been "The first to be fully .settled" J (Sturlubok Ch. 263), so 

that this incident could have taken place early in the settle

ment period, before people had really recognised the full 

extent of Haraldr' s aspiratio~s. . It is also significant that 

it was in the east fjords that Uni attempted to settle and assert 

Haraldr's claims, but was forced to move 'on when his in ten tions 

became known. 
I 

14 Benediktsson, Landnamabok, p.299, note 6 



If not as an appendage of Norway, how then did the 

early Icelanders define their political status? As already 

pointed out, those who left Norway for political reasons 

must surely have had some ideas on the subject, and many 

must have been well enough travelled to realise that enduring 

peaceful settlement without law and government was difficult 

to achieve. There seems to be no evidence that anyone ever 

claimed a title as king or earl. There were some among the 

settlers with a sufficiently royal ancestry to be king, but 

it is evident from Heimskringla that more than just blood was 

necessary to make a king~ He had either to be elected, or to 

command a sufficient army to assert his claim forcefully -

usually both in fact. That no one apparently asserted a 

claim to the title would tend to suggest that there was little 

enthusiasm among the settlers for the idea. As an earl 

required a king to create this title, the existence of one 

would have suggested an assertion of authority by a foreign 

king. That none existed is thus·confirmation that early 

Iceland remained independent of all kings, Norwegian or othcr-

wise, 

Some settlers certainly assumed ve~y positive roles in 

their areas. At least two set up local assemblies where 

-t; " , .- " ".. courts were held, rorolfr Mostur Beard at Porsnes , ~nd rorsteinn 

Ingolfsson at Kjalarnes " , (Landnamabok, Sturlubok Ch.9). -«,If " t'orolfr 

was said to have been a great hQfc1'ingi (chieftain) in Norway, 

with a large estate and a temple. He seems to have atternpte.d 
\ 

to set himself up in a similar manner in Iceland. The court, 
• however, is said to have been set up "with the approval of all 

the people in the neighbourhood", so that any power he did wield 



beyond the bounds of his estate could be said to have 

been fairly limited (Landn~mabo'k, Sturlub~k Ch.SS). "t>orsteinn. 

was the son of the first settler in Iceland, Ingolfr, who 

laid claim to a large tract of land, the settlement of which 

he was then able to control. The setting up of an assembly 

by~orsteinn suggests that the family continued to assume 

some sort of authority in the area claimed by Ingolfr. 

There were several other settlers who like Ingolfr claimed 
. 

large tracts of land and then gave it away in small pieces to 

later settlers, but there is no evidence that any others 

personally established assemblies. However, descendants of 

most of such settlers were later to exercise political power 

as go~ar, which would suggest that these settlers were regarded 

as leaders in their area from the beginning. These include 

Skalla-Gr{mr in the west, whose son Egill and grandson 

~orsteinn held a go~or~ (Egils saga Ch.Sl); Auar the Deep 

Minded, also in the \'lest, whose great-grandson "'Porch gellir 

was involved in major constitutional reforms in the 960'5 
, , 

(Islendingabok Ch.S) and whose great-great-grandson, the 

son of~or~ gellir, EyjOlfr the Gre~was a goai (~lk~fra 

1?~ttr Ch.l); Helgi the Lean in the North, whose son IngjaIdr 

and his descendants held a go~ora, (V!ga-Gltimssaga.Ch.I,5) as 

did other descendants of HeIgi, incl'uding 1?orir Helgason 

(Ljosvetninga s.aga Ch.S(lJ», 'a great-great-grandson, and another 

great-great-grandson, Guamundr the Mighty, who was descended 

through a daughter of Helgi, who married Auaun rotinn, who 
\ 

was given land by Helgi (Ofeigs ~attr); KetiII Trout, whose 
, , 

son Hrafn was the first Iawspeaker in the 930's (Islendingabdk 

Ch.3) and father of S~bj~rn goch (Landn~mab6k, SturIub6k Ch.344). 



, , 
All these people were included i.n the li.sts in Landnama.bok 

of the most important settlers Clisuksb6k Ch. 354). Mother 

of the leading settlers wa's Geirmundr Hell-Skin who had a 

very distinguished royal ancestry and had been a Sea-King 

himself, settling in Iceland in his old age, He decided 

that his first land claim was too small "because he ran a 

splendid farm and had a large number of men wi.th himl including 

eighty freedmen", So he claimed more land in the north-
'" , west, and set up four farms run by slaves (Landnamabok, 

, 
Sturlubok Ch.ll2 and 113), It is not, however, suggested 

that he attempted to e~tend his authority'beyond the lands 

'he claimed as his personal property. 

That local organisation was often weak or non-existent 

during the settlement period is suggested by the several 

examples of people being forcefully evicted from their land 

, ,- by newcomers, One of these incidents even took place in 

what might be considered the territory oflorol£r Mostur-

Beard. A woman named Geirri~ settled a piece of land l 

but when her son ~6r6lfr Twist-Foot joined her a few years 

later he thought her lands too small, so he challenged 

~lfarr the Champion to a duel for his lands and won l Ulfarr 

being killed. "6l£arr chose to die rather than let himself 

be bull ied by 156rolfr" (Eyrbyggj a saga Ch. 8) , There is no 

suggestion of any local authority dlfarr could appeal to for 

help~ Two other e~amples from this part of the country include 

Grimkell who "lived at Saxahvall and drove Saxi, son of 
" . Alfarinn Valason away from there. After that, Saxi farmed 

at Hraun near Saxahvall" (Landnamabok, Sturlub6k Ch.76), 
'" , and Ormr the Slender who "drove away Olafr Belgr, took 

possession of the Old Creek between Enni and H2fai and lived 

at Froaa (Landnamabok, Sturlubok Ch.79). 
, ~ 

Clafr moved further 



north, not too far from the home of Auar the Deep Minded, 

and tried again, but again w~s driven out by'j6~rekr and 

his men (Landnimab6k, Sturlub6k Ch.ll8). Hts third settle-

ment seems to have been more permanent! Similar incidents 
" , took place in the North and the South (Landnamabok, Sturlubok 

Ch.247, 251, 326, 389). There is only one example of any 

initiative being taken to dissuade a person from such an 

action: Crow-Hreiaarr 

said he would ask for 'fiar .3 guidance on where to settle, and 
that if it was settled there already, he was ready to fiih.t for 
the land ••• e [lIe spends the winter with Havard'r the Heroiil. 
In the spring Havar~r asked him what he planned to do. Hreiaarr 
said he was going to fight Sremundr for land, but Havarar 
discouraged him saying that sort of thllfg/4always turned out 
badly, and recommended him to ask the advice of Eir!kr of 
Guddalir. "He's the wisest man in the district", he said. 
Hreidarr did as Havarar suggested, and saw Eir!kr, who was 
against any fighting and said it was absurd for men to quarrel 
when the land was so thinly populated. (Landnamabok, 
Sturlubbk Ch.197). 

~ -Instead he persuaded Hreiaarr to take another piece of land. 

Thus, for the first sixty years of Iceland's history; 

the political and legal organisation was very weak, whatever 

?..to 

did exist being very localised. Perhaps the most significant 

point for our purpose is that no one (except King Haraldr) 

seems to have attempted to acquire control. The free settlers 

seem to have been content on the whole to leave one another 

each to their own devices - in other words there was little 

restriction on the theoretical equality and independence of 

individual f~rmers. Perhaps this can be attributed to the time 

and energy necessary to establish oneself on virgin land in a 

not over-rich country. Or it could be argued that there 

was a sufficient suspicion of a concentration of power, aroused 

by the example of King Haraldr Fine~Hair, that the high born 

and powerful settlers refrained from asserting strong authority, 

considering that a high degree of individual equality and 



All 

independence was the best protection of their own freedom. 

By 930 they did, however,·feel the need for a single 

set of laws for Iceland. The historical accounts do not 

say why. Partly of course it was simply because they were 

used to regional codes of law in Norway, but this does not 

explain the single code for Iceland. In part this may have 

been a protection against the assertion by strong individuals 

of local power based on their own law codes, or worse still, 

no code at all; 

No Worse foe than a despot hath a state 
tmder whom, first, can be no written laws, 
But one rules keeping in his private hands 
The Law: so is equality no more. 
But when the laws· are written then the weak 
And wealthy have alike but equal right. 15 

It can thus be seen that there were major historical 

reasons for the high degree of legal equality and independence 

among free farmers,and perhaps all free men, which is evident 

in the laws concerning litigants. However, the same factors 

which motivated the provision of equality also led to weak 

central authority, a strong individualism which was bound to 

, lead to trouble when interests clashed, and few legal 

obligations on individuals to help others in legal matters, 

obligations which could perhaps have been 'seen as encroaching 

on individual liberty; 

• 
15 Euripedes, Supp1ices, Robert J Bonn,er, Lawyers and Litigants in 

Ancient Athens, Chicago 1969, reprint of 1927 ean, p.31 
• 



The absence of a state meant that the law had behind it no 
p itive sanctions, so that in spite of the seeming democracy 
the individual's rights were no·t guaranteed, although they 
were recognised. • • the individual is invested with an 
exaggerated sense of self-importance, "hich often leads to 
behaviour which shows an aggressively expressive self~ 
awareness • • • it is usually stated with pride that there 
was no king to oppress his subjects, but, paradoxically, 
because of the system there were powerful men who played the 
tyrant in their own districts;16 . 

Thus it could b~ ~rgued th~t the very provlslon of 

independence for the individual frustrated many in the 

assertion of their independence because of the abuse of it 

by a few. 

Of course, it would be wrong to picture the individual 

as totally isolated in society, nor do the law suits show him 

as such: 

In no degree of society do men stand isolated, and a description 
of individual status alon.e would be thoroughly incomplete, ~n 
stand arranged in groups for economical and political co-opera tion~ 17 

We see individuals relying on three different social/ 

politicaljeconomic groups for aid in their law suits, kin, 

go~or~18 and household, arfsal being a fourth affiliation of 

minor importance. The legal obligation of these. group~ or 

even of the leaders of the group, to support and assist the 

members of their group in legal matters do not, however, seem to 

have been strong. The role of kin ca~ for example, be contrasted 

with the position in early Irish Celtic society as depicted by 

Nora Chadwick: 

16 Westhuizen, op. cit, p.3~4 

17 Vinogradoff, Villainage, p.223 

18 The tenn goctorc1 is usually used to. refer to the power and authority . 
of a ghd£~ but Richard Cleasby and Gudbrand Vigfusson in An Icelandic
Englis lctionary, p.208 imply it can also be used to refer to the 
conununity or group of which the ~ was head. The tenn is used in 
this sense both here and below ~ 



the individual counted for little in law. It was the kinship 
group which was u1 tilnately responsible for the actions of its 
individual members. This was .the basis of the stability of 
ancient Irish society • •• [the freeman) was obliged to take 
his share of responsibility for any fines payable by any member 
of the 'kindred'. There was no personal payment. The 
'kindred' stood or fell together. In this way they were 
responsible for one another and would obviously keep a close 
eye on one another's doings,19 . 

We see in Baugatal the remnants of such a system of 

strong kinship groupings, According to this section of 

Gr~gas (Finsen Ia p,l93 .. 207, Ch.l13). c~mpensation in legal 

disputes was payable both to and by several degrees of kinship. 

Obyiously such a system would lead to. great interest by all 

members of the kin' in the affairs of all others because of the 

financial implication, The law suits do not show kin being 

eager to this extent to get involved, nor is this ever cited 

as the reason for their involvement, but relatives were one 

of the most important sources of help and backing, It helped 

even if your go~i was kin, and many of the responsibilities 

of householders were based on kinship. The importance of a 

large and strong kin is also evident in the difficulties 

encountered by those who did not have one, particularly freedmen 

and the noveau riche, These we have seen as sometimes pressed. 

t9 pay a very high price for the kind of support which might 

normally be expected from a family (above p,176-8J). That the 

family was not always sufficient·.to gl;larantee the rights of 

individuals may be due again to the paradox that the Icelandic 

settlers fiercely protected their rights as individuals. The 

situation of Celtic Ireland as depicted by Chadwick obviously 

would not have fitted their independent notions, and they would 

thus not have encouraged this sort of strong family grouping. • 

19 Nora Chadwick, The Celts, p.lI3 .. ll4 



The other difficulty was that Iceland was a young, newly 

settled country, made up'of isolated farms. Many settlers 

arrived with only their immediate family, and brothers some

times settled hundreds of miles apart. As sons reached adult

hood they moved away to their own farms,' All these. features 

of the settlement meant that few people had a large kinship 

group near them, certainly nothing like a clan to turn out 

in force when necessary; to support them. 

Possibly it was partially in recognition of this fact, 

perhaps even un'consciously, that the goc1ord 'were set up, 

the goal and his ~ingmen~epresen~ing a sort of clan, there 

being 36 in all for the whole country. Gunnarr Karlsson 

has concluded from a study of ~agas about the twelfth centry: 

that every ordinary farmer was closely dependent upon his goal. 
The main duties of the goa-ar in their home districts were to 
keep law and order, to protect their district against robbers 
and to protect their indiVidua1lin~enn if they got into 
trouble. If a farmer claimed at e had been wronged in 
some way the usual thing for him to do was to go to the gidi and 
ask him to take over his case. The godar b were not legal y 
obliged to do this, as far as we can see, ut it was obviously 
a point of honour for them to be able to help their 1>ingmenn in 
this way. 20 

The law suits from the 10th century do provide evidence for 

all these features of the activities of go&ar. Eyrbyggja 

saga in particular provides examples of Snorri goat acting 

in all these capacities. However, the lack of a legal duty 

to help ~ingmenn appears to have been a rather more serious 

limitation on their usefulness t01ingmenn in the 10th century 

than Karlsson suggests· it was in the 12th. Lj6svetninga 

saga (see N16) and Vapnf~ainga saga (Ch.ll) both suggest the 

general principle that goaar could retain their power only so 

long as they retained the support of their ~ingmenn by giving 

20 Qmnarr Karlsson, "Godar and Hofdingjar in ~dieva1 Iceland", Saga
Book of the Viking SOCIety, xl X, 1977, p.362 
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them help in their disputes, but individual examples suggest 

goctar did not on the whole feel ·a strong duty to help their 

1?ingrnenn (above p.110 ) and quite often we. see that kinship 

or material gain were necessary inducements to gain the support 

of a goJi (above p. 111). 

The lack of obligation to lingmenn is also shown in cases 

involving disputes between people in the same goCiorct. Karlsson 

found "hardly any examples of quarrels between two "Pingrnenn of 

the same godor~'21 but the involvement of goaar against their 

ow~ ~ingrnenn is not infrequent in the law suits from the 10th 

century. In Nl9 Guctmundr was probably the. goct! of both parties, 

in WZI the accused and defender was probably the go~iof the 

prosecutor, the suits in the latter part of GI~Jna, N9~Nll, 

could well have involved Glumr: against his own1?ingmenn, as 

the Esphoolingar to whom his opponents turned for help did not 

hold a goJord; in we Snorri godi acted for the injured party 

who was suing his father, a go~i, and very likely godi of his 

father; in NIS the joint holders of a goaor~ were involved 

in a suit against one another, sons vs father. 

Karlsson considered briefly the question of whether his 

conclusions, that "ordinary farmers were quite dependent on 

their goch for protection" and that "goctar seem to have had 

their own areas of influence, within which everyone had to 

respect their will", were applicable to the early centuries 

as well as the twelfth. He stated: 

... -----------------------------------------------------------
21 ~rlsson, "Goctar and HQfdingj ar", p.362 
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It is perhaps quite as likely that the petty struggles described 
in the earliest sagas of Sturlunga saga had been going on 
constantly for centuries, and in fact they are very similar to 
the disputes most Islendingasogur describe and attribute to the 
Saga Age. I see therefore no reason why this general picture 
of the relationship between gocrar and farmers could not 
apply to the preceding centurIeS as well. In any case J if we 
disregard lslendingasogur, we have no earlier evidence about 
these matters. 22 ' 

, .. 
If, however, we do consider the Islendingasogur from which 

my law suits come, and which Karlsson rejects, the situation 

does appear to be somewhat different. Godar did play a 

disproportionate part in law suits· (above p. 111 ) and 

ordinary farmers did frequently require the support of others 

in their law suits, largely because of the abusive practices 

outlined in Chapter 4 above, :'But godar seldom acted for 

people because they were their1:>ingmenn and frequently it 
.-

~.\b 

wasn't even pointed out that they were goaar (above p.102,185-6). 

Ordinary farmers often sought help from influential kin or 

friends who were not go~ar, rather than from their goai 

(above P.9J. p.95. p. 1JJ-4). Nor does it seem unreasonable 

that these differences from the 12th century situation should 

have existed. The go~or~ system was only established in the 

10th century, the exact date being unclear, and thus it might seem 

unreasonable to expect that it would have achieved even by the 

end of the 10th century the full influence it had acquired in 

the social system by the 12th century. The conclusion~I 

have drawn from the 10th century law suits, plus those drawn 

by Karlsson from the 12th, thus suggest a very logical historical 

progression in the social significance of the godar, with the 

difficulties encountered by individuals in asserting their 

legal rights in court appearing as one possible stimulus to the 

growth in the power of godar • 
.. 
22 Karlsson, "G:xlar and HQfctingjar", p.365. 



With neither kin nor, godar being a totally reliable 

source of assistance, it is evident that in many situations 

individuals could have been left on their own in legal disputes. 

Clearly, many would have been prepared to forget their grievance 

or at least try to, and of these we would hear iittle in the 

s,agas. Such situations do, however, occasionally form the 
, " background for sagas, such as Havaraar Saga Isfir~ings. 

Havardr's son 6lafr was killed by his, go~i 10rbjQrn 

'fijoCfreksson, who "was a man of great kin and a great chief 

(h2fdingi) and the most overbearing of men" so that no man there 

i,n Icefri th was strong enough to speak against him" 

tl~vardar saga Ch.l). Havar~r was of good kin and had been a 

great champion but, in his words, "I am getting old, and those 

days of mine are gone when 1 thought it unlikely that I should 

ever have to put up with such foul wront' (Hivardar saga Ch.7). 

"Men did not think it likely that compensation or bote would 

be given to his kinsfolk, for Havarar was believed to be 

helpless and those he had to do with men of great power and not 

much used to act fairly or do justice" (Havardar Saga Ch.S). 

The saga is mainly the story of how Hivarar did eventually 

get revenge, but he did not achieve this through court proceedings. 

For some such people who were reasonably well off. the 

answer was to. buy the support of an influential person, often a 

godi, sometimes transferring all their possessions in return 

fol' support (arfsal ... see ,above p.176-8). This type of social 

relationship might be seen as somewhat simila~ to the early 

Irish clientship,although under that system it was the lord 

who gave the client property in return for a set portion of 

the produce each year. There were two kinds of client, base 

and free, but for both one of the major advantages to the client 



W~~ prote~tlo~ in le~~l ~atters. Th.e lord. g~l~ed status 

from having clients, which may also have been true of the 

Icelandic parallel, but it could not be said of Iceland as 

of Ireland that "Clientship was the basic economic under

pinning of the upper classes, aristocracy or king".23 

Such relationships seem to have occurred, at least in 10th 

century Iceland, only occasionally, and are not likely from 

the evidence of the law ·sult to have been often considered 

as a practical way out of legal dif£iculties, if only because 
. 

the cost of the assistance would normally have been greater 

than the cost of submitting to one's persecutor. 

For the independent farmer, then, these w~re the social 

relationships which were of importance in considering where to 

get aid in legal matters ~ kin, goaora and the arfsal arrange-

mente For those who did not have an independent source of 

income but rather were dependent on the financial support of 

another or were employed by another, the law suits suggest 

that the important social group was the household. For 

many, such as the young and the elderly, this was in 

effect the family, but there were many members of a household 

who were not close kin and it seems to have functioned as a 

separate social unit. As argued above (~ 99 ) the head of a 

household may have been primary prosecutor and defender in the 

affairs of the members in varying capacities, as father, husband, 

employer, owner, but even if in many of these situations the 

householder was acting as transferee prosecutor or defender, 

not primary, it is evident that the members of his household 

were dependent on the strength of the head or of his kin or goai. 

23 Gearoid Hac Niocaill, Ireland Before the Vikings, p.60-6S. 



A l~rge household could of course ~rovide the he~d w~th the 

strength necessary to assert the rights of those he was 

responsible for. According to Gragas every employee had the 

right to change his employer every ye~r. X have found no 

direct statemerit of this rule in the s~gas, but they also give no 

reason to doubt that employees did have this mobility, 

Thus it was perfectly possible for an employee to leave a 

household where his rights were not adequately protected and 

find another employer. rt is difficult to tell from the 

sagas to what extent this right provided employees with adequate 

protection of their legal rights, 
, , 

One further social group appears in Gragas as relevant 

to the prosecution of law suits and that is thehreppr 
--

which had its own prosecutors (see above p. 82 ) • It would 

have provided assistance primarily to those entitled to 

welfare payments. The lawsuits provide no evidence that 

it existed during the Saga Age. 

The practical factors which made equality of access 

to court difficult for the weaker members of society also 

meant that the stronger members could at times escape 

prosecution, and thus as wrongdoers had a considerable advantage 

in society. This was particularly true of gOdar, such as 

llorbj<2rn l>j6areksson who said of himself in Havardarsaga 

(Ch.S) "I have slain many a man whom men have thought sackless 

(innocent), and have never paid any weregild", and V{ga-Styrr 

who "though he slew many menJ he booted none'.'. (Heiaarv{ga . 

saga, summary of lost portion),·' The advantage goaar had 

as wrongdoers against non-godar is evident from an examination. 

of the ~ccused and defenders in the lawsuits, 



In no non-manslaughter suit was a. go~i prosecuted 

by a non~goai and in only one such case was he prosecuted 

by a goai for a non-go~i injured party. And even in this 

case the goai prosecuting was personally involved to a 

major extent, he sued his sister's husband for return of her 

property, but primarily because he felt agrieved, the woman 

being opposed to the lawsuit (E4). Goaar were more often 

sued in manslaughter suits by lesser men, but still always 

by men of high standing. In N2 in"laws of a goai sued ano

th(%" gacli, but got a leading family in the district who were 

constantly challenging the power of the godi to prosecute. 

This same family, together with another powerful man in the 

area, also prosecuted the same gocti in NIl. In W21 a goai 

was prosecuted by a neighbour who was the son of an old 

friend of his father's and probably a substantial farmer.' 

The manslaughter suits which were prosecuted by. goaar for 

non-go~i injured parties include W8 where the father of a goai 

got another goai to sue his 'own son; W9 where a go~i sued 

another god! for killing his fylga-armactr, which as suggested 

above (p. 96 ) might have been considered a personal matter 

of the prosecutorjand N1S where the goaar prosecuting the 

manslaughter suit also brought a suit for an assault on them 

personally and thus they were very much involved in the matter. 

That .goaar were 'so seldom prosecuted by non-go~ar was 

of course in part because there were s~ few of them, although 

this small number of suits in which go~ar were prosecuted by 
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or for non-go~ar should be compared with suits in which soaar 

were prosecuted by goaar in personal matters in non~manslaught~r 

suits (Tables IDl 

Goaar do not seem to have had any legal right not to 

be prosecuted and there seems to be no evidence for the theory 



of inequality which Ullman states existed In Medieval Europe 

which might have led to such a right: 

no inferior could legitimately bring any accusation against a 
superior. In other words, subjects were not entitled to 
invoke the help of a 1a' .... court against a superior. From 
the mid-ninth century this point of view became itniversa1ly 
accepted and had specific reference within the ecclesiastical 
sphere and also general reference within the royal field. 24 

It seems to have been more a question of honour and 

prestige: "Fur den stol zen wohlgeborenen ~lann kann es et:was 

Beleidigendes haben, sich vor das Gerricht zerren zu lassen~25 

I do not, however, agree with the first example of this given 
. a 

by Heusler, which does not invol vel goch. He cites the case 

from Nj~la where Hallgerar was charged with theft, Gunnarr, 

her husband, was eventually given self- judgement at court, and 

then set the damages for the theft off against th~ malice of 

the prosecutor in bringing the suit. This may sound rather 

like Gunnarr was taking extreme advantage of the situation, 

but it seems to me quite justified in this case as Gunnarr had 

offered double compensation as soon as he heard of the crime, 

and the prosecutor was being maliclous and unreasonable in 

taking the suit to court. Thus, it can be argued that Gunnarr 

was punishing him not for the personal slight but for misuse of 

the legal system (STUIZ). Heusler's second example from 

Ha1lfre C'tar saga and Vatnsdrela saga (N34) is more to the point, 

10rsteinn go~i gave permission to Otkell to summon his son 

Ingolfr at his home. 

this quite wrong: 

~orsteinn's brother Jokm11 considered ... 

when J9ku1l heard of this he flew into a rage, declaring ita 
thing unheard of that kinsmen of theirs should be made outlaws 
in their own territory. (Vatnsdela Ch.XXXVII). 

24 Walter Ullmann, The Individual and Society in the Middle Ages, p.lS 

25 Andreas Heusler, Das Strafrecht der ISlandersagas, p.99 
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Similarly, in ElZ Ketill ofNj ar<iv!k, .. a gocti7 gave permission 

for a summons to be served on one of his employees, but when 

the party actually arrived, he did not find himself able to 

tolerate the proceedings and attacked them. Such attitudes 

on the part of goaar may also explain why Snorri. go~i was 

not prosecuted along with his men in W6, even when the 

prosecutor was a gocii, The prosecut'ion perhaps £el t they 

would get a better result in the end if they did not rouse 

Snorri's anger too much by a pers~nal prosecut~on. 

Summary 

It is evident from both Gragas and the law suits that the 
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legal equality and independence of male litigants was quite 

high, although it is possible that independent tontrol of court 

actions was limited to those who were financially independent, 

i.e. primarily farmers, However, insufficient assistance 

was available to help an individual who found himself faced 

with,a person willing to abuse the legal system by the 

methods outlined above in Chapter 4 , Vlrtually no state 

help existed, and although every person was a member of one 

or more social groups to whom he could turn for help, no 

legal obligation to help an individual seems' to have been 

imposed on any of these groups. Individuals could thus 

at times be denied not only independence in their law suits, 

but also even the possibility of obtaining a legal remedy. 

Equality of access to court was thus denied to them,while at 

the same time certain indlviduals, especially goaar, could 

expect never to have to answer for their wrongdoings in court. 

Women had less independence . than men in their law suits, 

and probably greater practical difficulty in acting on their own 

behalf when they were entitled to do so, 
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